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Abstract
This work presents the methodology involved in applying numerical elec­
tronic device simulation, and specifically, the application of this method­
ology to the study of piezoelectric effects in GaAs MESFETs. Firstly, a 
three-dimensional (3D) numerical simulation package EVEREST, devel­
oped for the simulation of silicon electronic devices, has been enhanced 
by the introduction and verification of models for GaAs device physics. 
Then a 2D finite element program for the simulation of mechanical 
stresses in the M ESFET structure and a  program for the extraction of 
piezoelectric charge from the numerically calculated stresses have been 
produced. The force load model applied to  the m etal/dielectric/G aA s 
structure is suggested as a good mathematical representation of the 
physical processes involved. The impact of stress induced piezoelectric 
charge, substrate doping and varying gate length on the electrical char­
acteristics of epitaxial and ion-implanted M ESFETs have been deter­
mined by numerical simulation using the EVEREST device simulator. 
Comparison between experimental data  and simulation results has been 
presented. Finally, conclusions and suggestions for further study have 
been given.
xviii
Chapter 1 
Introduction
T he first gallium  arsenide (GaAs) M Etal Sem iconductor Field-Effect T ran­
sistor (M E SFE T ) was announced in 1966 by M ead [1]. T he use of a m etal- 
sem iconductor Schottky barrier instead of a diffused p-n  ju nc tion  or insu la ted  
g a te  to control th e  current flow was of g reat im portance, for th e  form ation of a 
localized diffused ju nc tion  or a high quality sem iconductor-insulator interface 
in GaAs proved nearly impossible. T he M ESFET evolved into a high speed 
m icrowave device due to  the  sim plicity of device operation  and design, and the 
un ipo lar operation  of th e  device.
GaAs M E SFE T s have shown extrinsic current gain cu t off frequencies above 
100 GHz, m inim um  noise figures less th an  1 dB, and associated gain b e tte r  
th a n  13 dB at 18 GHz [2]. The use of the  GaAs M E SFE T  for d ig ital applica­
tions began in 1974 and has developed over years in to  a w ell-established LSI 
technology [3, 4], recently  beginning to fulfill th e  prom ise for high-speed VLSI 
circuits [5].
A lthough widely used and studied, GaAs as a sem iconductor m a teria l shows 
a rem arkable set of problem s which include m ateria l p roduction  and a series of 
second order effects in processed electronic devices. Being a binary com pound, 
G aAs exhib its m uch higher defect densities when com pared to silicon wafers. A 
very high surface s ta te  density ( 1 0 1 2  cm - 2  or higher) is typical a t the  surface of 
G aAs in con trast to  th e  silicon surface (101 0  cm - 2  or less) when a high-density 
Si0 2  film is therm ally  grown by oxidation [6 , 7].
T he second order effects include such phenom ena as backgating or side- 
gating , high subthreshold  current, orientation effects, a set of short-channel 
effects, etc. This is only a short list of those effects th a t d irectly  influence the 
threshold  voltage of M ESFETs. which is one of the  m ost im po rtan t electrical 
p aram eters  of FETs.
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In th is work we shall concentrate on the orien tation  effect which is due to  
crystal anisotropy in GaAs. It m anifests itself in th e  form  of threshold  voltage 
variations w ith a functional dependence on M E SFE T  gate orien tation  on a 
wafer and it is due to th e  piezoelectric na tu re  of th e  GaAs crystal. T he effect 
is so im p o rtan t th a t one of th e  m ain design rules in GaAs IC production  is th a t 
all M E SFE T  gates on a wafer m ust run  in the sam e direction [8 ]. T he m otiva­
tion  governing th is work is not only based on the  wish to  reduce scattering  of 
M E SFE T  electrical characteristics through the enhanced knowledge of piezo- 
electrically  induced orien tation  effects, bu t also on a possible im provem ent of 
th e  M E SFE T  param eters by intentionally  induced piezoelectric charge.
T he goals of this study  are to contribute to the m ethodology involved in ap­
plying num erical electronic device sim ulation, and specifically, th e  application 
of this m ethodology to  the  study of piezoelectric effects in GaAs M ESFETs.
We tried  to  fulfil the  goals of this study through several steps. F irstly , a 
three-dim ensional (3D) num erical sim ulation package E V E R E ST  [48], devel­
oped for the  sim ulation of silicon electronic devices, has been enhanced by the  
in troduction  and verification of models for GaAs device physics. T hen  a 2D 
finite elem ent program  for the sim ulation of m echanical stresses in th e  M ES­
F E T  stru c tu re  has been w ritten . Furtherm ore, a program  for the  ex traction  
of p iezoelectric charges from  the  num erically calculated  stresses has been pro­
duced. A separate  program  for calculation of the  piezoelectric charge from  
an analy tical approach has also been developed. T he effects of piezoelectric 
charges determ ined  by the  two aforem entioned m ethods on the  electrical char­
acteristics of M E SFE T s have been determ ined by num erical sim ulation using 
th e  E V E R E ST  package. T he results for epitaxial and  ion-im planted M E SFE T s 
w ith different technological param eters have been obta ined  and com pared. F i­
nally, conclusions and  suggestions have been given.
C hap ter 2 presents a survey of research rela ted  to the  piezoelectric effect. 
A short review of GaAs M E SFE T  num erical sim ulation is also given.
C hapter 3 presents th e  basic sem iconductor equations. T he assum ptions 
im plicit in th e  drift-diffusion approxim ation of carrier tran sp o rt are briefly 
described. B oundary conditions and models for GaAs physical phenom ena are 
reviewed, and then  resu lts of several M ESFET sim ulations are discussed.
C hap ter 4 in troduces th e  linear elasticity  theory and explains th e  usage 
of the  F in ite  E lem ent M ethod (FEM ) for sim ulation of m echanical stresses 
in th e  M E SFE T  struc tu re . T he derivation of induced piezoelectric charge
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from the obtained stress fields is explained. T he results ob tained  through the 
application of FEM  sim ulation and an analytical approach are com pared.
C hap ter 5 expands on the  influence of stress-induced piezoelectric charge on 
the  electrical characteristics of M ESFETs. Two types of M ESFETs, epitax ial 
and ion-im planted, are analysed.
C hap ter 6  presents th e  conclusions of the  study  and offers suggestions for 
fu rther study.
3
Chapter 2 
Survey of research
GaAs M E SFE T  technology holds m uch prom ise in th e  fu tu re  for high-speed 
low-power device im plem entation. However, serious problem s still lie in the 
p a th  of the  developm ent of this technology for IC production . These problem s 
include m ateria l production  and second order effects such as backgating, high 
sub thresho ld  current, orien tation  effects, tem pera tu re  dependence of electrical 
characteristics, effects of donor diffusion from  highly doped contact regions, 
effects of deep traps, variations of m obility param eters w ith  changes in gate 
lengths and  consequent variations of electrical characteristics.
Indeed, if one only considers the problem s associated w ith the  threshold 
voltage Vth of M E SFE T s, a num ber of effects can be seen: a) Vth varies con­
siderably over a given wafer; b) Vth varies w ith changes in the  gate length  Lg; 
c) Vth varies w ith the  F E T  gate orientation on a wafer (com m only reffered 
to  as o rien ta tion  effects). We shall concentrate on the  research re la ted  to  the 
o rien ta tion  effects.
I t is well known th a t in GaAs, a zinc-blende crystal based on th e  cubic 
space group F43m  [9], th e  two <011 > directions are not iden tical1 (see Fig.
2.1 for definition of orientations). This property  has been used to explain the 
asym m etric  cracking, bending and dislocation form ation in III-V  com pound 
sem iconductors [1 0 , 1 1 , 1 2 ].
T he earliest work carried  out in the  area of orientation effects is th a t of Lee 
et al. [14], who investigated  the dependence of the  electrical characteristics of 
M E SFE T s on the ir orien tation . In this study p lanar GaAs M ESFETs w ith a 
CVD Si3 N 4  annealing cap were fabricated on (100) surfaces of sem i-insulating 
GaAs substra tes  using m ultip le localized ion-im plantation directly  into the
'T h e  two different <  011 >  crystal directions can be easily identified using the preferential 
etching m ethod  [13].
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Figure 2.1: D efinition of orientations. The gate of the  M E SFE T  A is oriented 
in th e  [Oil] direction, and  th e  gate of the M ESFET B in th e  [Oil] direction. 
T he  M E SFE T  A will be called the  [Oil] F E T  and the  M E S F E T  B will be called 
th e  [Oil] F E T . B oth M ESFETs are processed on the  (100) crystallographic 
surface.
sub stra te . Devices oriented in the  [Oil] direction exhib ited  a higher threshold 
voltage Vth th a n  those oriented in the [Oil] direction. Furtherm ore , the  value
Vth varied substan tia lly  w ith gate length L g for o rien tation  in the  [Oil] 
d irection, bu t it was nearly  independent of L g for the  [Oil] direction over the 
range of gate lengths from  1 to  50 /¿m.
Sim ilar work was repo rted  in 1983 by Yokoyama et al. [15], wherein a 
CVD S i0 2  annealing cap was used. They noted sim ilar effects to those of Lee 
et al. bu t they  occured for reversed orientations, i.e. th e  threshold voltage 
shifts were of opposite sign. Yokoyama et al. also noted th a t the  /l-v a lu e 2  
decreased unexpectedly  for short-gate-length [Oil] FE T s and  they observed 
th a t this behaviour was absent in [Oil] FETs.
In th a t sam e year Sadler and E astm an [16] conducted experim ents on MES- 
FE T Ss in which a capless arsine anneal was used. They noted alm ost identical 
variations of Vth in b o th  directions. Their results would conform to a “norm al” 
short-channel effect, i.e. to  the  fact th a t there would be an increase in donor 
concen tration  due to  the  la tera l straggle of ion-im planted n + regions and also 
possibly due to stress enhanced preferential la teral diffusion during th e  post­
im plan t anneal. It is clear th a t the dielectric overlayer plays a significant role 
as Sadler and E astm an  observed very little  orientation dependence when no 
d ielectric  was present. This stress can be caused by therm al expansion m is­
u s in g  an approximation of (Id ) ^ 2 = {KY^2{Vgs — Vth), the threshold voltage is deter­
mined as an extrapolated value of Vcs for Id — 0, and \[K  is determined as the inclination 
of the extrapolation line.
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m atch  between the substra te  and th in  film overlayers, alloying of the  m etal 
contacts or wafer deform ation due to  therm al processing.
In 1984 Chang et al. [17] reported  th a t the  threshold  voltages of FETs 
in th e  [Oil] and [Oil] directions had a strong dependence on radial distance 
from  the  centre of the  wafer, while [001] and [010] o rien ta ted  F E T s exhibited 
no such dependence and had b e tte r device uniform ity. This observation was 
explained by the  presence of piezoelectric charge. T he sam e group of authors 
in  th e  paper by Asbeck et al. [18] derived a sim ple analy tical m odel for the 
stress induced piezoelectric charge.
In 1985 Ohnishi et al. [19] resolved the problem  of th e  conflicting d a ta  of 
Lee et al. [14] and Yokoyama et al. [15] by a ttr ib u tin g  the  difference in sign 
of th e  Vth shift to differences in the overlayers used. T hey proved, by X-ray 
diffraction m easurem ents, th a t Si0 2  and Si3 N 4  films im posed opposite stresses 
on GaAs; th e  Si0 2  films being in com pression, while th e  Si3 N 4  films were in 
tension. As will be shown la ter, the  opposite signs of the  stresses account for 
th e  differing Vth shifts.
Asbeck et al. [18], Chang et al. [17], Ohnishi et al. [19], and O nodera et 
al. [2 0 ] confirm ed th a t th e  orien tation  dependence of Vth is decreased as the 
dielectric  layer is th inned  down by plasm a etching, which is consistent w ith 
th e  conclusion of Sadler and E astm an [16] th a t w ith the  use of capless an­
nealing there  is no preferred direction for M ESFETs fabricated  on (100) GaAs 
surfaces. We can fu rther conclude th a t the stress im parted  by the  gate m etal 
is negligible as well as the  stress enhanced preferential diffusion. T he reason 
for th e  form er is obvious since the threshold voltage shifts are considerably 
reduced and practically  negligible for FE T s w ithout dielectric overlayers. The 
reason for the la tte r  is th a t the  stress enhanced preferential diffusion ought 
to occur during post-im plant annealing, bu t not during dielectric overlayer 
etching. This diffusion should cause orientation dependence even when the 
d ielectric  layer is com pletely th inned  down to the  zero thickness. N ote th a t 
th e  la te ra l stre tch  of n + im plan ted  ions still exists as a separate  problem .
K anam ori et al. [21] conducted experim ents in which ex ternal m echanical 
stresses were directly  applied to  the GaAs substrate . A lm ost th e  sam e voltage 
shifts were observed for FE T s w ith and w ithout a Si0 2  overlayer and the 
au thors concluded th a t th e  gate m etal stress is m ainly responsible for the 
threshold  voltage shift, which is in contrast to all previously published results.
M cNally et al. [22] also used externally applied loads. In the ir exper­
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im ents the  sam e device was pu t into bo th  tension and com pression, which 
clearly dem onstra ted  the piezoelectric effect. R am irez et al. [23] calculated 
th e  stresses induced by an overlayer using a 2D finite elem ent m ethod  and es­
tim a te d  th e  Vth shift by m eans of th e  m om ent-arm  m ethod. Good agreem ent 
was found w ith  the  experim ental work of M cNally et al. [22].
M cN ally et al. [24] extended the  work of Ram irez et al. [23] perform ing 
th e  2D device sim ulations to  evaluate the  effects of stress induced piezoelectric 
charge d istributions.
Considering the  num erical sim ulation of electrical characteristics of GaAs 
M E SFE T s, there are several approaches. A lthough the  M E SFE T  analy ti­
cal analysis underw ent various im provem ents since the  first analy tical m odel 
applicable to  GaAs M ESFETs [25], a 2D sim ultaneous solution of Poisson’s 
equation  and  the  electron current continuity  equation is required  to  rigorously 
analyse th e  curren t flow under the Schottky gate of M ESFETs. T he s tandard  
drift-diffusion approxim ation of curren t flow has been widely used [26]-[36], 
b u t o ther approaches w ith m ore sophisticated equations for th e  physical and 
m a th em a tica l m odelling of M ESFETs have been im plem ented as well, e.g. the 
M onte Carlo m ethod  [37]-[42] and the  energy balance equations [43]-[46].
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Chapter 3 
Sim ulation of GaAs M ESFETs
3.1 B asic sem iconductor equations
T he basic sem iconductor equations can be derived from  M axw ell’s equations 
(3.1)-(3.4), several relations ob ta ined  from the  solid-state physics of sem icon­
ductors and various assum ptions.
? d Dro t H  =  J  +  —  
at
(3.1)
t o l S  =  J ~ i
(3.2)
—t
div D = p (3.3)
div B  =  0 (3.4)
E  and  D  are th e  electric field and displacem ent vector, H  and B  are the 
m agnetic  field and induction  vector, respectively. J  denotes th e  conduction 
cu rren t density, p is the  electric charge density, and t is the  tim e variable.
T he basic set of sem iconductor equations consists of Poisson’s equation  and 
two cu rren t continuity  equations. W hile the derivation of Poisson’s equation  is 
p ractica lly  straightforw ard, th e  derivation of the curren t continuity  equations 
is qu ite  dem anding [47].
Poisson’s equation  is given by
e div grad '5 =  — p (3.5)
where e denotes the p erm ittiv ity  and 'P is the e lectrosta tic  po ten tial. The 
re la tion  betw een the e lectrosta tic  po ten tial 'I' and the electric field E  is
E  =  — grad '£. (3.6)
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T he space charge density p can be fu rther broken apart into
p = q(p -  n + N D -  N a ) (3.7)
w here p  (n) represents the  hole (electron) concentration, N d (N a ) th e  donor 
(acceptor) concentration, and q the electronic charge.
W e can now rew rite Poisson’s equation into th e  well known form
e div grad 'P =  — q(p — n + N d — N A). (3-8)
T he cu rren t continuity  equations for holes and electrons are
— div J p — qR  (3.9)
d iv X  — qR  (3.10)
w here J n (J p) is the  electron (hole) current density. T he q uan tity  R  is a 
function  describing the  net generation or recom bination of electrons and holes. 
T he cu rren t continuity  equations (3.9) and (3.10) are generally valid as they 
represen t th e  fundam ental balance law, i.e. the  fact th a t sources and sinks
of th e  conduction currents are fully com pensated by the  tim e variation  of the
m obile charge. The nex t necessary step is to define the  hole and electron 
cu rren t densities.
In general, th e  hole and electron current densities can be expressed as
J p = qpvp (3.11)
J n — qnvn (3.12)
w here vp (vn) is the  hole (electron) drift velocity. We see th a t th e  current
density  is the p roduct of th e  un it charge, the particle concentration and the
average velocity of particles. T he m ajor problem  of sem iconductor sim ulation 
is to  find expressions which re la te  the average or drift velocities for electrons 
vn and holes vp to the electric field E  and to the carrier concentrations n  and 
P-
W ith o u t giving a detailed  derivation, we present the  final form  of th e  cur­
ren t re la tions as im plem ented in the sem iconductor device sim ulation package 
E V E R E ST  [48]. The curren t densities, derived from the B oltzm ann transpo rt 
equation ,
J p =  -Q /ippgrad (3.13)
Jn -  - q ^ nn  g r a d $ n (3-14)
dp
q m
dn
qT t
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toge ther w ith the equations for the  carrier concentrations, given by th e  Max- 
w ell-B oltzm ann  approxim ation,
p =  n i e x p ( ^ f )  ( 3 1 5 )
n =  " • e x p ( ^ 1 )  (X16)
allow us to  express the  current densities in the  form
Jp =  —qfJ-p [(kT / q) g rad p  +  pg rad  (\& — ( k T / q) In n*)] (3.17)
J n = qp,n [(kT/ q) gvad n  -  n g r a d ( ^  +  (kT /q ) \n r i i ) \  (3.18)
where th e  term s grad (In n,-) represent possible dependence of the  in trinsic
concen tration  n t- on position; fin (//p) is the electron (hole) m obility, k is the 
B o ltzm ann  constan t, T  is th e  tem p era tu re  in Kelvins, (<£p) is th e  electron 
(hole) quasi-Ferm i level [47, 49].
To sum m arize results obtained so far, we shall rew rite the  basic set of sem i­
conductor equations. It consists of Poisson’s equation (3.19), the  continuity  
equations for electrons (3.20) and holes (3.21), and the curren t relations for 
electrons (3.22) and holes (3.23)
- q ( p  -  n + N d -  N a ) (3.19)
div  J n — qR  (3.20)
— div J P — qR  (3-21)
qpLn [(kT/q)  grad  n  — n  grad ( ^  +  ( k T / q) In n,)] (3.22)
—qiip [(kT /q)  g rad p  +  pg rad  ( 'f  -  ( k T /q )  In ra,-)] .(3.23)
T hese equations form  the  m a them atica l m odel of sem iconductor device oper­
ation  and  have to be solved num erically for given boundary conditions. The 
m odel is known as th e  drift-diffusion approxim ation of curren t flow. A lthough 
it is valid for a broad range of engineering applications, conditions do exist
for which its validity is not guaran teed  or not certain. However, as we are
bound  to perform  a trade-off between accuracy and com plexity of our model, 
th e  m ore general and sophisticated  results are too com plex to  give a rigorous 
and  still sufficiently sim ple m odel for the  purpose of device sim ulation.
M ore details about assum ptions and simplifications in troduced  to derive 
th e  set of basic sem iconductor equations can be found in [47], bu t for the
e div grad 'If 
dn
q m
dp
qY t
Jn —
j T) —
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purpose of clarity  we shall sketch some of th e  assum ptions in troduced  in the 
m odel.
T he situa tion  w ith Poisson’s equation is simple. The p e rm ittiv ity  e, which 
is in  principle a tensor of rank two, will be trea ted  here as a scalar quan tity  
(e =  12.9eo for GaAs and Sq is the  absolute p erm ittiv ity  [50]).
T he m ajo r assum ptions in the  derivation of th e  drift-diffusion approxim a­
tion  of carrier transpo rt, originally form alized in 1950 by van Roosbroeck [51], 
s ta te  th a t: 1 ) the carriers have to undergo m any collisions in th e  tim e in ter­
vals of in terest; and 2 ) the changes in th e  carriers e lectrosta tic  p o ten tia l energy 
over distances equal to  the  m ean free p a th  have to  be sm all com pared w ith  
th e  average therm al energy.
T he m any  collisions assum ption poses strong lim itations on th e  drift-diffu- 
sion approxim ation  when m icron and subm icron devices are considered. The 
one-dim ensional M onte-Carlo sim ulation [52] has shown th a t electrons accel­
e ra ted  from  an in itia l s ta te  of zero average velocity can travel d istances up 
to  1  /j,m before they  have experienced sufficiently m any collisions to  reach a 
s ta te  of equilibrium  with the crystal la ttice . Due to this effect, called velocity 
overshoot, significant variations of th e  electric field over the  distance less th an
0.5 to  1 [im , or tem poral variations in less than  2.5 to  25 ps invalidate the 
m any collisions assum ption in GaAs.
T he  second assum ption sta tes th a t the  drift-diffusion approxim ation  is valid 
only if carriers travel under low electric field.
To express the  full severity of the  problem  we shall add th ree  m ore assum p­
tions which had  to be in troduced to  obtain the current relations (3.22) and 
(3.23) from  th e  B oltzm ann tran sp o rt equation:
• All scattering  processes have been assum ed to be elastic. Therefore, 
po lar optical phonon scattering, which is a m ajo r scattering  m echanism  
in G aAs, has been neglected.
• T he  spatia l variation of ex ternal forces is neglected which im plies a slowly 
varying electric field vector.
•  T he  sem iconductor has been assum ed to be infinitely large. In a real 
device the d istribu tion  function is changed in a com plex m anner in the 
v icinity  of boundaries, for instance contacts [53] and interfaces [54]. It 
can be expected th a t the drift-diffusion approxim ation fails w ithin a few 
m ean  free paths of boundaries.
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3.2 B oundary conditions
T he basic sem iconductor equations are defined over th e  dom ain D  representing 
th e  device geom etry. T he boundary d D  of the  three-dim ensional problem  is 
piecewise sm ooth  and can be split in to  two parts
dD  =  d D P U d D A (3.24)
where d D p  represents the  p arts  which correspond to  real “physical” boundaries 
like contacts, and d D A consists of artificial boundaries which are in troduced  
to  enable sim ulation.
It is obvious th a t an artificial boundary can not be in troduced  com pletely 
arb itrarily . Taking into account knowledge of the  operation  of a device it 
is possible to  define som ew hat n a tu ra l boundaries which separate  th e  device 
from  its environm ent. A typical exam ple is th e  reduction of th e  height of 
th e  s im ulated  region to  several m icrons instead of sim ulating a device over a 
typical wafer thickness of 500 microns.
At th e  non-contact (artificial) boundaries we assum e th a t no curren t flows 
out of th e  sem iconductor, and th a t the  non-contact boundaries of th e  sim ulated  
region are far enough from  th e  active channel so th a t changes of th e  po ten tia l 
in th e  direction perpendicular to the  boundary vanish a t th a t boundary. It is 
im po rtan t to  no te  th a t it is up to the device engineer who perform s th e  sim u­
la tion  to  check th a t the  height of the  sim ulated region is large enough, because 
th e  above conditions will be au tom atically  forced by the  solution process. Thus 
we define the  N eum ann boundary conditions [49]
J p ■ v =  —J n ■ v =  grad $  • ¿7 =  0 (3.25)
w here V is the  outw ard norm al unit vector from  the  boundary.
O hm ic contacts are idealized by assum ing infinite contact recom bination 
velocities and  space charge neutrality . Hence, carriers are in therm odynam ic 
equilibrium  and bo th  quasi-Ferm i levels equal the  applied voltage Va
=  $ n =  Va. (3.26)
We also have the  D irichlet boundary conditions for the electrosta tic  po ten tia l 
and for bo th  carrier concentrations
V = Va + V bi (3.27)
n =  no (3.28)
P  =  P o  (3.29)
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where no and  p0 are the  values of the  corresponding variables for space-charge 
neu tra lity  and a t equilibrium
np  — n? =  0 (3.30)
n  — p — N d +  N a  = 0. (3.31)
These two conditions can be arranged into
J ( N D - N Ay +  4n f  +  (N d  - N a ) 
n 0 =  -     (3.32)
k T
In (<Nd
q \ rii
k T
ln |
( N a
q V rii
yJ{ND -  N Af  +  4n? -  (N o  -  N A)
Po =   -------------------------------- 2--------------------------------■ t 3 ’3 3 '
If we have one type of dopant dom inating the  o ther type, th e  built-in
p o ten tia l 'Pi,- can be simplified
for N d »  N a  (3.34)
for N a  »  N d - (3.35)
T he second type of contact is the  Schottky barrier or rectifying contact.
T he physics of th e  Schottky barrier contact is ex traord inarily  com plex. For 
the  purpose of sim ulation highly simplified m odels are com m only in use. For 
the  e lectrosta tic  po ten tia l one can assum e the  D irichlet boundary  condition
$  =  =  va +  'I'm -  (3.36)
w here ^ 5  is th e  po ten tia l on the  Schottky contact, represents the  Schottky 
barrie r height which is a characteristic quan tity  of the  m etal and the  semi­
conductor w ith which th e  Schottky contact is fabricated. Fig. 3.1 shows the  
Schottky  barrie r energy band diagram  in equilibrium  (Va =  0). 'I't, is again 
th e  bu ilt-in  voltage, bu t in this case defined as
Vbi =  (3 .3 7)
<1
w here E c — Ei is the  difference between the conduction band edge and the 
in trinsic  Ferm i level in th e  sem iconductor. In GaAs, in con trast to  the  Silicon 
case, E c — Ei differs from  Eg/ 2 due to the pronounced difference between N c 
and N v.
For electron and hole concentrations it is m ore difficult to give bound­
ary  conditions which are physically reasonable and still sufficiently sim ple for
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Figure 3.1: Schottky barrie r energy band diagram  in  equilibrium  (Va =  0).
m odelling. We m odel Schottky contact electron (n s ) and hole (ps)  carrier 
concentrations by
n = n s = N c exP (3-38)
P =  W  =  ( 3 M )
which, w ith  th e  conditions for the quasi-Ferm i levels
$n =  $ P = Va, (3.40)
satisfies the  equilibrium  condition n sp s  = n?.
It is w orth noting th a t the  carrier concentrations a t a Schottky contact
depend  in general on th e  current density passing through th e  contact. The
b oundary  conditions arising from  the therm ionic em ission/diffusion theory  [55, 
56] are m ore physical
J n - v  =  - q v l ( n s - n 0) (3.41)
j p ' ^  =  q V p { p s -p o )  (3.42)
w here (u j)  represents th e  therm ionic emission velocity for electrons (holes). 
T he conditions (3.38) and  (3.39) are the special case of (3.41) and (3.42) for 
infinite therm ion ic em ission velocities.
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3.3 G aA s m odels and param eters
T he basic sem iconductor equations ju s t determ ine th e  set of equations th a t has 
to  be solved for given boundary conditions to  sim ulate  the  in ternal behaviour 
of a device.
T he geom etry of a device and the  d istribu tion  of dopants can be considered 
to  be physical param eters as well. They shall be discussed separately  for each 
sim ulated  device.
T here are additionally  several physical param eters th a t have to be defined 
prior to  the  sim ulation of a device. Most of them  are rela ted  to the  energy band 
rep resen ta tion  of sem iconductors and to the carrier m obility  m odels, and they 
have to  be couched in a form  suitable for the  num erical sim ulation. Extensive 
reviews of GaAs physical param eters can be found in [9, 50, 57].
T he electronic device sim ulator EV ER EST has been enhanced by th e  fol­
lowing GaAs specific models for the energy band  representation
E g =  1 .51 9 - - 5 --40o5n7 l ° : 4 r-  (3.43)a 204 +  r  y J
N v =  1.83 • 101 5 T 3 / 2  (3.44)
N c =  8.63 • 101 3 T 3/2(1 — 1.93 ■ 10-4 T  — 4.19 • lO-8 ?12) (3.45)
rii =  \ j N CN V exp (3-46)
Ei =  E g - k T  I n —  (3.47)
Tli
w here E g is the  energy gap in electron volts (eV) between the  conduction and 
valence band, N c (N v) represents the effective electron (hole) concentration (in 
cm -3 ), rii is th e  in trinsic  concentration (in cm -3 ), and Ei is the  in trinsic Fermi 
energy (in eV) [50]. Thus, for a tem peratu re  of 300 K we have
E , =  1.423 eV (3.48)
N v =  9.51 • 1 0 1 8  cm - 3 (3.49)
N c =  4.21 • 1 0 1 7  cm - 3 (3.50)
rii =  2.23 • 1 0 6  cm - 3 (3.51)
Ei =  0.752 eV. (3.52)
T he m odel of the  effective electron concentration N c takes in to  account the 
nonparabo licity  of th e  conduction band edge. C ontributions from  the satel­
lite  valleys have not been included because they  do not significantly influ­
ence th e  electron concentration  at tem peratu res below 500 K. On the o ther
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hand , th e  intervalley transfer due to  high electric fields is included through 
th e  field-dependent m obility  model. It is w orth noting th a t th is kind of physi­
cal inconsistency has becom e common practice in th e  num erical sim ulation of 
sem iconductor devices, because very com plex physics underlies the  theory  of
operation  of sem iconductor devices.
No specific m odel for band gap narrowing has been defined for GaAs. This 
m eans th a t the  in trinsic concentration is independent of the  position.
N ext, we shall discuss carrier m obilities. T he p rim ary  in te rest of this work 
is to  m odel and sim ulate n-type GaAs M ESFETs. T hus, no m odel for the  
hole m obility  will be given because all sim ulations are perform ed by assum ing 
th a t th e  contribu tion  of th e  hole current continuity  equation  can be neglected. 
A dditionally, the  hole quasi-Ferm i level is kept constan t th roughout the  whole 
M E S F E T  struc tu re , its value corresponding to the  equilibrium  hole concentra­
tion.
The electron m obility  of GaAs is known to be a very com plex function. 
In general, electrons and holes can be scattered  by the rm al la ttice  v ibrations, 
ionized im purities, n eu tra l im purities, vacancies, in terstitia ls , dislocations, sur­
faces, and  electrons and  holes themselves. M any of these m echanism s, and es­
pecially  the ir in teractions, are very com plicated and  difficult to  m odel. Thus, 
we end up by using phenom enological expressions to  m odel various experim en­
ta lly  observed m obility  phenom ena.
T he m ost fundam ental process by which carriers are sca tte red  is the ir in­
te rac tio n  w ith  la ttice  v ibrations. The sim ple tem p era tu re  dependent m odel 
for th e  electron m obility  is given by
A very sim ilar s itua tion  exists when the im purity -dependen t m obility  is 
considered. We use
(3.53)
w here fino and a  represent fitting param eters. T he default values are chosen 
to  be /in 0  =  7500 cm 2 /V-s and a n =  1 [58]. It is w orth noting  th a t there  is a 
considerable scattering  am ong the published d a ta  for fin0 from  7500 cm 2/V s  
[58] and 8500 cm 2/V s  [59, 60, 61], to 9000 cm 2 /V-s [62].
(3.54)
w here th e  fitting  param eters  have the following values: n min<n =  1500 cm 2 /V-s, 
Hmax,n =  6400 cm 2 /V s , /5n =  1 , Nre],n =  1.426 • 1 0 1 7  cm "3, and a n =  0.5385
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Figure 3.2: Im purity -dependen t m obility n !n as a function  of th e  doping con­
cen tra tion  N a  +  N d -
[36]. Several o ther ionized im purity  scattering m odels have been presented 
th a t are m ore or less com plex th a n  (3.54) [33, 63]. Fig. 3.2 shows th e  m obility  
as a function of th e  doping concentration N a  +  N p .
T he last m odel we shall present is the  field-dependent m obility  m odel
r F 3
fj-n +  ^ « i n r
^ ( E )  = --------------------------------------------------- (3.SS)
1+fr
cr
where vsat =  0 .8 -107  cm /s  is the  electron sa tu ra tion  velocity, E CT =  4.3 kV /cm
—i
is th e  critical electrical field, E  = \E\ represents th e  m agnitude of the  electric 
field, and  is the  im purity-dependent m obility given by (3.54) [36].
E quations (3.54) and (3.55) reproduce the velocity-field curve obta ined  by 
M onte Carlo sim ulation in the constant electric field [64, 65].
Fig. 3.3 shows th e  m obility  fj.% as a function of th e  electric field for N A +  
jVp =  1 0 1 3  and 1 0 1' cm -3 , which corresponds to th e  doping concentrations of 
th e  su b stra te  and  the  active channel respectively of a typical M E SFE T , and 
Fig. 3.4 shows the  electron velocity
« „  =  t f E  ( 3 . 5 6 )
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Figure 3.3: F ield-dependent m obility / as a function of th e  electric field for 
two different doping concentrations.
for th e  sam e doping concentrations.
No m odel for th e  hole m obility  has been defined because all sim ulations 
have been perform ed by assum ing th a t the  contribu tion  of the  hole current 
con tinu ity  equation  can be neglected. The hole quasi-Ferm i level has been kept 
constan t th roughout th e  whole M ESFET structu re , its value corresponding to 
th e  equilibrium  hole concentration.
3.4 V erification
In  th is section we shall present our a ttem p ts  to ob ta in  good agreem ent w ith 
experim en tal results for an ion-im planted M ESFET. R ecom bination has been 
neglected  and only DC sim ulation has been perform ed.
T he s tru c tu re  of an ion-im planted M ESFET is shown in Fig. 3.5. G aussian 
and  erro r function  profiles are assum ed for the  donor im purity  d istribu tion  in 
th e  vertica l and la te ra l directions respectively. T he values of the ion dose Ndosei 
th e  p ro jec ted  range R p, the  s tandard  deviation A R p, and the la tera l s tan d ard  
dev iation  A Rpjat f°r th e  n-channel and heavily doped contact regions are given 
in Table 3.1. In bo th  cases 50% post-im plant annealing efficiency has been
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Figure 3.4: E lectron  velocity vn as a function of the  electric field for two 
different doping concentrations.
assum ed. A T -shaped  gate electrode has been used as an  im p lan ta tion  m ask 
for n + regions to  reduce the  series resistances between th e  active channel and 
ohm ic contacts. The background doping is N A — 5 ■ 101 3  cm -3 . T he Schottky 
barrie r height is =  0.95 V, as m easured for the  W N X gate [6 6 ]. All these 
param eters  and  experim ental da ta  are taken from  [36].
T he first a tte m p t, using th e  im purity-dependent m obility  m odel (3.54) and 
th e  field-dependent m obility m odel (3.55), has shown considerably lower cur­
ren ts for V g s  — 0.7 and 0.5 V than  th e  experim ent, although the  agreem ent 
for V q s  =  0.3 V was fairly good (Fig. 3.6).
T he  exp lanation  is simple; the m obility is assum ed to  depend on the  ab­
solute electric field value. However, this physical p ic tu re  is not valid when a 
strong  bu ilt-in  electric field appears perpendicular to  the  channel direction, as 
is th e  case below th e  Schottky gate. Because the electron curren t direction 
is alm ost perpendicu lar to the  built-in  field, electrons in the  channel do not 
acquire any energy from  th e  built-in  field, which im plies th a t under low drain 
bias conditions th e  electron m obility should be its low-field value. If the  elec­
tron  m obility  depends on the  m agnitude of the electric field, the  m obility value
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Figure 3.5: Schematic structure of an ion-implanted MESFET (ail dimensions 
in microns). The width is 10 ¿¿m.
n-channel layer:
Ndose 2 • 1012 cm"2
Rp 0.0424 /im
A Rp 0.0254 /im
A Rpjat 0.0343 /.im
n+ contact regions:
Ndose 3 • 1013 cm-2
RP 0.1559 pan
A Rp 0.0697 (im
A  Rpjat 0.1007 fim
Table 3.1: Parameters for donor impurity profiles of 1 ¿mi gate-length ion- 
implanted MESFET.
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Drain-to-source voltage, V
F igure 3.6: D rain currents for th e  1 /xm gate-length ion-im plan ted  MES- 
F E T . T he experim ental d a ta  (full line) and calculated resu lts (dashed line) 
for Vas  =  0.7, 0.5 and 0.3 V are shown. The agreem ent is relatively  good only 
for Vgs  — 0.3 V (the  low erm ost curves). C alculated resu lts are ob ta ined  using 
th e  im purity -dependen t low-field m obility and th e  m agn itude of th e  electric 
field as th e  driving force for the  field-dependent m obility  m odel pin (\E\).
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and th e  electron current are seriously underestim ated .
As th e  electron current flows in th e  direction of the  gradient of th e  electron 
quasi-Ferm i level (see (3.14)), the m agnitude of the electric field in the  field- 
dependent m obility  model should be replaced by
£ *  =  ^ £ 1  (3.57)
K I
w here
F  = — g ra d $ „ . (3.58)
T hus, th e  driving force Edr , representing the  projection of th e  electric field on
th e  direction  of current flow, should be used in th e  field-dependent m obility
  —*
m odel instead  of the  m agnitude E  = \E\.
U nfortunately , when the  m odel (3.57) was im plem ented, it was not possible 
to  get sim ulation results because either th e  itera tive  process was extrem ely  
slow (for low drain-to-source voltages) or diverged (for higher drain-to-source 
voltages).
K eeping in m ind th a t the  current flow is m ostly parallel to the  source- 
to -d ra in  direction, i.e. th e  direction of the  x  axis in our sim ulations, it was 
decided to use the  projection of the  electric field on the  x  axis as a driving 
force for th e  field-dependent m obility m odel
E dr =  \E  ■ T | =  1^1 (3.59)
w here i is th e  un it vector in the  direction of the x  axis and E x is th e  x  com­
ponent of th e  electric field E.  A lthough this approach is physically less sound 
th a n  th e  pro jection  of the  electric field on the  direction of th e  curren t flow, it 
has proved to  be robust in term s of convergence problem s, and it also resulted 
in increased curren t levels, as had been expected. Furtherm ore, th e  physical- 
ity  of our assum ption can be easily checked by inspecting vector plots of the 
electric  field and  electron current, Figs. 3.7 and 3.8 respectively. N ote th a t 
th e  cu rren t flow is m ainly parallel to  the  x  axis.
Fig. 3.9 shows the results obtained using the m obility m odel dependent 
on \EX\ ( the  ti( \Ex \) m odel), the m obility m odel dependent on l^ l (the  (i(\E\) 
m odel), and  experim ental data. N ote th a t for Vg s  =  0-3 V th e  drain  currents 
calcu la ted  by the  aforem entioned m odels are only slightly different, indicating 
th a t  th e  built-in  field perpendicular to the electron current flow is relatively
sm all. For Vgs =  0.5 and 0.7 V the difference in I d is m uch higher, as expected.
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Figure 3.7: Vector p lo t of the  electric field a t Vqs  — 0.7 V and Vos  =  1  V 
for th e  1 f im  gate-length  ion-im planted M ESFET. C ontacts are deposited  on 
th e  x  — y surface a t z  =  1  fim  w ith the  source m etal going from  x = 0  to  x=0.5  
/im , the  gate  m etal going from  x= 2  fim  to x = 3  ¿im, and th e  drain  m e ta l going 
from  x= 4 .5  ¡im  to x = 5  fim.
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Figure 3.8: Vector p lo t of the electron current a t Vqs — 0.7 V and Vq s  =  1 V 
for th e  1 /¿m gate-length  ion-im planted M ESFET. C ontacts are deposited  on 
th e  x  — y surface a t z  =  1  pm  w ith the  source m etal going from  x = 0  to x=0.5  
/im , th e  gate m eta l going from x= 2  pm  to x= 3  /im , and the  d ra in  m e ta l going 
from  x= 4 .5  /im  to x = 5  /im.
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Drain-to-source voltage, V
Figure 3.9: D rain currents for the 1 /im  gate-length ion-im planted M ESFET. 
T he  experim ental d a ta  (full line) and results calculated by th e  ¿¿(li^ l) model 
(do tted  line) for Vos =  0.7, 0.5 and 0.3 V are shown (results calculated by the  
/i(|jE |) model (dashed line) are also given for com parison).
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<  (cmVV-s) vsat (cm /s) E cr (kV /cm )
Hirose
If-O1-4GOo’ 4.3
Set I 5500 0 .8 -1 0 7 4.3
Set II 4000 0.7-107 1 0 . 0
Y am asaki 2800 2.3-107 8 . 2
Table 3.2: M obility param eters for four different m obility  m odels.
As th e  drain  curren t for Vg s  =  0.7V was higher th a n  the  experim ental 
one, in stead  of using the  im purity-dependent m obility  value for th e  low- 
field m obility  in the  field-dependent m obility  m odel, we in troduced  a constant 
low-field m obility
ik [ +
= ---------- w r * - -  (3-60)
1 i dr
k t
In  order to  see w hether it is possible to ob ta in  b e tte r  agreem ent w ith  ex­
perim en ta l d a ta  we have perform ed several m ore sim ulations, varying th e  pa­
ram eters  vsat and  E ct in the m odel (3.60). Two sets of param eters  give a 
good agreem ent w ith  th e  experim ental d a ta
•  Set I: ¡J,°n =  5500 cm 2 /V s , vsat =  0.8 • 107  cm /s, E cr =  4.3 kV /cm ;
•  Set II: ¡j?n =  4000 cm 2 /V-s, vsat — 0.7 ■ 10' cm /s, E cr =  10 k V /cm .
The resu lts for these two sets are shown in Fig. 3.10 and th e  corresponding 
electron  velocity curves are presented in Fig. 3.11. It is in teresting  to  note 
th a t relatively  high difference in the electron velocity characteristics results in 
rela tively  sm all difference in the drain  currents.
3.4.1 D iscussion on electron velocity models
It has been already m entioned in th e  previous section th a t the  use of rad i­
cally differing electron  velocity characteristics resulted  in a not so pronounced 
difference in th e  drain  current curves for th e  1  ¡jlm  gate-length ion-im planted 
M E SFE T . Here we would like to elaborate fu rther on this topic.
In  Table 3.2 m obility  param eters are given for the  m obility m odels th a t are 
going to  be discussed.
H irose et al. [36] use the im purity-dependent low-field m obility  and obtain  
an agreem ent w ith  experim ental d a ta  sim ilar to th e  agreem ent achieved here
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Drain-to-source voltage, V
Figure 3.10: Drain currents for the 1 pim gate-length ion-implanted MESFET. 
The experimental data (full line), results calculated by the Set I (dashed line) 
and Set II (dotted line) mobility parameters for V q s  =  0.7, 0.5 and 0.3 V. The 
corresponding electron velocity curves are given in Fig. 3.11.
2.5x107
Electric field, kV/cm
Figure 3.11: Electron velocity vn as a function of the electric field for two 
different doping concentrations (full line: Nn =  1013 and 1017 cm-3), for 
Set I parameters (dashed line: =  5500 cm2/V-s, vaat =  0.8 • 107 cm /s,
E cr =  4.3 kV/cm ), and for Set II parameters (dotted line: =  4000 cm2/V-s,
Vsat =  0.7 • 107 cm /s, Ect =  10 kV/cm).
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Figure 3.12: D rain currents for the 1  /zm gate-length ion-im planted M ESFET. 
T he experim ental d a ta  by Hirose et al. (full line), results calculated by Hirose 
et al. (do tted  line), results calculated by the Set I m obility  param eters (dashed 
line) for Vq s  — 0.7, 0.5 and 0.3 V.
using the  Set I param eters (see Fig. 3.12), the  only difference being th e  low- 
field m obility  param eter. T he reason =  5500 cm 2 /V-s is used m ay be due 
to  th e  fact th a t Hirose et al. successfully im plem ented the  m obility  m odel 
dependent on th e  p ro jec tion  of the  electric field on th e  gradient of the  electron 
quasi-Ferm i level, while this work deals w ith the pro jection  of the  electric field 
on th e  un it vector of th e  x  axis.
W hen using substan tially  different electron velocity characteristic  (Set II 
p aram eters  - see Fig. 3.11), the  resulting changes of the  drain  curren t are 
com paratively  very small.
T he  question of w hat should be the  preferred choice of m obility param ­
eters for GaAs M E SFE T  sim ulations is even m ore difficult to  answer when 
we take into account th e  work by Yamasaki and H irayam a [67]. T he velocity 
vs. electric  field curve resulting from their set of param eters (see Table 3.2) 
is shown in Fig. 3.13. N ote a m uch higher sa tu ra tion  velocity and practically  
no overshoot of the electron velocity around the critical electric field. Using 
th is set of param eters they  obtained very good agreem ent not only for a 1 ¿urn
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Figure 3.13: E lectron velocity vn as a function of th e  electric field for two 
different doping concentrations as given by Hirose et al. (full line: N o  =  101 3  
and  101 7  cm -3), for Set I param eters (dashed line), for Set II param eters 
(d o tted  line), and  Yam asaki and H irayam a param eters (dash-dot line).
gate-leng th  ion-im planted M ESFET, bu t also for 0.53 and  0.32 fim  gate-length  
M E SFE T s. I t is even m ore im portan t to  m ention th a t they  used th e  m agni­
tu d e  of th e  electric field as the  driving force for th e  field-dependent m obility  
m odel, i.e. no p ro jec tion  of the  electric field.
F inally, a  m ention  m ust be m ade of Feng’s work [6 8 ]. He developed a new 
electron  velocity relationship  of GaAs in which the  nonequilibrium  transpo rt 
effects were included. T he electron m obility rela tion
/*° +  vo -§r
/> =  a F -  (3-61)
uses param eters  /i” , t;o, E cr and m  th a t depend on the  gate length. T he 
p a ram eters  obta ined  by fitting  results of M onte Carlo partic le  sim ulations are 
listed  in  Table 3.3.
Feng’s m odel has been used by Fardi and Hayes [69] to  ob ta in  very good 
agreem ent w ith  results of M onte Carlo sim ulation for a 0 . 2  /im  gate-length
30
Lg ( H 0 . 2 0.4 0 . 6 0 . 8 1 . 0
Ecr (kV /cm ) 
m
11.5
0.48
7.0
0.57
5.6
0.71
4.7
0.77
4.0
0.85
Table 3.3: G ate-length  dependent param eters for Feng’s m obility  m odel [6 8 ] 
(fio =  6200 cm 2 /V-s, vo = 1 • 107  cm /s).
M E SFE T . T hey also obta ined  a good agreem ent w ith  th e  experim ental results 
for 0.32 fim  gate-length  M E SFE T  given by Yamasaki and H irayam a [67] w ith 
slightly  m odified m obility  param eters, i.e. they used Ecr =  11 k V /cm  and 
m  =  0.55.
Fig. 3.14 shows th e  velocity curve used by Yam asaki and H irayam a for 
sim ulation  of 1 /¿m to 0.32 fim  gate-length M ESFETs, Feng’s m odel for 1 pim 
gate-leng th  M E SFE T , and  the m odel used by Fardi and  Hayes for the sim u­
la tion  of Y am asaki’s 0.32 f im  gate-length M ESFET. N ote quite  a substan tial 
difference in electron velocity curves used by Y am asaki and H irayam a, on the 
one hand, and Fardi and Hayes, on the o ther hand, to  represent the  same 
experim ental results.
T his discussion clearly shows th a t the sim ulation of m icrom eter and  sub­
m icrom eter GaAs M ESFETs m ay be regarded as an a rt w ith well-defined sci­
entific background wherein the  choice of proper param eters needs to  be m ade 
under th ree  m ain  restric tions: 1 ) physicality of the  m odel, 2 ) agreem ent w ith 
experim ental d a ta , and 3) num erical convergence.
3.5 M E SF E T  sim ulations
We have sim ulated  ion-im planted and epitaxial M ESFETs w ith different gate 
lengths (2 /im , 1 ptm, 0.7 pim and 0.5 fxm). A lthough E V E R E ST  is a 3D device 
sim ulato r and M E SFE T s have been defined as 3D objects, all sim ulations 
are effectively tw o-dim ensional because the device s tru c tu re  is bounded by 
two planes 1 /¿m ap a rt in the  y direction and no nodes have been defined 
betw een these two planes in the y direction. In all cases recom bination has 
been neglected 1 and only DC analysis has been perform ed. W hen considering 
th e  m obility  m odels, a ra th e r conservative approach has been adopted, i.e. the 
im purity -dependent low-field m obility (3.54) and th e  m obility  dependent on 
th e  m agnitude of the  electric field have been used in all sim ulations.
1 Sim ulations of p-n  diodes perform ed with Shockley-Read-Hall and Auger recom bination 
m echanism s taken into account dem onstrated  negligible im pact of these m echanism s.
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Figure 3.14: Electron velocity vn as a function of the electric field for Yamasaki 
and  H irayam a param eters (dash-dot line), Fardi and Hayes param eters (full 
line) and Feng’s param eters (full line). Velocity curves for Set I param eters 
(dashed line) and Set II param eters (do tted  line) are also shown for com parison. 
N ote th a t Y amasaki and H irayam a used the sam e velocity characteristic  for 
th e  sim ulation of M ESFETs in the gate-length range from 1 fim to 0.32 /urn.
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F igure 3.15: Schem atic s tru c tu re  of an ion-im planted M E SFE T  (all dim ensions 
in m icrons). The w idth is 100 /mi. The gate electrode is covered by a dielectric 
layer th a t is used to  space off the  deeper ohmic contact im plant.
A lthough the  com parison with experim ental results for an ion-im planted 
M E S F E T  suggests th a t different low-field m obility values and especially the 
electric  field pro jected  on th e  x axis, used as a driving force for th e  field- 
dependent m obility m odel, can im prove accuracy of sim ulations, the  discussion 
on electron velocity characteristics shows on the o ther hand  th a t th e  best 
choice of m obility param eters can not be m ade only on the  basis of known 
gate  lengths. Thus, accepting the  fact th a t we certain ly  in troduce inaccurate 
device param eters in our sim ulations, we do it consistently assum ing th a t there 
is no serious violation of the  physical background of th e  sim ulations.
3.5.1 Ion-implanted M ESFETs
Fig. 3.15 shows a schem atic s truc tu re  of an ion-im planted M E SFE T . All di­
m ensions stay  the  sam e for all sim ulations except th e  gate length  which varies,
i.e. L g =  2, 1, 0.7 and 0.5 fim. In contrast to  the M E SFE T  used for verifica­
tion  of the  sim ulation procedure, two ion-im plantations are perform ed to dope 
th e  ohm ic contact regions. A th ird  ion-im plantation is used to  dope a channel 
region. Ion-im planta tion  param eters are given in Table 3.4. T he Schottky 
barrie r height is $ 5  =  0.95 V.
Two different values for the background doping have been used, N a =  
5 - 101 3  and 5 -101 5  cm -3 . Four sim ulations (one for each gate  length) perform ed 
w ith  N a =  5 • 101 3  cm - 3  are labelled ‘IO N ’, and the  o ther four perform ed with 
N a  =  5 • 101 5  cm - 3  are labelled ‘IO N -P ’.
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n-channel im plant:
N i o s e 6  • 1 0 1 2  cm - 2
R P 0.0424 /¿m
A R p 0.0254 fxm
A R p j a t 0.0343 /a n
shallow n + contact im plant:
N d o s e 4 • 101 2  cm - 2
R P 0.0262 /im
A R p 0.0170 jitm
ARpJat 0.0226 f im
deep n + contact im plant:
N d o s e 1  • 1 0 1 3  cm - 2
R P 0.0507 fim
A R p 0.0294 f im
A  R p j a t 0.0399 fim
Table 3.4: P aram eters of donor im purity  profiles for ION and IO N -P sim ula­
tions. For all th ree  ion-im plantations 50% post-im plant annealing efficiency 
has been  assum ed. The deep n + contact im plan tation  is perform ed through 
th e  600 Â th ick  dielectric layer. This layer is also used to space off the deep 
con tact im plan t from  the  gate.
Fig. 3.16 shows the  transfer characteristics I d =  f(Vc5 ) a t Vos  =  1 V for 
all eight sim ulations. It can be seen th a t the  four righ tm ost characteristics, 
o b ta ined  w ith  the  background doping N a — 5 • 101 5  cm -3 , show m ore efficient 
switch-off behaviour, which is due to  b e tte r  confinement of electrons w ithin 
th e  active channel region. T he confinement of electrons and its  consequences 
on th e  accuracy of sim ulations will be addressed la te r in th is chapter.
To be able to quantify  the  behaviour of a M ESFET for low drain  currents 
definitions for th e  threshold voltage and the subthreshold  curren t slope are 
in troduced  as follows. T he threshold voltage Vth is defined as th e  gate-to- 
source voltage V g s  for which the  drain current I d  is 1  /¿A at V d s  =  1  V
Vth = VGS (3.62)
I d  =  1 /¿A at Vd s  =  1 V
In order to m easure the  ra te  of current change around the  threshold  voltage, 
th e  subthreshold  current slope S T S  is defined as the  change of the  gate-to- 
source voltage th a t produces a current change of one decade a t Vgs =  Vth. and
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VDS =  1 V
for 1  decade of Id change a t Vqs — Vth and Vd s  =  1  V
(3.63)
T he  sub thresho ld  curren t slope is m easured in V /decade.
F ig . 3.17 shows the  threshold voltages for all eight sim ulations. T he figure 
dem onstra tes  th e  well-known decrease of the  threshold  voltage when th e  gate 
leng th  is decreased [16, 19, 20]. T he reason for th a t is re la ted  to  th e  substra te  
doping. F irstly , when th e  drain  currents of the  ION and IO N -P sim ulations are 
com pared, it can be noticed th a t at the  sam e Vgs the  d ra in  curren ts are higher 
for th e  sim ulations w herein the  lower substra te  doping has been used, i.e. the 
IO N  sim ulations, because lower substra te  doping shows less resistance to the 
p en e tra tio n  of electrons into the  substra te . The sam e line of reasoning leads 
to  th e  conclusion th a t th e  effective resistance of th e  electron p a th  th rough  the  
su b stra te  has to decrease when the gate length  is decreased as th e  length  of 
an  effective su b stra te  resistor is decreased. Consequently, th e  drain  current 
increases for th e  sam e bias and also, th e  threshold voltage shifts tow ards m ore 
negative values.
Fig. 3.16 shows not only th a t the  values of the  threshold  voltages are m ore 
uniform  for varying gate lengths, bu t also th a t the subthreshold  curren t slope 
is higher, which m eans th a t the  M ESFET can be tu rn ed  on /off by sm aller 
change of th e  gate-to-source voltage.
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Figure 3.16: Transfer characteristics for Vd s  =  1 V. T he IO N  sim ulations 
have been perform ed w ith  iV4  =  5 ■ 101 3  cm - 3  (dashed line) and  th e  ION-P 
sim ulations w ith  5 • 101 5 cm - 3  (full line).
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Figure 3.17: D ependence of the  threshold voltage on the  gate  length for the 
IO N  sim ulations (dashed line: N A =  5 • 101 3  cm -3 ) and IO N -P sim ulations 
(full line: N A = 5 • 1 0 1 5 c m -3).
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Figure 3.18: Schem atic s truc tu re  of an ep itax ia l M ESFET (all dim ensions in 
m icrons). T he w idth  is 250/tm.
3.5.2 Epitaxial M ESFETs
T he s tru c tu re  of an ep itax ial M ESFET is shown in  Fig. 3.18. All dim ensions 
stay  th e  sam e except th e  gate length  which varies, i.e. Lg — 2, 1, 0.7 and  0.5 
//m . T he  donor concentration of the  active channel is N d = 2.3 • 101 7  cm -3 . 
Two different values for the  background doping have been used, N a  =  5 ■ 101 3  
and 5 • 101 5  cm -3 . Four sim ulations (one for each gate length) perform ed 
w ith  N a  =  5 ■ 101 3  cm - 3  are labelled ‘E P I’, and the  o ther four perform ed 
w ith  N a  =  5 • 101 5  cm - 3  are labelled ‘E P I-P ’. T he Schottky barrie r height is 
=  0.95 V.
Fig. 3.19 shows the  transfer characteristics I d  =  f(Vgs) a t Vd s  =  1  V for 
all eight sim ulations. As in the case of ion-im planted M ESFETs, th e  switch-off 
m echanism  of the  E P I-P  M ESFETs is b e tte r  due to  higher p-type background 
doping, which im pedes electron p enetra tion  deep in to  th e  substra te . This topic 
will be tackled again in the  next section.
T he threshold  voltage dependence on the gate length  is depicted  in Fig.
3.20 for b o th  sets of epitax ial M ESFETs.
3.6 D iscu ssion
In th is section we are going to address th e  accuracy of our sim ulations and  the 
consequences of using lightly and highly doped GaAs substra tes.
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Gate-to-source voltage, V
Figure 3.19: Transfer characteristics for Vbs =  1 V. The EPI simulations 
have been performed with Na =  5 • 1013 cm"3 (dashed line) and the EPI-P 
simulations with 5 • 1015cm~3 (full line).
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Figure 3.20: Dependence of the threshold voltage on the gate length for the 
EPI simulations (dashed line: NA =  5 • 1013 cm-3) and EPI-P simulations (full 
line: NA =  5 • 1015cm -3).
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3.6.1 Accuracy of EPI and ION simulations
It has been already m entioned th a t a t the non-contact boundaries th e  N eu­
m ann  boundary conditions are au tom atically  forced by the solution process. 
As th e  N eum ann boundary conditions s ta te  th a t no current flows out of the 
sem iconductor a t non-contact boundaries, the  sim ulation s tru c tu re  has to  be 
large enough to  allow electron current to vanish near non-contact boundaries.
Figures 3.21, 3.22 and 3.23 show the  drain curren t d istribu tion  for Vgs  =  
— 1 , —1.4 and  —1.6 V, respectively, for the  0.7 ^ m  gate-length  ep itax ia l MES- 
F E T  w ith the  background doping Na — 5 ■ 101 3  cm -3 . It can be clearly seen 
how the  electron current is being pushed into th e  substra te  as a resu lt of de­
creased gate-to-source voltage. W hile the  current for V g s  — —1-4 V is still 
relatively  well confined w ithin the  sim ulated region (see Fig. 3.22), in th e  case 
of Vgs — —1 - 6  V a p a rt of the electron current th a t penetra tes  up to  the 
2  =  —0.5 (im  boundary  of the  sim ulated s tru c tu re  becom es m ore pronounced 
(see Fig. 3.23). Thus, it appears th a t the  current swithes off because th e  sim u­
la ted  region is no t large enough. The N eum ann boundary conditions, although 
forced by th e  solution process, are not physically satisfied.
We conclude th a t E P I and ION sim ulations are accurate  for th e  drain 
currents I d >  0.5 mA. T h a t was also confirmed by inspecting curren t densities 
for L g up to  2 pLTd for bo th  ION and E PI sim ulations. It is necessary to  s ta te  
th a t th e  curren t boundary  of 0.5 mA is very s tric t in the sense th a t even ten 
tim es lower curren ts would not substantially  differ from  th e  currents th a t would 
have beeen obta ined  by the  sim ulation over an enlarged sim ulation region.
T he reduction  of curren t due to too small sim ulation region expresses itself 
as an increase of th e  curren t slope for currents below 0.5 m A  (see th e  tran s­
fer characteristics for the  ION and E P I sim ulations in Figs. 3.16 and 3.19, 
respectively). It m ay be supposed th a t an acceptable approxim ation  for the 
drain  curren t for Ip  <  0.5 mA and the  corresponding threshold  voltage can 
be ob ta ined  by ex trapo la ting  the  current by the line th a t passes th rough  the 
po in t I d =  0.5 m A  and has the  same inclination as th e  calculated cu rren t at 
th is point.
3.6.2 Accuracy o f EPI-P and IO N-P simulations
We have seen th a t the  background doping N a =  5 - 101 3  cm - 3  used in ION and 
E P I sim ulations does not provide confinement good enough for the electron 
cu rren t to vanish near non-contact boundaries at low currents.
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Fig. 3.24 shows th e  current d istribu tion  a t I d =  5 n A for the  0.7 f im  E P I 
M E SFE T . This curren t is 100 tim es sm aller than  the  curren t for which the 
sim ulation is still valid.
T he curren t d istribu tion  a t Id =  5 /¿A for the  0.7 //m E PI-P  M E SFE T  
(Fig. 3.25) shows very good confinement in the near-threshold  regime.
T hus, we conclude th a t the E PI-P  and IO N-P sim ulations are accurate  
from  the  point of view th a t natu ra l boundary conditions a t non-contact nodes 
are  satisfied.
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Figure 3.21: E lectron current density d istribu tion  (in A /c m 2) a t Vgs  =  —1 V 
and Vd s  =  1 V ( I d =  1.56 m A ) for the  0.7 /im  gate-length  ep itax ial M ESFET. 
O nly one half of the  drain  side of the M ESFET is shown to allow b e tte r  insight 
in to  th e  curren t levels a t th e  m iddle of the  M E SFE T  s tru c tu re  (contacts are 
deposited  on th e  x  — y surface a t z  =  1 . 6  /im  w ith  th e  drain-half of th e  gate 
m eta l going from  x=1.45  /îm to x=1.8  /mi, and the  drain m etal going from 
x= 2 .4  fj,m to  x= 2 .9  /m i). C om pare this figure w ith the  current densities for 
Vgs  =  —1.4 V shown in Fig. 3.22 and the  current densities for Vgs =  —1 - 6  V 
shown in Fig. 3.23.
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Figure 3.22: E lectron  cu rren t density d istribution  (in A /c m 2) at V g s  =  — 1.4 V 
and Vd s  =  1 V ( I d  =  0.48 m A ) for the 0.7 /¿m gate-length  ep itax ia l M E SFE T  
(see caption  of Fig. 3.21).
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Figure 3.23: E lectron curren t density d istribution  (in A /c m 2) a t V g s  =  —1.6 V 
and V ds  =  1 V ( Id  =  0.27 m A) for the  0.7 /¿m gate-length  ep itax ia l M ESFET 
(see cap tion  of Fig. 3.21).
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EPI, Lg =  0.7 um, V g s= — 2.6 V, Vds=1 V
Figure 3.24: Electron curren t density d istribu tion  (in A /c m 2) at Id  =  5 f iA  
(Vgs =  —2.6 V, Vos =  1 V) for th e  0.7 /¿m gate-length E P I M ESFET. High 
levels of curren t density a t non-contact boundaries indicate  th a t the N eum ann 
boundary  conditions are v io lated  (contacts are deposited on th e  x — y surface 
a t z  =  1 . 6  fim  w ith th e  source m etal going from x = 0  ¡xm  to  x= 0 .5  fim , the 
gate  m eta l going from  x = l . l  /¿m to  x = 1 . 8  /¿m, and the  drain  m etal going from 
x= 2 .4  /im  to  x=2 .9  pirn).
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Figure 3.25: Electron  curren t density d istribu tion  (in A /c m 2) a t Id  =  5 //A 
( VGS  =  —0.5 V, V d s  =  1 V) for the 0.7 //m  gate-length E P I-P  M ESFET. T he 
electron curren t is well confined w ithin the  sim ulated  s tru c tu re  (contacts are 
deposited  on the  x  — y  surface a t z  — 1 . 6  [im w ith the  source m eta l going from 
x=0 fj,m  to  x=0.5 f im,  th e  gate m etal going from  x = l . l  /¿m to x=1.8 ^m , and 
th e  d ra in  m eta l going from  x=2.4 fim  to x=2.9 fim).
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Chapter 4
Stress and piezoelectric charge 
in GaAs M ESFETs
T he m ain  objective of this work is to investigate th e  influence of stress induced 
piezoelectric charge on the  perform ance of GaAs M ESFETs. It is well known 
th a t  different technological processes induce stresses in th e  sem iconductor and 
it seem s th a t the  m ost pronounced effect is produced by dielectric overlay­
ers [16]. D epending on the  technique used for its p reparation , the  dielectric 
layer m ay be under significant stress. T he stressed dielectric  generally im ­
p a rts  a  m uch lower stress to  the  underlying GaAs substra te , bu t the  stress in 
th e  su b stra te  is intensified locally in the  vicinity of openings in th e  dielectric 
layer, such as th e  areas where the  contacts are deposited. D ue to the  lack 
of cen trosym m etry  of the  GaAs crystal la ttice , GaAs is a piezoelectric m a te ­
rial. Thus, the  induced stress in the GaAs substra te  gives rise to  a piezoelectric 
charge th a t causes shifts in th e  M ESFET electrical characteristics. T he charge 
is especially high under th e  edges of the  gate m eta l strip . I t is also high un­
der th e  source and  drain  m eta l edges, bu t the  source and  dra in  regions are 
highly doped and the  final effect of the piezoelectric charge in  these regions is 
of rela tive ly  m inor im portance to the  electrical characteristics of M ESFETs.
W e shall first p resent a num erical approach to  the derivation of the  stress 
and  piezoelectric charge. Later a sim ple analytical approach will be given and 
th e  resu lts of the  two m ethods will be com pared.
4.1 N um erica l approach
To calcula te  the  equilibrium  displacem ents, stresses and  stra ins of a stressed 
M E S F E T  s tru c tu re  we shall apply linear elasticity  theory, assum ing th a t all
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in troduced  deform ations are sm all enough for th e  theory  to  be valid. We 
shall also suppose th a t the  GaAs crystal is elastically isotropic, although it is 
clear from  the  acoustic wave speeds in  different crystallographic directions th a t 
GaAs is not perfectly  isotropic [50]. Furtherm ore we assum e th a t th e  w id th  of 
th e  gate  is m uch longer th a n  its length  (the length m eaning th e  source-to-drain 
spacing, approxim ately), so th a t m echanical analysis can be perform ed in two 
dim ensions.
4.1.1 Linear elasticity notation
Before th e  F in ite  E lem ent M ethod (FEM ) for calculation of stresses is pre­
sented  it  is necessary to  in troduce several im portan t re la tions from  linear elas­
tic ity  theory  [71]. T he generalized H ooke’s law expressed in m a trix  no ta tion  
for th e  three-dim ensional case
a  — D e  (4.1)
rela tes six com ponents of the stress tensor (T w ith six com ponents of th e  strain  
tensor e. For a homogeneous, isotropic and elastic m a te ria l th e  num ber of 
independent elastic constants reduces to  three
(4.2)
So, th e  com pliance m a trix  D  is sym m etrical and has only th ree  different com­
ponents, nam ely
GXX d u (¿12 <¿12 0 0 0 '
®yy di2 (¿11 •¿12 0 0 0
°zz d\2 s*
.
IO (¿11 0 0 0
&yz 0 0 0 (¿44 0 0
&XZ 0 0 0 0 (¿44 0
“Ib 0 0 0 0 0 (¿44
£ X
Ey
Z z
' l y z
'Yxz
.  I x y  .
D  =
E (  l - i / )
(1 + t / ) ( l  - 2 u)
1
v i - v  l - vV
1 -  V 
V
1
V
1 - 1 /  l - v
0  0
1 -  V 
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
l - 2 v
2 ( 1 - 1 / )
0
0
0
0
0
0
1 - 2  V
2(1 -  u) 
0
0  
0  
0  
0  
0
1 -  2 v
2(1 — l/) J
(4.3)
w here E  is Y oung’s m odulus and v  is Poisson’s ratio.
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We can also express e as
e =  Co- (4.4)
w here C = D  *, i.e. the  inverse m a trix  of the  m a trix  D .  T he m a trix  C  has 
th e  sam e form  as the  m a trix  D
(4.5)
' 1 —v — V 0  0 0
— v 1 — V 0  0 0
1 — v — v 1 0  0 01^IIÜ
0 0 0 2 ( 1  +  v )  0 0
0 0 0 0  2 ( l  +  i/) 0
0 0 0 0  0 2 ( 1 + 1/
T he com ponents of the  strain  tensor can be obtained from
d u / d x
£y d v / d y
d w / d z
d v / d z  +  d w / d y
d u / d z  +  d w / d x
. . d u / d y  + d v / d x
(4.6)
w here u , v  and  w  are th e  com ponents of th e  displacem ent in  the  x,  y and z  
d irections respectively.
In th e  case of a body th a t has one dim ension longer th a n  th e  o ther two 
dim ensions and when the  loading does not change along th is direction, the 
three-d im ensional problem  m ay be reduced to  the tw o-dim ensional p lane stra in  
problem . If the  coordinate system  is chosen as in  Fig. 4.1, i.e. the  longest 
dim ension is along th e  y  axis (the positive y axis going into th e  paper), Hooke’s 
law (4.2) can be rew ritten  as
=  D e
E{  1 -  v )
( 1  +  z/)(l -  2 v)
1
V
1  - v  
0
1  -  v 
1
0
0
0
1  — 2 v
&x
£z
^xz
(4.7)
. (4.8)
2 ( 1  -  v)  J
N ote th a t th e  shear stra in  com ponents 7 xy and  7 y 2  are zero by definition 
as well as the  norm al stra in  com ponent bu t th e  norm al stress com ponent 
a yy =  v ( v xx +  <7 ZZ) in order to satisfy the  condition ey =  0. T h a t can easily be 
checked by expressing e  in term s of a
e = C a  (4.9)
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source gate drain
Figure 4.1: Schem atic s truc tu re  of a M ESFET and th e  gate coordinate system  
(the  y  axis going into the  paper).
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(4.10)
where C  is w ritten  for th e  3D problem . From (4.10) and  ~fxy =  7 yz =  0, we 
can fu rtherm ore  deduce th a t the  shear stress com ponents axy and  a yz are zero 
as well.
T he strain-d isp lacem ent relation (4.6) reduces to
£ =
Sz 
"7'xz
L u
d / d x  0  
0  d / d z  
d / d z  d / d x  _
d u / dx  
d w / d z  
d u j d z  +  d w j d x
U
w
(4.11)
(4.12)
(4.13)
where L  represents the differential operator
d / d x
L  =
0
0  d / d z  
d / d z  d / d x
(4.14)
4.1.2 P iezoelectric charge derivation
Suppose for the m om ent th a t the stress field in the GaAs su b stra te  is known. 
To be able to  m odel piezoelectric effects, which are known to be orien tation
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Figure 4.2: G ate (x , y , z ) and crystallographic ( x i , x 2 ,xs) coordinate system s. 
T he gate is deposited on th e  (100) crystallographic surface. T he axes x , y, x 2  
and X3  lie in the  sam e plane. The axes 0  and x\  are collinear, b u t they  point 
in opposite directions.
dependent [15]-[24], it is necessary to  in troduce two coordinate system s and 
establish  a  su itable rela tion  between them . Thus we shall use th e  gate coordi­
n a te  system  and the  crystallographic coordinate system  to  m odel th e  stress in 
the  GaAs substra te .
T he gate coordinate system , shown in Fig. 4.1, is associated w ith th e  
geom etry  of the  device electrodes. The x  axis extends along the  source-to- 
d rain  direction, th e  z axis is perpendicular to the  ga te-substra te  interface and 
the  y axis is parallel to the  “long” edges of the gate, w ith  positive y being 
directed  in to  the  page. T he solution for the  stress field will be obtained  w ith 
respect to  th is coordinate system.
T he crystallographic coordinate system , depicted in Fig. 4.2, is used be­
cause th e  piezoelectric properties of GaAs are rela ted  to  th e  crystallographic 
axes. This m eans th a t the  stress field calculated in the  gate coordinate system  
has to  be transform ed in to  the crystallographic coordinate system , and then  
th e  induced polarization can be determ ined. As the electrical characterization  
of a M E S F E T  is perform ed in the gate coordinate system , th e  polarization 
vector has to  be transform ed back into th e  gate coordinate system , and finally 
th e  piezoelectric charge has to be deduced from the polarization  vector.
T he crystallographic axes X\, x 2, and 2 3  are associated w ith the  m ain
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directions of th e  unit cell [50]. The origin of the unit cell is taken  to be a t a 
group-III atom , i.e. the  G a atom . The As atom  is s itua ted  at (ao /4 ,a 0 /4 ,a 0 /4 ), 
i.e. in th e  [111] d irection1, where a 0  represents th e  length  of a side of th e  GaAs 
un it cell. T he crystallographic x i  axis is collinear w ith th e  gate z  axis, bu t 
it points in th e  opposite direction. T he axes x, y, X2  and X3  all lie in the 
sam e plane. T he un it cell of the  crystal is ro ta ted  abou t th e  x \  axis th rough 
an angle a.  T he angle a  is zero if the  x  and x 2  axes are coaxial. W hen the  
ro ta tio n  is clockwise as viewed from the  positive z  axis, the  angle is taken as 
positive. For an  angle a  equal to  7r / 4  the  source-to-drain direction or the  x 
axis lies along th e  [Oil] crystallographic direction and the  long edges of the 
gate  m eta l lie along th e  [Oil] direction; such a F E T  is called th e  [Oil] F E T .
For th e  purpose of transform ation  from  the  gate to crystallographic coor­
d inates, following the  line of derivation of th e  piezoelectric charge in [2 2 ], the 
stress is given as a second rank tensor. In the  gate coordinate system  the  stress 
tensor [cr] is
G X X  
0M  =
0
'yy
O’x z  
0
0
(4.15)
w here brackets in “[<r]” denote the tensor representation of the  stress; o ther­
wise, we use th e  no ta tion  “<r” w ithout brackets when we m ean th e  stress in 
vector form , as in (4.2). T he stress com ponents axy and ayz have been om itted  
because they  are proportional to the  strain  com ponents 7 xy and j yz which are 
zero by definition of the  plane stra in  problem . N ote also th a t
Oyy — v((7xx -f- Ozz) (4.16)
to  satisfy th e  plane s tra in  condition ey =  0 .
T he  stress tensor [cr] transform s into the  crystallographic stress tensor [<x*] 
through
M  = /3(<r]/3T (4.17)
where f3 is the  ro ta tion  m atrix
0 0 - 1
cos a  — sin a  0
— sin a  — cos a  0
(4.18)
1 T here  are four equivalent <  111 >  directions and the corresponding four equivalent 
{111} faces, i.e. the (111), (111), (111) and (111) faces th a t consist of only G a atom s and 
correspond to  the directions of bonds th a t the G a atom  placed a t the origin form s w ith the 
closest As atom s. The other four faces, namely the (111), (111), (111) and (111) contain 
only As atom s,
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A fter m ultip lications in (4.17) we get the  stress com ponents in the  crys- 
ta llographic coordinate system  expressed in term s of the  stress com ponents in 
th e  gate  coord inate system  crxx, a zz and  axz
—(Txz cos a
, sm 2 a&XX COS OL ~j~ &yy
axz sin a  (—cìxx +  cr^) sin a  cos a
&x z  sin OL
(—crxx +  (Tyy ) sin a. cos a  
axx sin 2  a  +  a.yy cos2  a
(4.19)
w hich can also be w ritten  in vector form  as
(T =
' 0-11 '
<T22
033
023
013
. <J12 .
axx cos2 a  +  cryy sin 2 a  
axx sin 2  a  +  ayy cos2 a
( - & X X  +  < ? y y )  sin a  cos a
uxz sin a
^ x z  COS Oi
(4.20)
T he transfo rm ation  from  tensor to  vector n o ta tion  has been done by keeping 
in  m ind  the  sam e order of coordinates as in (4.2), i.e. th e  no ta tion  and  order 
of variables given by Voigt [72] has been adopted.
T he  com ponents of th e  polarization vector P*  in crystallographic coordi­
nates can now be determ ined from  [57, 73]
P" = da*
w here d  is th e  piezoelectric tensor given in m a trix  no ta tion  as
0  0  0  d \ 4  0  0
d  = 0  0  0  0  d1 4  0
0  0  0  0  0  d u
(4.21)
(4.22)
w here d 1 4  =  —2.69 • 10 1 2  C /N  is th e  piezoelectric constan t for GaAs [9]. 
I t  is w orth noting from  th e  struc tu re  of the  piezoelectric tensor d  th a t the  
stress com ponents in th e  m ain crystallographic directions can not induce any 
po larization  in th e  GaAs crystal. The sign of d \ 4  is negative if th e  G a atom  is 
s itu a ted  a t th e  origin of the  GaAs un it cell and if it has a  bond w ith  th e  As 
a to m  lying in the  [111] direction [70].
T he  com ponents of th e  polarization vector P*  are
(4.23)
Finally, it is necessary to  transform  th e  crystallographic po larization  vector 
in to  th e  gate  coordinate system , and th is is perform ed by
P  = f3TP* .
' P i  ' { —  (Txx  +  a y y )  s i n  Ol COS a
P *  _
P 2 =  d i4 ^ x z  sm  ol
P 3 j —  (Txz COS a
(4 .24)
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A fter straightforw ard  calculations we ob ta in
' p x ' 2 di 4 (Txz sin a  cos a
p  = Py — d\ 4 crxz( — sin 2  a  -f cos2 a)
Pz — ¿ 1 4  sin a  cos a[(i> — \ ) o xx +  vcrzz]
(4.25)
where we used (4.16).
T he induced polarization P  m ay be considered as being a resu lt of the 
piezoelectric charge density per un it volum e ppz which can be calculated from
Ppz =  - V P
d p  - J L P
d x  ’  d y  v a z  "
(4.26)
(4.27)
A fter the  derivation indicated  in (4.27) the  charge density induced by the 
piezoelectric polarization becomes
d  " 1 is
P p z  =  d 14 s in (2 a )—  - - ( 1  -  v)crxx Jr { \  + ~)crz (4.28)
In derivation of (4.28) we used the  fact th a t there  is no change of rrxz in 
the  out-of-plane direction and the m om entum  balance equation [71]
dozz doxz  g
a , ' a x  —  <4-29>
It is w orth noting th a t for the [Oil] F E T  th e  angle a  =  7t / 4  and the 
te rm  sin(2o:) =  + 1 , while in the case of the  [Oil] F E T , i.e. the  F E T  ro ta ted  
though an angle of tt/2 , the  angle a  =  —7r / 4  and the  te rm  sin(2o:) =  —1, 
giving the  charge of opposite sign and equal m agnitude, as has been observed 
experim entally  [17, 19]. A reversal of sign of the  piezoelectric charge is also 
in troduced  if th e  stress in the dielectric changes its character, i.e. a dielectric 
under tension induces a charge of opposite sign to  th e  charge induced by the  
dielectric in  com pression, which has also been noticed in the experim ental work 
[19, 23].
To calcu late the  piezoelectric charge density from  the  known d istribu tion  of 
stresses, we have to  determ ine the first derivative of crxx and a zz w ith  respect 
to  th e  z axis. T he procedure will be explained after we see how the  FEM  
technique is applied in solving the stress d istribu tion  in the  strained  M ESFET 
structu re .
4.1.3 Finite elem ent m ethod
So far we have defined th e  stress-strain  and strain-displacem ent relations. To 
calcu late the  equilibrium  displacem ents, strains and stresses of a solid body
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constrained to  deform  in plane strain  under prescribed load th e  following equi­
librium  conditions are taken into account
^  + 1 ) 7  + Fx = 0 (4-30)
dcrxz d a zz
- £  +  i r  +  r -  =  » ( « ! )
where Fx and Fz are the  com ponents of the  body force F  in the  x  and z 
d irections respectively. T he equilibrium  conditions can be expressed in  m a trix  
n o ta tion  as
L Tcr =  —F  (4.32)
and after substitu tions c r= D e  and e =  L u  we get
L t D L u  = - F  (4.33)
which is a set of sim ultaneous partia l differential equations in the  displacem ents 
u and w. Once this system  has been solved, th e  stresses and strains m ay be 
recovered by m eans of (4.8) and (4.13).
T he equilibrium  stresses will be determ ined over the  dom ain shown in  Fig. 
4.3. Only one half of the  M ESFET struc tu re  is taken  into account because 
of the  sym m etry  associated w ith the problem . T he lower left corner has no 
degrees of freedom , th e  bo ttom  edge is allowed to  deform  only in th e  x  di­
rection, while the  left edge can deform only in the z direction. The stress is 
in troduced  into the  s tru c tu re  either by specifying th e  uniform  displacem ent u  
a t the  right edge of the  sim ulation region or by defining th e  force Ft parallel 
to the  x  axis th a t acts a t the point where the gate, dielectric and sub stra te  
m eet. If th e  dielectric film is under tension, it exerts a com pressive stress in 
the  region ju s t below the  gate. Such a case is m odelled by th e  force F\ acting 
in the  —x  d irection or by specifying the positive uniform  displacem ent u  at 
the  right boundary.
T he s ta te  of equilibrium  is determ ined by the  application of the  finite el­
em ent m ethod  (FE M ) [74]. F irstly  the dom ain is divided into rectangu lar 
elem ents. T he m esh of elem ents is very fine in the  m etal and dielectric layer, 
on the  surface of the  su bstra te  and in the substra te  around th e  gate  corner. 
This fine m esh ensures th a t the high gradients of stresses are properly  taken 
in to  account. Elsewhere th e  mesh is gradually coarsened to  keep the  num ber of 
nodes accep tab ly  sm all for the  num erical calculation. A typical m esh consists 
of 1 0 0 0 0  nodes.
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Figure 4.3: Schem atic s tru c tu re  of a M E SFE T  used for stress analysis. Two
different sources of stress can be defined as boundary  conditions: 1 ) uniform
—»
displacem ent u  a t th e  right edge of the  sim ulated s tru c tu re  or 2 ) force F; acting 
a t the  point com m on to  th e  gate, dielectric and  substra te .
Over each elem ent th e  displacem ent is approxim ated  by four b ilinear shape 
functions [74, 75]. T he displacem ent a t each node has two com ponents or two 
degrees of freedom , if the  node is not restrained  by boundary  conditions. Thus, 
generally th e  nodal values of th e  displacem ent for th e  elem ent e are represented  
by a vector a e
Ui 
Wi
a  =
Uj
Wj
Uk
Wk
Ul
W\
(4.34)
and  th e  m a trix  of th e  shape functions is
N  =
Ni
0
Nj 0
0  N
Nk
0
0
Nk
N
0
0
Ni
(4.35)
where th e  indices i, j ,  k  and I correspond to  four nodes of an  elem ent. Over 
an  elem ent th e  displacem ents are approxim ated by
=  N a e (4.36)
N u i  +  NjUj  +  NkUk +  Niui 
N w i  + NjiUj + NkWk +  Niwi
u u
(4.37)
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Instead  of solving th e  system  of differential equations (4.33) the  principle of 
m inim ising the  to ta l po ten tia l energy II is applied, because this m ethod  is m ore 
app rop ria te  for th e  application  of th e  finite elem ent m ethod  and th e  solution 
satisfies b o th  th e  generalized Hooke’s law and th e  equilibrium  conditions [74, 
76]. T he to ta l p o ten tia l energy II is th e  sum  of the  stra in  energy U
U  =  ^  J J  <rTed xd z  (4.38)
and  th e  work W  done by the  ex ternal loads
W  = —a eTF .  (4.39)
Using (4.8) and (4.13) th e  strain  energy of an elem ent becomes
u ) d x d z  (4.40)
=  ^ a eT [ J J { L N ) T D ( L N ) d x d z }  a e (4.41)
=  ^ a eT y j  B TD B d x d z } a e (4.42)
(4.43)
w here B = L N  and th e  use has been m ade of the  fact th a t D  = D T. The 
to ta l po ten tia l energy II is a quadratic  function in  a e
II =  ^ a eTK ea e — a eT F  (4.44)
and  in elastic s ituations it has a m inim um . By sim ple differentiation we get
th e  varia tion  of II
<ffl =  6 a eT{ K ea e -  F ) .  (4.45)
T he principle expressed in (4.45) is th a t th e  equilibrium  in m echanical 
system s can be achieved by the  m inim ization of the  to ta l p o ten tia l energy II 
and  th a t  th e  s ta tionary  solution ( i l l  =  0 ) has to  satisfy
K ea e -  F  =  0 . (4.46)
T he  elem ent stiffness m a trix  K e is bu ilt up from  2 x 2  subm atrices, each 
su b m atrix  containing contributions to th e  elem ent m a trix  due to  b o th  degrees 
of freedom  a t nodes i and  j
K \ 3  = J J  B j D B j d x d z .  (4.47)
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T he calculation of the  integral (4.47) is perform ed num erically  using the 
four-point quad ra tu re  rule [74, 75]. Once the  system  stiffness m a trix  has been 
assem bled adding contributions from  all elem ents, the  solution for displace­
m ents in equilibrium  can be easily obtained from  (4.46).
T he program  th a t perform s all the necessary steps for calculation of the 
stress field in th e  s tru c tu re  depicted in Fig. 4.3 is w ritten  in FO R TR A N . The 
usage of th e  NAG FEM  library  [75] of the  FO R TR A N  functions has m ade the 
p roduction  of th e  code very effective and simplified th e  testing  stage of the 
final code.
4.1.4 Outline o f the numerical procedure
T he ex trac tion  of the  piezoelectric charge is divided in to  two steps: th e  calcu­
lation  of th e  stresses by the  FEM  m ethod and the  in terpo la tion  procedure.
To in itia te  the  stress calculation the following d a ta  have to be defined: 
geom etry  of th e  sim ulated  region (nodal coordinates and th e  list of nodes for 
each elem ent), m echanical param eters (Young’s m odulus and Poisson’s ratio  
for each m ateria l), nodal constraints, nodal loads, th e  angle a  th a t defines 
th e  re la tion  betw een th e  gate and crystallographic coordinate system , and the  
p iezoelectric constant.
W hen specifying th e  sim ulation region several precautions perta in ing  to 
th e  geom etry  have been taken into account:
1. T he thickness Ts of the  GaAs substra te  is a t least ten  tim es the  gate 
thickness Tg (see Fig. 4.3).
2. T he length  L  of the  GaAs substrate  is at least ten  tim es the length  L g/ 2.
3. T he m esh in the  x  direction is very fine (A x =  0 . 0 1  ¿urn) around the  
g a te /d ie lec tric  edge and the mesh in the  z d irection is very fine (A z  =
0 . 0 1  p m )  in the  gate and dielectric regions as well as in the  substra te  
up to  th e  depth  of 0 . 2  /im , which is at least twice the  active channel 
thickness.
A typical m esh consists of approxim ately 104  nodes.
T he results of the  FEM  analysis are the  displacem ents a t the nodal points 
and  th e  stresses crxx, a zz and crxz at the quad ra tu re  points of each elem ent. 
A dditionaly, th e  values of the  function f ( x , z )
f ( x ,  z) — ¿ 1 4  sin(2 a ) -^(1 -  v )a xx +  (1 +  V- ) a z (4.48)
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are calcu la ted  a t the quadratu re  points of each elem ent.
T he ex traction  of the  piezoelectric charge ppz is done a t th e  in terpolation  
stage of th e  num erical procedure by
a
P p * = f c [ f ( X1Z)\- ( 4 -4 9 )
T he reason why an in terpolation  has to  be used is th e  following. The 
stresses calculated  by the  FEM  m ethod are obtained a t th e  q u ad ra tu re  points 
of each elem ent. As the derivatives of the bilinear functions used to  approx­
im ate  displacem ents over an elem ent do not possess in ter-elem ent continuity, 
the  stress field is discontinuous at the  nodal points. Furtherm ore , in th e  FEM  
m ethod  involving a num erical in tegration over elem ents such as the  q uad rila t­
eral isoparam etric elem ents used here, the best sam pling points are th e  in te­
gration  points, i.e. th e  quadratu re  points [77]. The nodes, which are th e  m ost 
useful o u tp u t locations, appear to be the  worst sam pling points. A lthough 
reasons for this phenom enon are not im m ediately apparen t, it is well known 
th a t in terpo lation  functions tend  to behave badly near the  ex trem ities of the 
in terpo la tion  region, i.e. near the boundaries of elem ents. To counteract this 
problem  th e  following procedure has been adopted. F irstly , th e  stresses are 
averaged over each elem ent and this value has been taken as the  stress value 
at every node of an elem ent, and then a second averaging is perform ed over 
different elem ents sharing the  same node, i.e. the  final nodal stress value is 
calcu la ted  as the average stress in the  elem ents sharing the  node.
T he second averaging is a com mon practice [74, 77], bu t th e  first averaging 
where th e  stress is approxim ated  by a constant function over th e  elem ent raises 
suspicions because th is procedure seems to be oversimplified. Thus, a different 
procedure has been tested . The stress over an elem ent has been approxim ated  
by b ilinear functions passing through the stress values a t quad ra tu re  points 
and th e  nodal values have been calculated by extrapolation . Finally, an aver­
aging over the  elem ents sharing the same node has been done as in th e  first 
in terpo la tion  procedure.
T he results of these two in terpolation procedures have been surprisingly 
sim ilar. A part from  the  surface of the GaAs substra te , the  difference was 
com pletely negligible. On the surface, and only around the region close to 
th e  g a te /d ie lec tric  edge, the bilinear in terpolation resu lted  in slightly higher 
values of th e  piezoelectric charge. It has been decided to  adopt the  first in ter­
pola tion  procedure for two reasons: 1 ) the influence of the  piezoelectric charge
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on th e  surface of the  substra te  around the  gate edge is negligible because of 
th e  Schottky barrier depletion region, and 2) there  is no way to  guess which 
procedure is physically m ore sound.
O nce the  nodal values of stresses are calculated, the  stress d istribu tion  
has been approxim ated by bilinear functions over each elem ent and th e  piezo­
electric charge has been obtained  by calculating the  first derivative in the z 
d irection  as indicated  in (4.49).
N ote th a t the  m esh used in the  FEM  m ethod and subsequent in terpolation  
p rocedure differs from  the  m esh used in the device sim ulator. As a conse­
quence, the  piezoelectric charge has been calculated a t th e  nodal coordinates 
p erta in ing  to  the  m esh used in the  device sim ulator. Once th e  piezoelectric 
charge d istribu tion  is calculated, the  doping profile is up d a ted  in such a way 
th a t positive piezoelectric charge is added to the  donor concentration and neg­
ative charge is added to the acceptor concentration of the  corresponding node.
4.2 A n alytica l approach
T he underlying analytical stress analysis and the derivation of piezoelectric 
charge are sim ilar to  th a t presented by K irkby et al. [78] and Asbeck et al. 
[18],
T he schem atic s tru c tu re  of a GaAs F E T  which will be analysed is shown in 
Fig. 4.4. T he F E T  is considered to  be very wide, so th a t th e  stress d istribu tion  
is effectively two-dim ensional. In the approxim ation th a t GaAs is considered
elastically  isotropic the  stress produced by th e  gate m eta l can be neglected.
If th e  dielectric is under tension, for the  coordinate system  in Fig. 4.4 the  
nonzero com ponents of th e  stress tensor a t the  point P  inside the  substra te  
are
& xx =  - •  (4.50)
(4.51)
1 2  /
* '  (4-52)
& —
&  T. 7.
1 ' 2 /
where Fi is the force per un it length th a t is used to m odel the  reaction  of 
th e  stressed dielectric deposited on the GaAs substra te . If the  origin of the 
coordinate system  is chosen in such a way th a t it is on th e  surface of the 
su b stra te  and a t the  m iddle of the gate, the points at the  edges of the  dielectric
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Figure 4.4: Schem atic s tru c tu re  of a M E SFE T  showing the  coordinate system  
used (the  y axis going into the  paper). The dielectric layer is under tension and 
th e  stress exerted on the  GaAs substra te  is m odelled by forces acting tow ards 
th e  cen tre  of the  gate.
window have the coordinates (—L g/ 2,0) and (Lg/ 2,0). T he vectors r j  and r"2 
poin ting  from  the  points a t th e  edges of the  dielectric window tow ards the 
po in t P  w ith  the  coordinates (x,z)  are
f[ = x i i  + z k  = (x + L g/2) i  + z k  (4.53)
r"2 =  x 2i + z k  = (x — Lg/2) i  + z k  (4.54)
—4
where i and k  are the  un it vectors in the  direction of th e  x  and  z  axes, respec­
tively. N ote th a t w ithin  th e  substra te  z  <  0.
W hen  a window is opened in the dielectric, the edge of th e  window exerts 
a  force on the GaAs substra te , parallel to the surface of the  substra te . If the 
d ielectric  is under tension, the  force acts in the d irection tow ards the  centre of
—4
th e  ga te  producing a com pressive stress ju s t under th e  gate. T he force Ft a t 
th e  righ t gate edge is
Fi = —F\i  (4.55)
and
Ft = <rdTd (4.56)
w here ad is th e  dielectric stress and Td is the  dielectric thickness. If th e  stress 
crd is positive, the dielectric is under tension, the region ju s t below the gate is 
under com pression and th e  force Fi acts in the  direction opposite to  the  x  axis 
d irection. T he force a t th e  left gate edge has the  sign opposite to  the  sign of 
th e  force a t th e  right ga te  edge.
It is necessary to  note th a t neither the gate m etal nor the  dielectric have 
ac tua lly  been taken in to  consideration when calculating th e  stress d istribu tion  
in th e  sub stra te  and as a resu lt the calculated stresses have singularities at
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th e  edges of th e  dielectric layer. In p ractice  such factors as th e  finite dielectric 
thickness, th e  gate m etal and p lastic  deform ations will lim it th e  stresses to 
finite values.
If we consider a F E T  processed on a (100) sub stra te  and w ith  such an ori­
en ta tio n  th a t its longest dim ension is in the  [Oil] direction, i.e. th e  [Oil] F E T
(which is th e  case originally discussed in [18]), the piezoelectrically induced 
po larization  vector is
' p x ■ d\4&xz
p  = Py = 0j (4.57)
Pz «14 f \ 2  v0®® ^yy)
and  th e  corresponding piezoelectric charge density is
Ppz - V P
d _ p ___ —p
O X
d_
d z '
=  — 7  bFl
' x i z ( x l  — ¡3z2) x 2 z ( x \  — /? z 2) s
(4.58)
(4.59)
(4.60)
w here 7 (, =  (2 /w )d14(A +  u) and /? =  ( 2  +  ^ )/(4  4 - is).
N ote th a t (4.57) is actually  a special case of (4.25) for a  =  —7r / 4 . In the  
case of th e  [Oil] F E T , th e  angle a  =  7r / 4  and the  piezoelectric charge will 
acquire opposite sign, as well as the  com ponents of the  po larization  vector 
(4.57).
4.3  C om parisons and discussions
In  th is section a com parison between the num erical and  analy tical approach 
is given together w ith  the  results for different load m odels used to in troduce 
th e  stress in to  the  GaAs substra te . T he accuracy of the  num erical m ethod  is 
estim ated . T he advantages and disadvantages of th e  m ethods are pointed  out.
A dditionally , a brief discussion on the level of knowledge abou t th e  dielec­
tric  stress has been presented.
4.3.1 On the dielectric stress
It seems app rop ria te  to  address first of all the  question of w hat is the  current 
level of knowledge about th e  stress caused by depositing a dielectric film on a 
GaAs substra te .
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K irkby et al. [78] m easured the  radius of curvature of th e  GaAs sub stra te  
to  deduce the  stress in the  dielectric film. T he dielectric film used was rf 
p lasm a-deposited  SiC ^/SiaN ^ Its properties varied depending on th e  deposi­
tion  conditions, bu t it was always under considerable com pression on cooling 
to room  tem pera tu re . The curvature m easurem ents showed th a t  th e  dielectric 
stress was -5-108  N /m 2  and -109  N /m 2  for two typical sets of deposition con­
ditions. No m ention has been m ade about the  relative concentration  of Si0 2  
in th e  Si0 2 /S i 3 N 4  film, b u t as the  stress obtained by m easurem ents com pared 
w ith  th e  calculated value of 2.5-108  N /m 2  for the  therm al m ism atch  stress 
of S i0 2  on GaAs when cooling from  500° C to room  tem p era tu re , it can be 
supposed th a t the  relative SiC>2 concentration was high.
O hnishi et al. [19] confirm ed by X-ray diffraction m easurem ents th a t Si0 2  
and SisN 4  films im posed opposite stresses on GaAs; the S i0 2  film was in  com­
pression w ith  a m agnitude of about m id 108  N /m 2  and th e  Si3 N 4  film  in tens- 
sion w ith  a  m agnitude of about 108  N /m 2. T he threshold  voltage m easure­
m ents showed opposite threshold voltage shifts for the  S i0 2  and SiaN 4  films 
w ith  sm aller threshold voltage shifts obtained for the  SiaN4  film. In b o th  cases 
th e  o rien ta tion  dependence was alm ost elim inated when th e  dielectric thick­
ness was reduced to  zero. This fact suggests th a t the  stress caused by the 
WSi* gate  is negligibly small.
T he work by Ohnishi et al., in a ttr ib u tin g  the  opposite th reshold  voltage 
shifts to  opposite signs of th e  stresses in the dielectric films used, has certain ly  
clarified th e  source of apparen tly  inconsistent results.
However, it is necessary to  m ention th a t although th e  tensile stress in the  
S i0 2  d ielectric on GaAs is consistent w ith the  results published under the 
fram ew ork of “orien tation  effects in GaAs M ESFETs” [15, 20], th e  S i0 2  layers 
have been deposited on GaAs w ith average stresses ranging from  + 10 8  N /m 2  
(tensile) to —108  N /m 2 (compressive) depending on the  deposition conditions 
[79]. T he case of the  stress in the  SiaN4  films produces sim ilar inconsistencies. 
A lthough this film is found to be under tension when evaporated  onto the 
GaAs su b stra te  [19], w ith  all the results in th e  field of “o rien tation  effects in 
GaAs M E S F E T s” being in accordance w ith this [14, 17, 18, 80, 81], it has been 
also rep o rted  to  be under com pression of approxim ately —2 • 108  N /m 2 [82].
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4.3.2 Accuracy of the numerical m ethod
T he accuracy of th e  num erical procedure for derivation of piezoelectric charge 
can be  verified by com paring the  results ob ta ined  by th e  analy tical approach 
and  th e  resu lts ob tained  by th e  application of the  finite elem ent m e thod  when 
b o th  d ielectric and gate m etal are excluded from  th e  sim ulation.
T he 0.7 p m  gate-length  E P I-P  M E SFE T  has been taken as a  reference for 
th e  com parison.
Two forces parallel to  the  substra te  surface acting on th e  po in ts a t the 
edges of th e  dielectric window in such a way th a t the points are displaced 
tow ards th e  m iddle of th e  dielectric window are used to m odel the  tensile 
stress in th e  dielectric exerted on GaAs. T he absolute value of th e  force is 
\Fi\ =  40 N /m , which corresponds to the  tensile dielectric stress =  2 • 108  
N /m 2  and  th e  dielectric thickness T j =  0.2 p m . T he m echanical constants 
for GaAs are: Y oung’s m odulus E  =  8.53 • lO1 0  N /m 2  and Poisson’s ratio  
v  =  0.31 [9]. T he M ESFET analysed is the [Oil] M E SFE T , which m eans th a t 
th e  source-to-drain  direction is in the  [Oil] direction.
T he stresses <rxx and a zz ob tained  by the  analytical m ethod  are shown in 
Figs. 4.5 and 4.6, respectively, and the  piezoelectric charge ppz is depicted  in 
Fig. 4.7.
As it is difficult to com pare two-dim ensional graphs, it was decided to  plot 
th e  stress axx down the m iddle of th e  gate (at x  =  1.45 p m )  and  down the  right 
boundary  of the  sim ulated  region 2  (at x  — 2.9 /im ) obtained  by th e  analytical 
and  FE M  m ethod  (see Fig. 4.8). As it can be noticed a very good agreem ent 
has been obta ined  for bo th  stresses.
Fig. 4.9 shows the piezoelectric charge down the  m iddle of th e  gate obtained 
by b o th  m ethods. It can be noticed th a t the charge is underestim ated , bu t 
th e  shape and  th e  position of the  m axim um  charge are correct. T he error 
is p robably  due to  bo th  th e  finite m esh size and the  in terpo la tion  procedure. 
C onsidering the  stress crxx down the  m iddle of the  gate, the  difference between
2T he right boundary, unless it is explicitely sta ted  otherwise, m eans the right boundary 
of the sim ulated  region used in the EV ER EST sim ulator, i.e. it is 2.7, 2.9, 3.2 and 4.2 
p m  long for the 0.5, 0.7, 1.0 and 2.0 p m  gate-length M ESFETs, respectively. The right 
boundary  used in the stress calculation is actually  3.85, 4.95, 6.6 and 12.1 p m  long for the 
aforem entioned gate lengths, respectively. In o ther words, the sim ulated  region in E V ER EST 
in the  x  d irection is [0,2.7], [0,2.9], [0,3.2] and [0,4.2] p m  and in the  stress calculation it is 
[1.35,3.85], [1.45,4.95], [1.6,6.6] and [2.1,12.1] p m  for the 0.5, 0.7, 1.0 and 2.0 p m  gate-length 
M E SFE T s, respectively, i.e. in the stress calculation only one h a lf of the M E SFE T  on the 
dra in  side is sim ulated  appealing to sym m etry to  avail of the overall solution. T he sim ulated 
region in the z direction is from  z =  1.6 p m  to z — —0.5 /im  in all cases.
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L g = 0 .7  /xm, EPI-P
Figure 4.5: Stress crxx calculated by the  analytical m ethod  for th e  0.7 f im  
E P I-P  M E SFE T . T he gate m etal is deposited on the  x-y  surface a t z== 1.6 //m 
betw een th e  points £= 1 .1  ¡im and £= 1 .8  //m  (the x  axis is denoted as ‘Length 
along device’, the  z axis is denoted as ‘D epth  in to  device’, and  th e  y  axis is 
no t shown on th e  graph).
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Lg=0.7 /¿m, EPI-P
Figure 4.6: Stress a zz calculated by th e  analy tical m ethod  for th e  0.7 \xm  
E P I-P  M E SFE T . T he gate m etal is deposited on th e  x-y  surface a t z = 1.6 //m 
betw een th e  points *= 1 .1  ¡im  and *= 1 .8  f im  (the x  axis is denoted as ‘Length 
along device’, th e  z  axis is denoted as ‘D epth  into device’, and  th e  y axis is 
no t shown on th e  graph).
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Lg=0.7 /¿m, EPI-P
Figure 4.7: P iezoelectric charge ppz calculated  by th e  analy tical m ethod  for 
th e  0.7 fj.m E P I-P  M E SFE T . Only one half of th e  sim ulated  region is shown 
(the  source side, from  x  =  0 to  x  =  1.45 /¿m) because th e  charge is sym m etric  
around  the  gate  centre. T he gate m etal is deposited on th e  x-y  surface a t 
z = 1 . 6  f im  betw een th e  points £ = 1 . 1  f im  and  * = 1 . 8  f im  (the  x  axis is denoted 
as ‘Length along device’, th e  z  axis is denoted as ‘D ep th  in to  device’, and  the  
y  axis is no t shown on th e  graph).
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Depth Into device, /im
Figure 4.8: S tress crxx calculated  by th e  analy tical and  FE M  m ethod  for th e  
0.7 f im  E P I-P  M E S F E T  down th e  m iddle of th e  gate (full line) and  down 
th e  righ t boundary  of th e  sim ulated region (dashed line), x  =  1.45 f tm  and  
x  =  2.9 //m  respectively. Circles represent th e  analy tical resu lts and  lines show 
th e  resu lts of th e  FE M  m ethod.
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Figure 4.9: Piezoelectric charge ppz calculated  by th e  analy tical (full line) and 
FE M  (dashed line) m ethod  for the 0.7 f im  E P I-P  M E SFE T  down th e  m iddle 
of th e  gate  (a t x  =  1.45 fj,m ).
th e  FE M  and analy tical m ethod  was less th a n  1%, while the  m axim um  charge 
down th e  m iddle of th e  gate obtained by th e  FE M  m ethod  was 2 0 % sm aller 
th a n  th e  charge obta ined  by the  analytical m ethod. Thus, we m ay conclude 
th a t  th e  error is m ainly  in troduced in the  in terpo lation  stage w hen calculating 
th e  p iezoelectric charge.
A fter adding th e  calculated piezoelectric charge to  th e  doping profile of the  
reference M E SFE T  th e  device sim ulation has been perform ed. T he piezoelec­
tric  charge used to  u p d a te  the doping profile of th e  reference M E SFE T  has 
been  calcu la ted  in th e  following ways:
1. A naly tical m ethod.
2. FE M  m ethod.
3. FE M  m ethod  and  scaled upwards by a  factor K = 1.2 .
4. FEM  m ethod  and  scaled upwards by a factor K =  1.25 .
T he  threshold  voltages obtained are shown in Table 4.1. T he values for
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M ethod <rd (N /m 2) Vth (V) A V k (mV)
analy tical 2  • 1 0 s -0.751 -196
FEM *1.25 2  • 1 0 s -0.745 -190
FEM *1.2
00Ot-HCM -0.736 -181
FEM 2  • 1 0 s -0.708 -153
reference 0 -0.555 0
FEM - 2  ■ 1 0 s -0.440 115
FEM *1.2 - 2  • 1 0 8 -0.421 134
FEM * 1.25 - 2  • 1 0 8 -0.415 140
analytical - 2 - 1 0 s -0.411 144
Table 4.1: T hreshold  voltages for the 0.7 fj,m gate-length  E P I-P  M E SFE T  used 
as th e  reference. T he piezoelectric charges used to  u p d a te  th e  doping profile of 
th e  reference M E SFE T  have been calculated by different m ethods, as is shown 
in  th e  table.
b o th  tensile (<xj =  2 • 10s N /m 2) and com pressive (<r^  =  —2 • 10s N /m 2) stress 
in  th e  dielectric are shown.
From  the  resu lts shown in Table 4.1 it can be  noticed th a t th e  threshold  
voltage shifts for th e  analy tical m ethod  and th e  FEM  m ethod  when the  piezo­
electric charge is m ultip lied  by 1.25 are very close in  value (the  error is 3.1% 
for th e  tensile dielectric stress and 2 .8 % for th e  com pressive dielectric stress, 
if th e  threshold  voltage shift obtained by the analy tical m ethod  is used as the 
reference). Thus, we conclude th a t th e  finite elem ent m ethod  and  subsequent 
in terpo la tion  procedure yield a piezoelectric charge th a t is underestim ated  ap­
prox im ately  25%.
T he accuracy of the  FEM  m ethod has been estim ated  upon th e  effect of 
th e  calculated  piezoelectric charge on the  threshold  voltage of the  0.7 f im  gate- 
leng th  E P I-P  M E SFE T . However, it is necessary to  check w hether th e  error 
of th e  FEM  m ethod  is an ‘in trinsic’ p roperty  of th e  m ethod  or if it also varies 
w ith  gate  length.
To do so, th e  E P I-P  M ESFETs w ith gate lengths of 0.5, 1.0 and  2.0 fim 
have been sim ulated  for bo th  tensile and com pressive stress in th e  dielectric 
film. T he piezoelectric charge has been calculated by th e  four m ethods, as in 
th e  case of th e  0.7 fim  E P I-P  M ESFET. Fig. 4.10 shows calculated  threshold  
voltages. N ote a  good agreem ent between the  threshold  voltages ob ta ined  by 
th e  analy tical m ethod  and th e  FEM  m ethod when th e  charge is m ultip lied  by 
1.25 for all four gate  lengths.
It should be noted th a t it has not been tried  to  com pare the m axim um  
stresses and piezoelectric charges, th a t appear around th e  gate edges, because
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Figure 4.10: D ependence of th e  threshold voltage on th e  gate length  for th e  
E P I-P  sim ulations. T he threshold voltage vs. gate length  for th e  reference 
sim ulations is represen ted  by full line. T he following m ethods have been used 
to  u p d a te  th e  doping profile of the  reference M ESFETs: FE M  m ethod  (dashed 
line), FEM  and charge m ultip lied  by 1.2 (dash-dot line), FE M  and charge 
m ultip lied  by 1.25 (long-dash/short-dash  line), and  analy tical m ethod  (dots). 
T he  threshold  voltages above th e  reference case (full line) have been ob ta ined  
for com pressive stress in  th e  dielectric (crj =  —2 • 10® N /m 2) and  th e  threshold  
voltages below th e  reference line have been ob ta ined  for tensile stress in th e  
dielectric  (cr  ^ =  2 ■ 108  N /m 2).
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these values strongly depend on th e  m esh size used. It is also w orth noting 
th a t th e  sam e dependence exists for th e  analytical m ethod  as well as for the 
FE M  m ethod, because th e  m axim a do not appear a t th e  gate  edge nodes, bu t 
a t th e  nodes on the  GaAs surface closest to  the  gate edges. F urtherm ore, the 
value of the piezoelectric charge peaks around the  gate edges is not of m ajor 
im portance , because th e  relative contribution of th e  piezoelectric charge peaks 
to  th e  charge of th e  active channel is small.
Finally, it is necessary to m ention th a t the accuracy of the  FEM  m ethod 
has been  estim ated  by using th e  results of the analy tical m ethod  as a reference, 
because th e  analytical m ethod  is correct from  the  m a them atica l po in t of view 
under assum ptions used. However, it does not m ean th a t th e  analy tical m ethod 
is com pletely physically correct. Actually, its validity  is satisfied only outside 
th e  region of radius of approxim ately  two dielectric thicknesses around the 
gate  edges [23, 79], i.e. the  validity is violated around th e  gate edges as a 
consequence of not including the  dielectric layer in  th e  calculation of th e  stress 
fields.
4.3.3 Influence o f the gate and dielectric
T he value of th e  analy tical m ethod  for the  calculation of stresses in GaAs and 
th e  resu lting  piezoelectric charge lies in its sim plicity. However, ne ither the 
gate  m eta l nor dielectric are taken in to  account when calculating stresses in 
th e  GaAs substra te .
To dem onstra te  the  influence of the gate m etal and dielectric layer two 
m ore sim ulations have been perform ed. The reference m odel is again th e  0.7 
f i m  gate-length  E P I-P  M ESFET. F irstly  the stress fields have been calculated  
for th e  s tru c tu re  consisting of the gate m etal deposited on th e  GaAs sub stra te  
(gate  m etal thickness being Tg =  0.2 /tm) and then  th e  0.2 /¿m thick dielectric 
layer has been added for the  second sim ulation. T he sam e load of |F /| =  40 
N /m  (corresponding to  crd =  2 ■ 108  N /m 2  and Td =  0.2 ¿/m) has been used 
in b o th  cases. This load and the sam e reference M E SFE T  have been used 
in  th e  previous section where the s truc tu re  consisting of only GaAs has been 
analysed. T he m echanical param eters for all th ree  m ateria ls  are presented  in 
Table 4.2.
Figs. 4.11, 4.12 and  4.13 show the axx stress for the  GaAs, m eta l/G aA s 
and  m e ta l/d ie lec tric /G aA s structu res, respectively, and Figs. 4.14, 4.15 and 
4.16 show the  p iezoelectric charge for the  same cases, respectively. All results
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E (N /m 2) V
GaAs
WSi*
Si3 N 4
8.53 • 101 0  
6 . 2 1  ■ 1 0 1 1  
3.10 ■ 101 1
0.31
0.30
0.30
Table 4.2: M echanical param eters Young’s m odulus E  and  Poisson’s ra tio  v 
for GaAs [9], WSij; used as m etal and SisN 4  used as d ielectric [83].
have been calculated by applying th e  FEM  m ethod.
W hen only the  GaAs substra te  is taken in to  account, the  positive peak 
of th e  crxx stress has th e  sam e m agnitude of 16 • 1 0 8  N /m 2  as th e  negative 
peak. T he negative peak appears below the gate, ind icating  the  com pressive 
stress produced  by th e  dielectric in tension, and th e  positive peak appears 
ju s t ou tside th e  gate. T hus, th e  ratio  between the  positive and  negative stress 
peaks is 16 ■ 108/  — 16 • 108. In the  case of the m e ta l/G aA s s tru c tu re  th e  ra tio  
is 3 • 108/  — 4.5 • 108  and in th e  case of th e  m e ta l/d ie lec tric /G aA s s tru c tu re  the 
ra tio  is 2.4 • 108/  — 2.5 ■ 108.
It can be noticed th a t an average stress of 2 • 10s N /m 2  in  the  dielectric 
produces 8  tim es higher peak of the  axx stress in th e  case of the  GaAs stru c tu re  
alone. A dding th e  m etal layer has reduced th e  crxx peaks and  also produced 
unsym m etric  peaks, the  m agnitude of the  peak under the  gate being 50% 
higher th a n  th e  positive peak. W hen th e  dielectric film is also taken  into 
account th e  m agnitudes of th e  peaks are fu rther reduced. T he difference in 
m agnitudes betw een the positive and negative peak has been reduced as well.
A very sim ilar situa tion  appears for the  peaks in th e  piezoelectric charge 
d istribu tion , except th a t the negative peak of th e  axx stress resu lts in the 
positive peak  of th e  piezoelectric charge. T he ra tio  betw een th e  m axim um  
negative and  m axim um  positive peak is —4 • 1 0 17/ 4 ■ 1 0 1 7  in th e  case of the  
GaAs s tru c tu re , —1.2 ■ 101 7 /1 .5 ■ 101 7  in th e  case of th e  m e ta l/G aA s s tru c tu re  
and  —7.6 • 101 6 /8 .2  ■ 101 6  in th e  case of the  m e ta l/d ie lec tric /G aA s struc tu re .
T hus, we conclude th a t the  inclusion of bo th  th e  gate m eta l and  dielectric 
in th e  calculation of stress d istributions results in approxim ately  6  tim es lower 
levels of the  m axim um  stresses and approxim ately 5 tim es lower levels of the 
m axim um  piezoelectric charges in the  GaAs substrate .
Finally, th e  threshold  voltages have been estim ated  for th e  0.5, 0.7, 1.0 
and  2.0 /¿m gate-length  E P I-P  M ESFETs. T he piezoelectric charge has been 
calcu la ted  for th e  th ree  aforem entioned structu res w ith  b o th  th e  tensile and 
com pressive stress in the  dielectric. The results are shown in Fig. 4.17.
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Lg=0.7 /im, EPI-P
Figure 4.11: Stress crxx calculated by the FEM  m ethod  for the  0.7 f im  E P I-P  
M E S F E T  for th e  GaAs struc tu re , i.e. no dielectric and no m eta l gate. Only 
one ha lf of the sim ulated  region is shown (the source side, from  x  =  0  to 
x  =  1.45 /m i) because th e  stress is sym m etric around th e  gate  centre. T he 
gate  m e ta l is deposited on th e  x-y  surface a t z = l . 6  f im  betw een th e  points 
a := l . l  fj,m and £= 1 .8  f im  (the  x  axis is denoted as ‘Length along device’, the 
z axis is denoted as ‘D epth  in to  device’, and the y axis is not shown on the 
g raph).
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Lg=0.7 /¿m, EPI-P
Figure 4.12: Stress axx calculated  by the  FEM  m ethod  for th e  0.7 ¡ 1  m  E P I-P  
M E S F E T  for the  m e ta l/G aA s structu re , i.e. no dielectric. O nly one half of 
th e  s im ulated  region is shown (the source side, from  x  =  0 to  x  =  1.45 fj,m) 
because the  stress is sym m etric around the  gate centre. T he gate m eta l is 
deposited  on th e  x-y  surface a t z = 1 . 6  /xm between the  points * = 1 . 1  /¿m and 
* = 1 .8  f im  (the  x  axis is denoted as ‘Length along device’, th e  z axis is denoted 
as ‘D ep th  in to  device’, and  th e  y axis is not shown on th e  graph).
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Lg=0.7 pm, EPI-P
Figure 4.13: Stress axx calculated by th e  FEM  m ethod for th e  0.7 /im  EPI- 
P  M E S F E T  for the  m eta l/d ie lec tric /G aA s structu re . Only one half of the  
sim ulated  region is shown (the  source side, from  x  =  0 to  x  =  1.45 ¿urn) 
because the  stress is sym m etric around the  gate centre. The gate  m eta l is 
deposited  on the  x-y  surface a t z = 1 . 6  f im  between the  points * = 1 . 1  /¿m and 
* = 1 . 8  ^ m  (the  x  axis is denoted as ‘Length along device’, the  z axis is denoted 
as ‘D ep th  in to  device’, and th e  y axis is not shown on th e  graph).
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Lg=0.7 /im, EPI-P
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F igure  4.14: Piezoelectric charge ppz calculated by th e  FEM  m ethod  for the  0.7 
fj,m  E P I-P  M E SFE T  for th e  GaAs structu re . Only one half of th e  sim ulated  
region is shown (the source side, from  x  =  0 to  * =  1.45 /¿m) because the  
charge is sym m etric around th e  gate centre. T he gate m e ta l is deposited  on 
th e  x-y  surface a t 2 = 1 . 6  /im  betw een the  points * = 1 . 1  f im  and  * = 1 . 8  /im  (the 
x  axis is denoted  as ‘Length along device’, the  2  axis is denoted  as ‘D ep th  in to  
dev ice’, and  th e  y axis is not shown on th e  graph).
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Lg=0.7 /im, EPI-P
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F igure 4.15: P iezoelectric charge calculated by th e  FE M  m ethod  for the  
0.7 E P I-P  M E SFE T  for the  m eta l/G aA s structu re . O nly one ha lf of the 
sim ulated  region is shown (the source side, from  x  =  0 to  x  =  1.45 ¡im) because 
th e  charge is sym m etric around the gate centre. T he gate m e ta l is deposited 
on th e  x-y  surface a t z =  1 . 6  nm  betw een th e  points * = 1 . 1  f im  and  * = 1 . 8  f im 
(the  x  axis is denoted as ‘Length along device’, the  z  axis is denoted  as ‘D epth  
in to  device’, and th e  y axis is not shown on the  graph).
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Lg=0.7 pm, EPI-P
Figure 4.16: P iezoelectric charge ppz calculated by the  FE M  m eth o d  for the 
0.7 /¿m E P I-P  M E SFE T  for th e  m eta l/d ie lec tric /G aA s s tru c tu re . Only one 
h a lf of th e  sim ulated  region is shown (the  source side, from  x  =  0 to  x  =  1.45 
/¿m) because the  charge is sym m etric around the gate centre. T he gate m etal 
is deposited  on th e  x-y  surface at 2 = 1 . 6  /¿m between the  poin ts x = l . l  ¡xm  and 
* = 1 .8  y,m ( the  x  axis is denoted as ‘Length along device’, th e  z  axis is denoted 
as ‘D ep th  in to  device’, and th e  y axis is not shown on the  graph).
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Figure 4.17: D ependence of the  threshold voltage on the  gate leng th  for 
th e  E P I-P  sim ulations. T he piezoelectric charge has been calcu la ted  for the 
GaAs (unsealed piezoelectric charge) (dots), m e ta l/G aA s (dash-dot line) and 
m e ta l/d ie lec tric /G aA s (dashed line) structu res w ith  both  the  tensile and com­
pressive stress in the  dielectric. T he threshold voltages above the  reference 
case (full line) have been obtained for com pressive stress in th e  dielectric 
(<Td = —2 • 108 N /m 2) and the  threshold voltages below th e  reference line 
have been  obta ined  for tensile stress in th e  dielectric (ad = 2 • 108 N /m 2).
W hen inspecting th e  m axim um  positive and negative piezoelectric charges, 
it was noticed  th a t they  did not depend on the  gate length. T he m ain  difference 
am ong th e  piezoelectric charges for differing gate lengths was in th e  region 
down th e  m iddle of th e  gate. Fig. 4.18 dem onstrates the  p iezoelectric charge 
down th e  m iddle of the  gate obtained for the m e ta l/d ie lec tric /G aA s stru c tu re  
for the  0.5, 0.7, 1.0 and 2.0 ¡im gate-length E P I-P  M ESFETs.
A no te  should be m ade on the idea of using m axim um  stress and charge 
values for com parison although it has been already m entioned th a t th e  m axi­
m um  values of stresses depend on the  m esh size. T he com parisons perform ed 
above are m eaningful in the sense th a t the  sam e m esh has been used for all 
stress and  charge calculations.
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F igure  4.18: P iezoelectric charge ppz down th e  m iddle of th e  gate  calcu lated  by 
th e  FE M  m ethod  (m eta l/d ie lec tric /G aA s struc tu re ) for th e  0.5, 0.7, 1.0 and 
2.0 f im  gate-leng th  E P I-P  M ESFETs.
4.3.4 Comparison of different load models
Up to now two horizontal forces acting a t the edges of the  dielectric opening 
have been used to  m odel the stress produced by th e  dielectric layer deposited 
on th e  GaAs substra te . T he m agnitude of the  forces is
\F,\ = \<rd\Td (4.61)
where T d is th e  dielectric thickness and ad is an average stress in the  dielectric. 
T he m odel is sim ple and physically reasonable. T he physicality  of th e  m odel 
is justified  by th e  fact th a t crd can be estim ated  by m easuring th e  curvature 
of the dielectric layer deposited on the substra te . T he principle of neglecting 
th e  gate  m etal when estim ating  the m agnitude of th e  load is also justified  
because experim ents clearly show th a t th e  influence of th e  gate m etal is of 
m inor im portance [16, 19]. This m odel will be called th e  force m odel or th e  Fj 
m odel.
A nother way of introducing the stress into the  GaAs sub stra te  is to  define 
a uniform  displacem ent u  a t the  right edge of the  s im ulated  region used in the  
stress analysis (see Fig. 4.3). This type of load represents a good physical rep ­
resen ta tion  of th e  stresses exerted on the GaAs sub stra te  by externally  applied 
loads [21, 22, 23, 24]. In this case there is no direct way of rela ting  the  m ag­
n itu d e  of th e  uniform  displacem ent a t the right edge to  the  average dielectric 
stress ob ta ined  by the  substra te  curvature m easurem ents. This m odel will be 
called th e  uniform  displacem ent m odel or the  u  m odel.
W hile th e  inclusion of the force m odel into the  FEM  program  is s tra ig h t­
forw ard, th e  uniform  displacem ent m odel is im plem ented in two steps. T he 
first step  consists of applying the Payne-Irons m ethod  [75] on (4.46)
K ea e =  F  (4.62)
in such a way th a t th e  displacem ent of the  nodes a t the  right boundary  (see 
Fig. 4.3) are all equal. The Payne-Irons m ethod is a sim ple way of im posing 
D irichlet type conditions, i.e. the  nodal displacem ents, w ithout incurring the 
cost of reordering and right-hand side modifications. Once th e  solution for the 
d isplacem ents a e is obtained and the stress and stra in  fields are calculated, 
th e  s tra in  ex a t the  right boundary of the sim ulated  region used in the  FEM  
calculation is scanned and  all results are m ultip lied  by the  num ber th a t gives 
th e  s tra in  ex =  0.001 a t th e  right boundary. Thus, by m eans of the  aforem en­
tioned  first step , the  uniform  displacem ent at the  right boundary  is ensured,
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while th e  second step  produces a well defined elongation of the  s tru c tu re  in 
th e  x  d irection th a t m ight be used as a basis of com parison am ong different 
gate  length  M ESFETs.
N ote th a t th e  m ultip lication  of all results by a fixed num ber is valid from  
th e  solution point of view due to the  fact th a t th e  stress problem , as presented 
here, is a linear elasticity  problem .
Figs. 4.19 and  4.20 show the  axx stress d is tribu tion  of th e  0.7 ¡xm  gate- 
length  E P I-P  M E SFE T  obtained  by the application of th e  force m odel and 
the  uniform  displacem ent m odel, respectively, for th e  m e ta l/d ie lec tric /G aA s 
s truc tu re .
N ote th a t th e  far-field stress for the  force m odel tends to  zero, while the 
uniform  displacem ent m odel produces a high far-field stress. Furtherm ore, 
th e  stress caused by the  uniform  displacem ent m odel is tensile in th e  whole 
GaAs substra te . As the  piezoelectric charge is p roportional to the  gradient 
of th e  stress (see Eq. (4.28)), the difference in the  absolute values of stresses 
does not represent a  real obstacle. To com pare the  two load m odels the  stress 
d is tribu tion  for b o th  load models down the  m iddle of the  gate  is shown in Fig. 
4.21.
For the force m odel the  to ta l change of stress from  the  top of th e  s tru c tu re  
(z — 1.6 fj-m) to  th e  b o tto m  (z =  —0.5 ¡xm) is |A<Txa!| =  0 .226-108 N /m 2, while 
th e  stress change for the  uniform  displacem ent m odel is \&crxx\ =  0.347 • 108
N /m 2.
T he ra tio  betw een the  |A<tx i | value for the  force m odel and th e  |A<Tra,| 
value for th e  uniform  displacem ent m odel is 0.65 down the  m iddle of th e  gate 
and 0.38 a t th e  righ t boundary  of the sim ulated region.
To be able to  com pare the  load models, the  piezoelectric charge ob ta ined  by 
the  uniform  displacem ent m odel has been m ultip lied  by 0.65, which is equiva­
len t to  th e  reduction  of th e  strain  or displacem ents defined a t th e  right bound­
ary to 65% of th e  in itia l value. As a result \Acrxx\ ob tained  by the  uniform  
displacem ent m odel has been reduced to 0.226 • 10s N /m 2, i.e. the  value ob­
ta ined  by th e  force m odel down the  m iddle of th e  gate. This operation  is 
physically correct due to the fact th a t the stress problem  presented  here is a 
linear elastic ity  problem . T hen, the EV ER E ST sim ulator is invoked to  ex trac t 
th e  threshold  voltage.
T he sam e procedure has been repeated  for the  0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 gate-length  
E P I-P  M E SFE T s for b o th  tensile and compressive dielectric stress (compres-
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Lg=0.7 /xm, EPI-P
Figure 4.19: Stress crxx calculated by the  FEM  m ethod  for th e  0.7 f im  E P I-P  
M E S F E T  for th e  m eta l/d ie lec tric /G aA s stru c tu re  obta ined  by th e  application  
of th e  force m odel (\Fi\ =  40 N /m ). Only one ha lf of th e  sim ulated  region 
is shown (the  source side, from  x  =  0 to  x  =  1.45 f im)  because the  stress 
is sym m etric  around th e  gate centre. T he gate m e ta l is deposited  on the  x-y  
surface a t z = 1.6 /im  betw een the points *=1.1 /¿m and x= 1 .8  ( im  (the * axis is 
denoted  as ‘Length along device’, the 2  axis is denoted  as ‘D ep th  in to  device’, 
and  th e  y axis is not shown on the  graph).
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Lg=0.7 /xm, EPI-P
Figure 4.20: Stress a xx calculated by the FEM  m ethod  for the  0.7 f im  E P I-P  
M E S F E T  for th e  m eta l/d ie lec tric /G aA s s truc tu re  ob ta ined  by the  application 
of th e  uniform  displacem ent m odel (ex =  0.001). Only one half of th e  sim ulated  
region is shown (the  source side, from * =  0 to  x  =  1.45 /¿m) because th e  stress 
is sym m etric  around th e  gate centre. The gate m eta l is deposited  on the  x-y  
surface a t .z=1.6 fxm betw een the  points *=1.1  p  and *= 1 .8  /¿m (the  * axis is 
deno ted  as ‘Length along device’, the z  axis is denoted as ‘D epth  in to  device’, 
and  th e  y axis is no t shown on the  graph).
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Figure 4.21: Stress crxx for th e  0.7 /im  E P I-P  M E SFE T  down th e  m iddle of 
th e  gate  (a t x  =  1.45 /¿m) calculated by applying th e  force m odel (full line) 
and  th e  uniform  displacem ent m odel (dashed line).
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L g [fim) 0.5 0.7 1.0 2.0
constant 0.882 0.650 0.493 0.473
Table 4.3: T he m ultip ly ing constants used to  reduce th e  lA cr^l value obtained 
by th e  uniform  displacem ent m odel to the  value ob ta ined  by th e  force m odel. 
T hese constants are actually  used to  m ultip ly  the  piezoelectric charge obtained 
by th e  uniform  displacem ent model.
sive d ielectric stress is sim ulated  by defining a negative d isplacem ent u  a t the 
righ t boundary  of th e  sim ulated  region used in th e  stress analysis). T he con­
s tan ts  used to  reduce the  | A cr^l value obtained by the  uniform  displacem ent 
m odel to  the  value ob ta ined  by the force m odel are shown in Table 4.3.
T he threshold voltages obtained  are shown in Fig. 4.22. I t can be no­
ticed  th a t th e  threshold  voltage shifts resulting from  th e  uniform  displacem ent 
m odel are lower. If we w anted to  reproduce the  sam e \/S.axx\ down th e  right 
boundary  of the  sim ulated  region, we would have to  use th e  following m u lti­
p lying constants: 0.15, 0.38, 0.48 and 0.51 for the  gate  lengths 0.5, 0.7, 1.0 
and  2.0 ftm, respectively. C om paring these constants w ith  th e  constan ts given 
in  Table 4.3 it m ight be supposed th a t the  threshold voltage shifts would be 
even lower for th e  gate  lengths 0.5 and 0.7 fJ,m.
T he reason for obtain ing  lower threshold  voltage shifts by th e  uniform  
d isplacem ent m odel becom es obvious after inspecting the  charge down the 
m iddle of the  gate obta ined  by the  two load m odels (see Fig. 4.23). As the 
charge inside the  active channel, from  2  =  1.6 /¿m to  z  =  1.5 /¿m, is screened by 
th e  heavy donor doping of Nr> — 2.3 • 1017 cm -3 , higher piezoelectric charge at 
th e  active ch an n e l/su b stra te  boundary will result in larger th resho ld  voltage 
shift. A lthough \Acrxx\ is the  sam e for bo th  load m odels, th e  piezoelectric 
charge obtained  by th e  uniform  displacem ent m odel reaches m axim um  closer 
to  th e  surface, bu t a t th e  channe l/substra te  interface its  value is lower.
In conclusion, th e  use of th e  force load m odel is strongly recom m ended for 
a  n um ber of reasons:
1. T he m agnitude of th e  forces used to m odel th e  stress produced by the 
dielectric overlayer can be estim ated  by m easuring th e  dielectric thickness 
and  th e  average dielectric stress, thus ensuring th e  physicality  of the 
sim ulation.
2. T he accuracy of the  force m odel im plem ented in to  the  FE M  m ethod  can 
be estim ated  by com parison with the analytical m ethod  in the  case when
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Figure  4.22: D ependence of the  threshold voltage on th e  gate leng th  for the  
E P I-P  sim ulations. The values for the  reference sim ulation (full line), th e  force 
m odel (dashed line) and th e  scaled uniform  displacem ent m odel (d o tted  line) 
are shown. The m ultip ly ing constants used to  scale th e  piezoelectric charge 
of th e  uniform  displacem ent model are given in  Table 4.3. T he piezoelectric 
charge has been calculated  for the  m eta l/d ie lec tric /G aA s struc tu res w ith both  
th e  tensile and  com pressive stress in the  dielectric. T he threshold  voltages 
above th e  reference case (full line) have been obta ined  for com pressive stress 
in th e  dielectric (erj =  —2 • 108 N /m 2) and the  threshold  voltages below the  
reference line have been ob ta ined  for tensile stress in the  dielectric (uj  =  2- 10s 
N /m 2).
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Figure 4.23: Piezoelectric charge ppz down the middle of th e  gate  calculated  
by th e  FEM  m ethod (m eta l/d ie lec tric /G aA s s truc tu re ) for the 0.7 /¿m gate- 
length  E PI-P  M ESFET: force m odel (full line) and uniform  displacem ent 
m odel (dashed line). T he lAcr,^! value is the sam e for both  load models, 
i.e. th e  piezoelectric charge obtained by the  uniform  displacem ent m odel is 
m ultip lied  by 0.65.
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only GaAs substra te  is taken in to  account.
3. I t  is no t clear how to  rela te  the  m easured average dielectric stress to  the 
uniform  displacem ent load m odel.
T he fact th a t in  [23] a  good agreem ent was found betw een th e  experim ental 
resu lts w ith  externally  applied load and  the  sim ulated resu lts w ith  th e  uniform  
displacem ent m odel confirms th a t th e  uniform  displacem ent m odel accurately  
m odels th e  ex ternally  applied load and, w hat is even m ore im p o rtan t, as the 
uniform  displacem ent m odel is a good representation of th e  ex ternally  applied 
load, it ind irectly  confirms th a t the coupled system  of electrical and  m echanical 
quan tities  m ay be solved in a  decoupled form , as it  is done in  [23, 24] and in 
th is work.
W hen  considering th e  analy tical m ethod, the m ain  disadvantage is the 
inab ility  to  include th e  dielectric layer into th e  calculation of th e  stress d istri­
bu tions. This problem  m akes the results unreliable w ithin  th e  region of radius 
of two dielectric thicknesses around the gate edges. For a typical dielectric 
thickness of 0.2 //m , th is region extends into the  dep th  of 0.4 f im  which is 
m uch m ore th a n  the  usual active channel thickness of 0.1 fim . This problem  
is easily overcom e by th e  FEM  m ethod.
W hen considering high stress peaks th a t appear when th e  force load m odel 
is applied  (see Fig. 4.19), it should be noted th a t in practice p lastic  deform a­
tion  lim its th e  stresses to  finite values.
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Chapter 5 
Electrical characteristics
In th is chap ter the  electrical characteristics of epitaxial and  ion-im planted 
M E SFE T s are discussed. The influence of varying gate length , su b stra te  dop­
ing and stress-induced piezoelectric charge on transfer characteristics, tran s­
conductance, threshold voltage, subthreshold  current slope and  o u tp u t resis­
tance  is presented. The explanations for underlying physical m echanism s are 
given as well.
T here  are a num ber of reasons why the aforem entioned electrical charac­
teristics are discussed. T he threshold voltage is im portan t to  b o th  digital- and 
analogue-design engineers. W hile an analogue-design engineer is relatively  tol­
eran t tow ards the  value of the  threshold  voltage, a digital-design engineer not 
only requires a well defined value of th e  threshold voltage, b u t also requires 
a s tan d ard  deviation of a threshold voltage on the  order of 25 m V  or less for 
LSI and  VLSI ICs. In GaAs IC design the  rule th a t all M E SFE T  gates on a 
wafer m ust run  in the  sam e direction [8] is a consequence of o rien ta tion  effects 
or stress-induced piezoelectric charge. Closely rela ted  to  th e  theshold  voltage 
is th e  subthreshold  curren t slope which is an indicator of th e  effectiveness of 
th e  device’s switch-off m echanism . A lower value of subthreshold  curren t slope 
ind icates th a t a M E SFE T  can be sw itched from  the  logic s ta te  £1’ to  th e  logic 
s ta te  ‘0 ’ w ith a sm aller change of inpu t voltage. This characteristic  also influ­
ences th e  noise m argin of digital ICs. The transconductance is im p o rtan t for 
an  analogue-design engineer because it defines the  sm all-signal voltage gain 
of th e  electronic circuit, while a digital-design engineer is concerned w ith  the 
value of transconductance because it defines the  capability  of a M E SFE T  to 
drive th e  next stage. Knowledge of the transfer characteristic  is crucial because 
it actually  contains all th is  inform ation, i.e. the  threshold voltage, sub th resh ­
old cu rren t slope and transconductance. Furtherm ore, for an analogue-design
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engineer th e  shape of the  transfer characteristic  is im p o rtan t by itse lf because 
it shows w hether an efficient frequency m ixer or frequency m ultip lier can be 
bu ilt, or it m ay indicate possible problem s w ith in term odulation  and higher 
harm onics of inpu t signals. Finally, a low ou tp u t resistance represents a sink 
for th e  d rain  curren t and it is reflected as decreased capability  of driving the 
next stage or reduced voltage gain.
W hen th e  piezoelectric charge is included in the  device sim ulation, un­
less it is explicitly  said otherwise, the  stress sim ulation is perform ed for the 
m e ta l/d ie lec tric /G aA s s truc tu re  w ith a gate m etal thickness Tg =  0.2 /im. T he 
stress im p arted  to  the  GaAs substra te  is m odelled by th e  force load model: 
th e  in trinsic  dielectric stress is tensile <7j =  2 ■ 10s N /m 2 and th e  dielectric 
thickness is Tj = 0.2 fim.  T he piezoelectric charge is calculated  for th e  [Oil] 
M E SFE T . Such a definition of the  M E SFE T  orien tation  and  load produces 
com pressive stress under the  gate and th e  piezoelectric charge under th e  gate 
is p redom inan tly  positive.
It m ust be noted th a t few of the references th a t present experim ental d a ta  
give thorough inform ation about the  M ESFET geom etry, doping profile and 
electrical characteristics necessary for the  device sim ulation and  subsequent 
com parison of results. As such a situa tion  has rendered th e  q u an tita tiv e  com­
parison unm anageable, the  qualita tive com parison w ith an accent on th e  cor­
rec t trends for varying sim ulation param eters has becom e th e  m ain  working 
tool. T he references concerned w ith th e  topic discussed are abundan tly  cited 
th roughou t this chapter.
W hen considering the published experim ental d a ta , the  references should 
be divided in to  two categories:
• E xperim ents on ‘h o t’ M ESFETs [15]-[20]: contrary  to  w hat th e  word 
‘h o t’ suggests, these experim ents are conducted a t the room  tem pera tu re . 
T he word ‘h o t’ is used to  em phasize th a t the  stress had  been in troduced 
to  th e  device via the  cooling stage after the gate m eta l and dielectric 
layer have been evaporated onto the  GaAs substrate .
• E xperim ents w ith  externally  applied load [21]-[24].
A lthough both  types of experim ents clearly show the  p iezoelectric na tu re  
of th e  shifts in electrical characteristics, there is a rem arkable difference in the 
in te rp re ta tio n  of the  physical m echanism s th a t occur, as will be shown. W here
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Gate-to-source voltage, V
F igure  5.1: Transfer characteristics for th e  E P I-P  sim ulations a t Vd s  =  1 V. 
T he E P I-P  sim ulations have been perform ed w ith N a  =  5 ■ 1015 cm -3 .
th e re  is a conflict betw een experim ental data , the  results ob ta ined  for th e  ‘h o t’ 
M E SFE T s are to  be considered m ore reliable.
W hen  considering th e  num erical stress sim ulation [23, 24] in re la tion  to 
experim ents, i t  is necessary to  say th a t unless ex trem e care is taken  over the 
physical in te rp re ta tio n  of th e  results, th e  sim ulation results lead to  incorrect 
conclusions.
5.1 Transfer characteristics
T he transfer characteristics for the  0.5, 0.7, 1.0 and 2.0 //m  gate-leng th  E PI-P  
M E S F E T s are shown in Fig. 5.1 (com pare w ith th e  characteristics given in 
Fig. 3.19 w here th e  drain  current is given in logarithm ic scale). T he  linear 
p lo t of th e  drain  curren t reveals kinks in the  transfer characteristics around
Vg5 =  0 V.
To m ake sure th a t th e  kinks are not a consequence of num erical instabilities 
of th e  device sim ulator, the calculation of the  transfer characteristics for the
0.5 and  1.0 /¿m gate-length  E PI-P  M ESFETs has been repeated  w ith  th e  step 
A V q s  =  10 m V  in the  V g s  range from -0.15 V to  0.18 V (Fig. 5.2). It can be
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Figure 5.2: Transfer characteristics for th e  0.5 and 1.0 /xm gate-length  E PI-P  
sim ulations a t V o s  =  1 V (enlargem ent of the  Fig. 5.1 around V g s  =  0 V).
seen th a t th e  change of I d is sm ooth around Vgs =  0 V.
O n the  o ther hand, th e  transfer characteristics for the  IO N -P M ESFETs 
show no noticeable evidence of such kinks (Fig. 5.3).
It should be noted  th a t all these characteristics are given for th e  reference 
cases, i.e. no piezoelectric charge has been taken into account. It can be spec­
u la ted  th a t th e  reason for th e  appearance of kinks m ight be re la ted  to  the 
different doping profiles of epitaxial and ion-im planted M E SFE T s and conse­
quently, to  th e  way electrons are confined w ithin the  channel. T he problem  of 
kinks will be readdressed la ter in this section.
Fig. 5.4 presents the  influence of the  piezoelectric charge on th e  EPI- 
P transfer characteristics. The piezoelectric charge is calculated by th e  FEM  
m ethod  using th e  force load m odel. T he shift of th e  transfer characteristics to­
wards m ore negative V g s  voltages is a result of predom inantly  positive induced 
charge under th e  gate. T he positive piezoeletric charge under the  gate a ttra c ts  
electrons from  the  bulk of GaAs and consequently increases th e  su b stra te  cur­
ren t. If th e  piezoelectric charge under the  gate is predom inantly  negative, the 
transfer characteristics are shifted towards m ore positive Vq s  voltages w ith 
respect to  th e  characteristics for the reference E P I-P  sim ulations (Fig. 5.5).
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Figure 5.3: Transfer characteristics for th e  IO N -P sim ulations a t Vd s  =  1 V. 
T he IO N -P sim ulations have been perform ed w ith  N A = 5 ■ 1015 cm -3 .
A predom inan tly  positive piezoelectric charge under th e  gate appears in 
th e  [Oil] o rien ta ted  M ESFETs (the orien tation  used throughout th is study) if 
th e  d ielectric stress is tensile (aj  > 0), i.e. if the  region under the  gate is under 
com pression. Equivalently, the  charge under th e  gate is also m ostly  positive 
for th e  [Oil] M ESFETs when the  dielectric stress is compressive.
A very sim ilar im pact of the  piezoelectric charge on the  transfer character­
istics of the  IO N -P M ESFETs has been obtained  (the graphs are no t shown 
as th ey  essentially add  no m ore inform ation to  w hat has already been said).
To readdress the  problem  of kinks in the  transfer characteristics it is nec­
essary to  establish  two facts: 1) the  transfer characteristics of ep itax ia l M ES­
F E T s show m ore pronounced kinks than  the  characteristics of th e  ion-im ­
p lan ted  M E SFE T s, 2) th e  kink form varies w ith  gate  length. From  th e  first 
fact it can be concluded th a t the doping profile a t the  active ch an n e l/su b s tra te  
in terface plays a  significant role in determ ing the  m agnitude of th e  kink. It 
is apparen tly  th e  existence of an ab rup t change of th e  donor concentration 
w hen going from  th e  active channel into the  substra te  th a t pronounces the  
appearance of kinks.
Lg=0.5, 0.7, 1.0, 2.0 pm 
(from left to right]
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Gate-to-source voltage, V
Figure 5.4: Transfer characteristics for the  E P I-P  sim ulations a t Vd s  =  1 V: 
reference case (full line), predom inantly  positive piezoelectric charge under the 
gate  (dashed line).
Gate-to-source voltage, V
F igure 5.5: Transfer characteristics for the  E P I-P  sim ulations a t Vd s  =  1 V: 
reference case (full line), predom inantly  negative piezoelectric charge under 
th e  gate (do tted  line).
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Figure 5.6: Transfer characteristics for the 0.5 f im  (top set) and 1.0 (xm  (bo t­
tom  set) gate-length  E P I-P  sim ulations a t V^s  =  1 V: reference case (full line), 
p redom inan tly  positive piezoelectric charge (dashed line) and  predom inantly  
negative piezoelectric charge (do tted  line) under the  gate.
A confirm ation for th is conclusion is given in Figs. 5.6 and 5.7 which 
show enlargem ents of th e  transfer characteristics around V g s  =  0 V for the 
E P I-P  and IO N -P M E SFE T s respectively. Each figure presents th e  transfer 
characteristics for th e  0.5 and 1.0 f im  gate-length M ESFETs. A part from  the 
transfer characteristics for the  reference cases, i.e. no piezoelectric charge taken 
in to  account, th e  transfer characteristics for the  p redom inan tly  positive and 
p redom inan tly  negative piezoelectric charge under th e  gate have been added.
Fig. 5.6 clearly dem onstrates th a t the  kink is less pronounced for the 
p redom inen tly  positive piezoelectric charge which conforms w ith th e  afore­
m entioned  line of reasoning, which states th a t predom inently  positive piezo­
electric charge effectively reduces the abruptness of the  doping profile a t the 
active ch an n e l/su b s tra te  interface. Equivalently, m ostly  negative piezoelectric 
charge below th e  gate  reduces the  ability of electrons to  p en e tra te  in to  th e  sub­
s tra te , increases the  confinem ent of electrons and  effectively accentuates the 
abrup tness of th e  doping profile at the interface. T he transfer characteristics 
for th e  IO N -P M E SFE T s (see Fig. 5.7) show the  sam e p a tte rn  although less 
pronounced.
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Tg=0.2 /xm, Td?=0.2 /xm
-0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 
Gate-to-source voltage, V
Figure 5.7: Transfer characteristics for the  0.5 ¡im (top set) and 1.0 f im  (bo t­
tom  set) gate-length  ION-P sim ulations a t Vos  =  1 V: reference case (full line), 
p redom inan tly  positive piezoelectric charge (dashed line) and p redom inantly  
negative piezoelectric charge (do tted  line) under th e  gate.
T he second fact, variations of the  kink shape w ith varying gate lengths, 
suggests th a t th e  effective resistance of the electron p a th  also influences the  
shape of kinks. T he kink in  the  transfer characteristic  for th e  0.5 /im  gate- 
leng th  E P I-P  M E SFE T  is sharper and occurs over a sm aller Vos  range th an  
th e  kink for e.g. th e  1 /im  gate-length M ESFET, indicating th a t longer gate 
lengths sm ooth  the  kink effect (see Fig. 5.2).
However, although all this reasoning has clarified the  circum stances under 
which kinks are m ore probable to  appear, it has no t actually  revealed the ir 
source. In an  a tte m p t to find out the physical m echanism  th a t produces kinks, 
it is convenient to  approx im ate the  drain current by
\ID\ = q S n n n \E\ (5.1)
w here q is th e  electronic charge, S  is the effective area, n  is the electron
—*
concen tration , /in is th e  electron m obility and E  is the  electric field. T he 
electron  concentration, electron m obility and electric field should be considered 
here as average quan tités. T he effective area S  is the p roduct of th e  gate w idth  
(th e  longest gate  dim ension, being 250 /im for the epitaxial M ESFETs) and 
th e  effective channel thickness. The effective channel thickness is the  active
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channel thickness (0.1 /xm for the E P I M ESFETs), m inus th e  thickness of the 
gate  depletion region, plus the  effective depth  of electron p en e tra tio n  in to  the 
substra te .
W hen th e  gate-to-source voltage changes from  a positive value ( V g s  >  0) 
tow ards the  threshold  voltage, the following actions take place:
1. th e  thickness of the  gate  depletion region increases reducing th e  effective 
channel thickness;
2. th e  electron concentration decreases in the channel;
3. electrons are pushed into the substra te , thus increasing th e  effective chan­
nel thickness;
4. electrons pushed in to  th e  substra te  have higher im purity  dependent m o­
b ility  due to  lower doping concentration (see Eq. (3.54));
5. th e  final value of th e  electron m obility  in the  active channel as well as 
in  th e  substra te  is determ ined by the  value of th e  electric  field (see Eq. 
(3.55));
6. th e  electric field changes in such a way th a t the  basic sem iconductor 
equations (3.19)-(3.23) are satisfied.
In  general, when the  gate-to-source voltage decreases, th e  m echanism s th a t 
reduce the curren t prevail. However, when approaching the  kink region some 
of th e  aforem entioned m echanism s tend  to keep the  drain  curren t a t a constant 
level (see Fig. 5.2), causing the  kink effect.
T he  following m echanism  had been singled out as a possible explanation  for 
th e  kink: if a substan tial num ber of electrons is pushed in to  the  su bstra te , the 
decrease of the  effective channel thickness and overall electron  concentration 
m ay be counteracted  by increased electron m obility  of th e  electrons pushed 
in to  th e  substra te .
To test this hypothesis, the im purity-dependent m obility  m odel has been 
disabled and the  im purity-dependent electron m obility has been set to  a con­
s ta n t value of fj,!n =  5316 cm 2/V-s in the  whole sim ulation region. This value 
is th e  value of in the  active channel when the im purity -dependent m obility  
m odel is used. If the  hypothesis is correct, the drain  current for V g s  =  0.25 V 
(th e  m ost positive Vgs  voltage used in the previous sim ulations) has to be very 
sim ilar to  the  value obta ined  by the  im purity-dependent m obility  because m ost
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of th e  electrons are in the  active channel for the positive gate-to-source voltage. 
W hen decreasing the  gate-to-source voltage, no kink effect is to appear.
T he sim ulation has shown not only the kink effect, b u t th e  drain  currents 
were alm ost th e  sam e (the  difference being in the  fifth significant digit) as the 
curren ts ob tained  w ith th e  im purity-dependent m obility  m odel.
T hus, the  hypothesis has becom e an erroneous theory. This sim ulation has 
also shown th a t the  electrons which u ltim ately  determ ine th e  value of current,
i.e. th e  electrons in th e  narrow est current filam ent, w hether they  are in the 
channel or in th e  substra te , travel at th e  satu ration  velocity rendering th e  value 
of the  im purity  dependent m obility  un im portan t. It has also been learned th a t 
th e  source of the  kink effect is hidden either in the  dependence of th e  effective 
channel thickness or(and) electron concentration on V g s -
Finally, after it had been decided to leave the  problem  open, th e  plot of 
o u tp u t characteristics of the  0.7 ¡im  gate-length E P I-P  M E SFE T  had shown 
very in teresting  features (see Figs. 5.8 and 5.9). At drain-to-source voltage 
Vd s  — 0.2 V the  drain current for V g s  =  0 V is higher th a n  th e  drain  current at 
Vgs — 0.1 V. T he transfer characteristic  has been recalcu lated  for Vds = 0.2 V 
for VGs  in the  range f ro m -0.2 V to  0.2 V (see Fig. 5.10) and the  aforem entioned 
region of negative grad ien t of Id  has appeared, as well as an explanation  for the 
underly ing physical m echanism . Firstly, for low drain-to-source voltages m ost 
electrons have velocities below the  peak velocity because of sm all electric field 
(see Fig. 3.4) and secondly, for higher drain-to-source voltages, as it has been 
d em onstra ted  in the previous sim ulation for Vd s  =  1 V and =  5316 cm 2/V-s 
in the  whole sim ulation region, the electrons th a t determ ine th e  u ltim a te  value 
of cu rren t travel a t the  sa tu ra tion  velocity. Thus, between these two regions 
there  is a transition  region where the  negative differential m obility  m ay be 
pronounced, as it is the  case for the transfer characteristic  a t Vds =  0.2 V in 
th is sim ulation.
A M E SFE T  stru c tu re , depending on physical and geom etrical param eters 
and applied bias, exhibits a variety of operational m odes, i.e. Gunn-effect oscil­
la tion , stab le  negative resistance m ode and norm al F E T  m ode w ith sa tu ra ting  
I d  versus V d s  curves [28, 31, 84, 85, 86, 87].
T he results on the analysis of the stab ility  criteria  of GaAs M ESFETs [28] 
show th a t th e  form ation of the  G unn dom ain and consequent oscillations is 
very likely for M ESFETs w ith a channel thicknesses of approxim ately  1 pim. 
M E SFE T s having th inner channels are more likely to  operate  in th e  stable
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negative resistance (SNR) or norm al F E T  operation mode. T he M ESFETs 
operating  in the  SNR m ode exhibit an overshoot of the  drain  curren t for Vg s  =  
0 V and th a t happens only if the  to ta l num ber of carriers in th e  narrow  channel 
is sufficient enough [28, 86, 87]. Thus, not only the channel thickness, bu t also 
th e  channel doping defines the  operation m ode of a M E SFE T .
A M E SFE T  th a t norm ally operates in the  SNR m ode a t Vg s  =  0 V gradu­
ally changes its m ode of operation into a norm al F E T  m ode as th e  reverse gate 
bias is increased. This is so because the  residual channel thickness becomes 
sm aller and th e  num ber of electrons in the  channel decreases. T he analysis 
presented  in [28] fu rtherm ore shows th a t a M ESFET w ith a longer gate tends 
to  show SNR ra th e r th an  instability , and a norm al F E T  operation  ra th e r than  
SNR. Finally, the  2D sim ulation presented in the sam e paper has dem onstrated  
th a t when th e  sub stra te  is included in the  sim ulation, a lthough a G unn do­
m ain  is form ed benea th  th e  gate, electrons pen e tra te  in to  th e  substra te  and 
th e  size of the  dom ain is reduced com pared to th a t in th e  M E S F E T  sim ulated 
w ithou t the  substra te . As a consequence, the Id  overshoot found in the  SNR 
m ode does not occur.
T he crite ria  for G unn dom ain form ation given in [28] suggest th a t the epi­
tax ia l M E SFE T s analysed in this study  (the channel doping-channel thickness 
p roduct of 2.3 • 1012 cm -2 ) is likely to  exhibit the  norm al F E T  operation  m ode 
or SNR.
It is in teresting to  note th a t circum stances under which the  kink effect 
is m ore probable to occur, described on the previous pages, correspond to 
findings given in [28], i.e. th a t the effect is less pronounced for the  long gate 
M E SFE T s and th a t the  confinem ent of electrons in the channel is of crucial 
im portance.
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Drain-to-source voltage, V
Figure 5.8: O u tp u t characteristics for the 0.7 gate-length  E P I-P  M E SFE T .
Drain-to-source voltage, V
Figure 5.9: Enlargem ent of th e  ou tp u t characteristics for th e  0.7 ¿¿m gate- 
leng th  E P I-P  M ESFET.
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Gate-to-source voltage, V
Figure  5.10: Transfer characteristics for th e  0.7 /¿m gate-length  E P I-P  MES- 
F E T  a t VDS =  0.2 and 1 V.
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5.2 T ransconductance
T he transconductance is calculated here as the  drain  curren t change A  Id  per 
u n it change of th e  gate-to-source voltage AVgs a t V g s  — 0 V 1 and V d s  =  1 V
A  I d
9 m  —
A  Vgs
(5.2)
A V g s  =  —50 m V at V g s  =  0 V and V d s  =  1 V
w here A V g s  =  — 50 m V  indicates th a t the  drain currents used to  calculate 
A  I d  are determ ined  at Vgs =  0 V and Vgs =  —0.05 V. The transconductance 
is m easured in A /V .
It is very in teresting  to note th a t while the  transconductance of th e  E PI-P  
M E SFE T s is substan tially  affected by the inclusion of the  piezoelectric charge 
(see Fig. 5.11), the  transconductance of the ION-P M ESFETs is p ractically  
no t influenced by th e  piezoelectric charge (see Fig. 5.12), although th e  drain 
cu rren t I d  a t Vg s  =  0 V is changed when the  piezoelectric charge is included 
for b o th  th e  E P I-P  and IO N -P M ESFETs (see the  transfer characteristics for 
th e  E P I-P  and  IO N -P M ESFETs in Figs. 5.6 and 5.7, respectively).
An increase of the  transconductance w ith reduced gate lengths is expected 
and physically  reasonable for the  following reasons. It has been already shown 
in Sections 3.5 and  3.6 th a t the  effective resistance of th e  electron p a th  through 
th e  su b stra te  influences the  drain curren t for V g s  around the  threshold  volt­
age. Fig. 3.21 dem onstrates th a t in the  case of the  0.7 f im  gate-length  E P I 
M E S F E T  (‘E P I ’ indicating the  low substra te  doping N a  =  5• 1013 cm -3), p rac­
tically  no current flows through the channel even for a relatively high current 
of I d  =  1.56 m A  a t Vg s  =  V. In th e  case of th e  0.7 /¿m gate-leng th  E PI-P  
M E S F E T  (‘E P I-P ’ indicating the  high substra te  doping N a  — 5 • 1015 cm -3) 
even a t a curren t of Id  =  5 fiA at Vg s  =  —0.5 V , i.e. a curren t very close to 
ID =  1 fiA used to  define the  threshold voltage, the  m ajo r portion  of current 
still flows th rough  the channel, while the  contribution of the  su b stra te  current 
is of relatively  m inor im portance (see Fig. 3.25).
Figs. 5.13, 5.14 and 5.15 show the  electron current d is tribu tion  of the 0.7 
f im  gate-leng th  E P I-P  M ESFET at Vg s  =0.15, 0.0 and -0.2 V, respectively. 
A lthough it can be noticed th a t the  relative contribu tion  of the  substra te
1 Q uite generally, the transconductance g m  can be defined and calculated for any V g s  
higher th an  the threshold voltage.
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Figure 5.11: D ependence of the  transconductance on the gate leng th  for the  
E P I-P  sim ulations. T he transconductance values above th e  reference case 
(full line) have been ob ta ined  for predom inantly  positive p iezoelectric charge 
(dashed line), while th e  values below th e  reference case have been o b ta ined  for 
p redom inan tly  negative piezoelectric charge (do tted  line) under th e  gate.
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Figure 5.12: Dependence of the transconductance on the gate  length  for the 
IO N -P sim ulations. T he transconductance values for the sim ulations where 
th e  piezoelectric charge has been taken into account only slightly differ from 
th e  transconductance values for the reference case (full line): predom inantly  
positive piezoelectric charge (dashed line) and predom inantly  negative piezo­
electric  charge under the  gate (dotted  line). T he value of the transconductance 
for the 0.7 /¿m gate-length  M ESFET, which is lower than  it m ight be expected 
from  th e  ra te  of increase of transconductance as gate length reduces, is a  resu lt 
of the  kink in the  transfer characteristic  (see Fig. 5.3).
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cu rren t2 to  th e  whole current increases w ith  reduced gate-to-source voltage, it 
is always of relatively  m inor im portance, even for V g s  around th e  threshold  
voltage (see Fig. 3.25). This discussion indicates th a t electrons are well con­
fined w ith in  th e  active channel region. Thus, it can be concluded th a t th e  m ain  
reason why an increase of the transconductance is observed for reduced gate 
lengths is th e  reduction  of an effective resistance of th e  electron p a th  th rough  
th e  active channel. T he effect is analogous to  th e  reduction  of th e  effective 
resistance experienced by  electrons going th rough  th e  sub stra te  in  th e  case of 
M E SFE T s w ith  low substra te  doping (E P I and IO N sim ulations).
It is w orth  noting th a t a sim ilar effect, i.e. the  shift of th e  curren t charac­
teristics tow ards m ore positive inpu t voltage, can be seen in th e  I —V  curve of 
th e  pn  diode when th e  lengths of th e  cathode and anode regions increase.
It is also w orth rem em bering th a t the  p rim ary  m anifestation  of reduced 
gate  lengths is an increase of the d ra in  current for the  sam e gate-to-source 
voltage and  the  increase of the  transconductance is ju s t a consequence.
Up to  now only the  characteristics for th e  E P I-P  and IO N -P M E SFE T s 
have been presented  because these characteristics are unconditionally  accurate  
from  th e  m a them atica l po in t of view. In C hap ter 3 the  accuracy of th e  ION 
and  E P I sim ulations has been discussed and it has been concluded th a t the 
d rain  curren t, once it falls below 0.5 m A, tends to  be inaccurate  because the  
sim ulation  region is not large enough and th e  N eum ann boundary  conditions 
becom e violated. As the  transconductance is estim ated  at V g s  =  0 V, it is pos­
sible to  calcu late the  transconductance accurately  because th e  d rain  currents 
a t V g s  =  0 V are above th e  level of 0.5 mA.
T hus, Fig. 5.16 shows the transfer characteristics for bo th  the  E P I and 
E P I-P  sets of sim ulations. It should be noted th a t th e  currents for V g s  around 
Vgs — 0 V are higher in the  case of the  E P I M ESFETs due to  th e  add itional 
cu rren t p a th  through th e  substrate. At th e  sam e tim e th e  effectiveness of 
th e  switch-off m echanism  for the E P I M ESFETs has been reduced because 
of th e  decreased control of the gate electrode over the  electrons pushed  into 
th e  su b stra te  (the  decreased control being the  consequence of increased spatia l 
separation  betw een th e  gate and electrons), bu t th is m echanism  actually  takes
2T he grid used in the sim ulations of the E P I and E P I-P  M ESFETs is very fine in the 
su b stra te  a t the active channel/substra te  interface. For this reason the electron current th a t 
flows th rough  the su b stra te  appears darker on the current d istribu tion  plots. T hus, it is 
very sim ple to  d istinguish relative contribution of the substra te  current from  the current 
th rough  the active channel.
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F igure 5.13: E lectron  current density d istribu tion  (in A /cm 2) a t Id  — 5.32 
m A  (V g s  =  0.15 V, V d s  =  1 V) for the  0.7 /xm gate-length  E P I-P  M E SFE T . 
T he  electron  cu rren t is well confined w ithin th e  sim ulated s tru c tu re  (contacts 
are deposited  on th e  x  — y  surface at z  =  1.6 fim  w ith  the source m e ta l going 
from  x = 0  f im  to  x= 0 .5  ^m , the  gate m etal going from  x = l . l  /xm  to  x= 1 .8  /xm 
and  th e  d ra in  m e ta l going from  x=2.4  /xm to x= 2 .9  fim ).
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Figure 5.14: E lectron curren t density d istribu tion  (in A /c m 2) a t Id  =  4.32 m A  
( V g s  =  0 V, V d s  =  1 V) for the  0.7 fim  gate-length  E P I-P  M E S F E T  (contacts 
are deposited  on th e  x  — y  surface a t z  =  1.6 ¡1  m  w ith the  source m e ta l going 
from  x = 0  iim  to x= 0 .5  /¿m, the  gate m etal going from  x = l . l  fim  to  x= 1 .8  /tm  
and  th e  d rain  m etal going from x=2.4  jum to  x=2 .9  fim ).
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Figure 5.15: E lectron current density d istribu tion  (in A /c m 2) a t Ijj =  1.21 
m A  (V g s  =  —0.2 V, Vds =  1 V) for th e  0.7 p m  gate-length  E P I-P  M E SFE T  
(contacts are deposited  on th e  x — y surface a t z  =  1.6 p m  w ith  th e  source 
m e ta l going from  x = 0  p,m to  x=0.5  pm , the  gate  m e ta l going from  x = l . l  p m  
to  x= 1 .8  p m  and th e  drain  m etal going from x= 2 .4  p m  to  x= 2 .9  pm ).
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Figure 5.16: Linear p lo t of th e  E P I and E P I-P  transfer characteristics for 
V d s  =  1 V. T he E P I sim ulations have been perform ed w ith  N a  =  5 • 1013 cm -3 
(dashed line) and  th e  E P I-P  sim ulations w ith  5 • 1015cm -3 (full line). T he 
cu rren ts for th e  E P I sim ulations below 0.5 m A  tend  to  be underestim ated , bu t 
in  th e  linear p lo t th is is not so im portan t because th e  curren ts below 0.5 m A  
are hard ly  d istinctive and  finally, even currents an  order of m agn itude  lower 
do no t substan tia lly  deviate from  the  ‘rea l’ value (see Fig. 3.19).
p lace for V g s  away from  V a s  =  0 V. At V g s  =  0 V th e  transconductance for the  
E P I M ESETs is higher th a n  the  transconductance for th e  E P I-P  M ESFETs 
(Fig. 5.17). I t should be noted  th a t the m ain  reason why th e  transconductance 
values are lower for th e  E P I-P  sim ulations is the  very pronounced kink effect 
around  V g s  =  0 V. T he kink effect also appears on th e  transfer characteristics 
for th e  E P I M E SFE T s, bu t a t negative V g s  voltages, i.e. away from  th e  point 
w here th e  transconductance is calculated.
T he transfer characteristics for the IO N and IO N -P sim ulations are shown 
in Fig. 5.18 in linear scale, and the  corresponding transconductance values are
shown in Fig. 5.19. T he transconductance of th e  IO N -P M E SFE T s exhibits
/xm M E SFE T s), one can see th a t g m is significantly influenced by th e  kink
anom alous behaviour for devices w ith L g < 0.7 fim . W hen com pared to  the 
trends exhib ited  by th e  longer gate length  devices (nam ely th e  1 fim  and  2
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Figure 5.17: D ependence of th e  transconductance on th e  gate  length  for the  
E P I  (dashed line) and  E P I-P  (full line) sim ulations.
effect. N ote th a t in  th e  case of th e  E P I-P  M ESFETs, where th e  kink effect is 
m ore pronounced, a m uch sm oother change of transconductance as a  function 
of ga te  leng th  is observed.
To estim ate  th e  influence of the  piezoelectric charge on th e  transconduc­
tance  for the  E P I and  IO N  sim ulations, the  sim ulations for th e  0.7 fim  gate- 
leng th  E P I and  ION  M ESFETs w ith predom inantly  positive and  predom i­
n an tly  negative piezoelectric charge have been also done. T he load conditions 
an d  th e  sim ulated  s tru c tu re  were the sam e as those used to  ob ta in  th e  transcon­
ductance  values for the  E P I-P  (see Fig. 5.11) and IO N -P (see Fig. 5.12) M ES­
F E T s. T he piezoelectric charge has resulted in a change of transconductance 
of + /_2% for th e  E P I M E SFE T  and + /-2 .7%  for th e  ion M E SFE T .
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Lg=|0.5, 0.7, 1.0, 2.0 pm 
(from left to riçjht 
for each set]
Gate-to-source vottage, V
Figure 5.18: Linear p lo t of th e  ION and IO N -P transfer characteristics for 
V d s  =  1 V. T he IO N  sim ulations have been perform ed w ith  N a  =  5 • 1013 
cm -3 (dashed line) and th e  IO N -P sim ulations w ith 5 • 1015cm -3 (full line). 
For th e  accuracy of th e  IO N  sim ulations see th e  caption of Fig. 5.16 and  Fig. 
3.16.
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Figure 5.19: D ependence of the  transconductance on th e  gate  length  for the 
IO N  (dashed line) and IO N -P (full line) sim ulations.
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Figure 5.20: Dependence of th e  threshold voltage on th e  gate leng th  for the  
E P I-P  and  IO N -P sim ulations w ith and w ithout the  piezoelectric charge in­
cluded. T he threshold  voltages below th e  reference case (full line) have been 
o b ta ined  for predom inantly  positive piezoelectric charge (dashed line) and th e  
th resho ld  voltages above the  reference line have been ob ta ined  for predom i­
n an tly  negative piezoelectric charge (do tted  line) under th e  gate.
5.3 T hreshold  voltage
T he threshold  voltage has already been trea ted  quite extensively and th e  dis­
cussions from  th e  previous sections about the  current conduction m echanism s 
a t low drain  currents are d irectly  applicable.
Fig. 5.20 shows th e  threshold voltage for the  reference E P I-P  and IO N -P 
sim ulations along w ith the threshold  voltages obtained  w hen th e  piezoelectric 
charge is included in to  the doping profile. It can be seen th a t th e  im pact 
of p redom inan tly  negative piezoelectric charge under the  gate  is to reduce 
th resho ld  voltage variations w ith  the gate length  due to  im proved electron 
confinem ent. Fig. 5.21 shows the  corresponding threshold  voltage shifts. It 
is w orth  noting th a t th e  relative contribution of piezoelectric charge to  the 
charge of ionized donors below the  gate increases w ith reduced gate  lengths 
(see Fig. 4.18) and so does th e  threshold voltage shift.
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Figure 5.21: D ependence of the threshold voltage shift on th e  gate  length for 
the  E P I-P  and ION-P sim ulations. T he negative threshold voltage shifts have 
been ob ta ined  for predom inantly  positive piezoelectric charge (dashed line) and 
th e  positive threshold  voltages have been obtained for predom inantly  negative 
p iezoelectric charge (do tted  line) under the  gate.
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F igure 5.22: D ependence of the  threshold  voltage on th e  dielectric  stress for 
th e  0.7 {¿m gate-length  E P I-P  sim ulations. The threshold  voltages have been 
ob ta ined  for p redom inan tly  positive (dashed line) and  predom inan tly  negative 
(d o tted  line) piezoelectric charge under th e  gate.
5.3.1 Influence o f intrinsic dielectric stress
T he dependence of the  threshold voltage on the  value of d ielectric stress for 
th e  0.7 //m  gate-length  E P I-P  M ESFET is shown in Fig. 5.22. A lthough the  
dependence is obviously linear for sm all values of the  d ielectric stress, it can be 
noticed  th a t th e  positive threshold voltage shift tends to  sa tu ra te  for higher 
values of th e  com pressive dielectric stress, i.e. for higher values of negative 
dielectric  stress. On th e  o ther hand, for negative threshold  voltage shifts such 
a tendency  does not occur. The effect has been experim entally  observed by 
Y okoyam a et al. [15], Asbeck et al. [18], Ohnishi et al. [19] and  O nodera et al. 
[20], and  obta ined  by the  num erical device sim ulation by M cN ally et al. [24] 
as well.
I t should be noted th a t when m agnitude of the  dielectric stress is decreased 
by a facto r of two, the  value of the piezoelectric charge is decreased by th e  sam e 
facto r of two at every node in the  sim ulation region. O n th e  o ther hand , if the 
d ielectric  thickness is decreased by a factor of two, it can be expected  th a t,
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F igure 5.23: D ependence of the  threshold  voltage on th e  dielectric thickness for 
th e  0.7 fim  gate-length  E P I-P  sim ulations. T he threshold  voltages have been 
o b ta ined  for p redom inan tly  positive (dashed line) and  predom inan tly  negative 
(d o tted  line) p iezoelectric charge under th e  gate. In  th e  case of p redom inantly  
positive p iezoelectric charge the  Vth vs. T d dependence is linearly  in terpo la ted  
betw een th e  case for Td =  0 and  Td =  0.2 /jm  because th e  Vth vs. Td dependence 
for p redom inan tly  negative piezoelectric charge does not substan tia lly  deviate 
from  th e  linear characteristic.
a lthough th e  m agn itude of th e  forces used to  m odel the  stress is th e  sam e as 
th e  one ob ta ined  by reducing the dielectric stress by two (see Eq. (4.61)), the  
p iezoelectric charge is no t uniform ly scaled a t every node because th e  sim ula­
tion  s tru c tu re  has changed. Fig. 5.23 shows the  dependence of th e  threshold  
voltage on th e  dielectric thickness. W hen the values of threshold  voltages ob­
ta in ed  by halving the  dielectric thickness and by halving th e  m agn itude of 
th e  dielectric  stress have been com pared, it has been found th a t th e  reduction 
of th e  dielectric  thickness resu lted  in a 2 m V  lower threshold  voltage shift, 
ind icating  th a t th e  shape of the piezoelectric charge has been only slightly in­
fluenced by th e  change of the  sim ulation s truc tu re  (the  threshold  voltage shift 
ob ta ined  by halving th e  dielectric stress was 18 m V).
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5.3.2 Physicality o f numerical stress sim ulation
W hen  considering the  dependence of th e  threshold  voltage shift on dielectric 
th ickness, one gets a slightly confusing p ic tu re  from  th e  lite ra tu re , a problem  
th a t  seeks clarification. A strong dependence of the  threshold  voltage shift 
w ith  varying dielectric thickness is in  accord w ith  th e  experim en tal evidence 
given by Asbeck et al. [18], Ohnishi et al. [19] and O nodera et al. [20]. The 
sam e sources also confirm th a t th e  threshold voltage tends to  sa tu ra tio n  when 
th e  p iezoelectric charge induces the  positive threshold  voltage shift. In the 
case of th e  negative threshold voltage shift, such a sa tu ra tion  of th e  threshold  
voltage does no t take place.
O n th e  o ther hand, the  num erical sim ulation in  [24] offers a confusing pic­
tu re  of th e  sam e effect for the  following reason. T he dielectric stress im parted  
to  th e  GaAs sub stra te  has been m odelled by the  uniform  displacem ent load 
m odel. A n increase of th e  uniform  displacem ent a t th e  right boundary  has a 
qualita tive ly  sim ilar effect to  an increase of the  dielectric stress in  th e  force 
load m odel. T he results obtained by varying the uniform  displacem ent are in 
good agreem ent w ith  th e  results presented in  [18, 19, 20] and in th is study. 
However, when th e  dielectric thickness has been varied, th e  th resho ld  voltage 
shift of -200 m V  for th e  dielectric thickness Td =  666 A becom es approxim ately  
-50 m V  for Td =  1000 A (although it should be actually  m ore negative) and it 
even becom es positive for Td = 2000 A. Thus, such a resu lt contradicts even 
th e  resu lts  presented  in the  paper itself.
T he experim ental work [21], where the  externally  applied load has been 
used to  induce the  stress in the GaAs substra te , is re la ted  to  th e  previous 
p roblem  because th e  sam e type of load is used. This work suggests th a t the  
m ain  source of the  stress im parted  to  the  GaAs substra te  is th e  gate  m etal, 
which is in con trast w ith  the  experim ental evidence ob ta ined  for th e  ‘h o t’ 
M E S F E T s [16]-[20], i.e. the m easurem ents conducted on M ESFETs w ithout 
applying ex terna l load, b u t m easuring the  threshold voltages of M E SFE T s pro­
duced w ith  differing dielectric thicknesses or m easuring the  th resho ld  voltages 
of M E SFE T s by th inning  the  dielectric layer down to zero.
These two works, [21] and [24], raise questions about:
1. th e  physicality  of th e  experim ents w ith externally  applied load;
2. th e  applicability  of the uniform  displacem ent load model;
3. th e  physicality  of th e  num erical stress sim ulation in  general.
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W hen speaking about th e  first topic, there  are four papers reporting  the 
experim ents w ith an ex ternally  applied load: K anam ori et al. [21], M cN ally et 
al. [22], R am irez et al. [23] and  M cNally et al. [24]. All four papers undoub t­
edly show th a t it is the  piezoelectrically induced charge th a t causes th e  shift 
of electrical characteristics by obtain ing opposite signs for threshold  voltage 
shifts for th e  [Oil] and [Oil] M ESFETs. T he papers [22, 23, 24] fu rtherm ore 
confirm  th a t stresses of opposite signs change the  po larity  of th e  threshold  
voltage shift. Finally, th e  papers [21, 24] predict increased threshold  voltage 
shifts for reduced gate lengths.
If th e  theoretical work is considered, the  papers [23, 24] successfully m atch  
th e  experim ental results and the  results of num erical sim ulations for th e  op­
posite  stress signs and two perpendicular orientations of M E SFE T s. F urther­
m ore, th e  paper [24] also presents good agreem ent betw een th e  sim ulation  and 
experim ent for varying gate lengths. It should be noted  th a t in  b o th  of these 
papers a 2D num erical stress sim ulation has been used. W hen considering 
electrical characterisa tion , a sim ple ID  analysis used in  [23] has been changed 
over to  a 2D num erical sim ulation in [24].
Thus, th e  experim ents w ith  externally  applied load and th e  uniform  dis­
p lacem ent m odel, as th e  background for the  num erical sim ulation, confirm 
th e ir usefulness by m atching  experim ental d a ta  and sim ulation results for vary­
ing gate  lengths, opposite dielectric stresses and two perpend icu lar M E SFE T  
orien tations. However, o ther im po rtan t points seem to escape th e  reach of the  
aforem entioned m ethods. T he experim ental results presented  in [21] indicate 
th a t  th e  gate  m etal is th e  m ajo r source of stress in th e  M E S F E T  structu re . 
T he  o ther th ree  papers th a t present experim ental resu lts w ith  ex ternally  ap­
plied  load [22, 23, 24] do no t deal w ith this problem , b u t th e  resu lts of nu­
m erical sim ulations presented  in [24] confirm the experim ent [21]. Secondly, 
inconsisten t num erical results regarding th e  influence of th e  load and dielec­
tric  thickness on th e  threshold  voltage shift presented in [24] fu rtherm ore show 
th a t  n e ither this type of experim ent nor th e  uniform  displacem ent m odel are 
generally  acceptable m ethods.
T he reason why th e  experim ent w ith externally  applied load suggests th a t 
th e  gate  m eta l is a m ajo r source of stress, in contrast to the  experim ents on 
th e  ‘h o t’ M E SFE T s w here th e  dielectric thickness has been varied [16]-[20] and 
which have observed th a t the  residual threshold voltage shift a fte r th inn ing  the  
d ielectric  stress down to  zero is very small, is not qu ite  clear. T he sam e s ta te ­
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m ent can be paraphrased  by sta ting  th a t it is not clear why m athem atically  
correct and  physically sound num erical stress sim ulations produce results in 
discrepancy w ith the  results ob tained  for the  ‘h o t’ M ESFETs.
However, it is evident [16]-[20] th a t th e  in itia l stress of the  gate  m etal 
in troduced  while evaporating the  m etal on the  GaAs surface is very successfully 
relaxed in th e  cooling phase, an effect th a t obviously does no t take place in 
th e  case of th e  in itia l stress of the  dielectric layer.
Thus, to  conclude th e  discussion on th e  physicality  of th e  experim ents w ith 
ex ternally  applied load, it is necessary to  say th a t although such experim ents 
clearly dem onstra te  the piezoelectric na tu re  of the  threshold  voltage shifts, 
they  also show a lack of ability to in terp re te  accurately  finer points of the 
sam e effect.
M uch has already been said about the second topic, nam ely  th e  uniform  
displacem ent m odel in troduced by Ram irez et al. [23] and used by M cNally et 
al. [24], and a brief recap itu lation  on th e  applicability  of th e  uniform  displace­
m en t load m odel follows. T he m ost im portan t aspect of th is m odel is th a t 
it  accurately  m odels the  stress produced in the experim ents w ith externally  
applied  load and  consequently, the fact th a t good agreem ent between th e  ex­
perim en t and m odel has been found in [23, 24] m eans th a t th e  coupled system  
of the basic sem iconductor equations and stress equations can be successfully 
sim ulated  in  a decoupled form. O therw ise, the  piezoelectric charge should have 
been recalcu la ted  during the  solution process of the  basic sem iconductor equa­
tions each tim e the  new electric field had  been calculated. T h a t would pose 
a m ajo r problem  as the  m esh used in the stress sim ulation does not suit the 
requ irem en ts of the  m esh used in the device sim ulation. T he negative aspect 
of th e  uniform  displacem ent load m odel is th a t it necessarily a ttra c ts  the sam e 
problem s th a t appear in the experim ents perform ed w ith ex ternally  applied 
load. T he second negative aspect of the uniform  displacem ent m odel is a lack 
of correspondence between th e  m easured values of the  d ielectric stress and the 
uniform  displacem ent (or uniform  strain) th a t has to be defined a t the  right 
boundary  of the  sim ulation region, as it has been already explained in Section 
4.3.4. This problem  represents a serious disadvantage in th e  case when the 
influence of varying gate lengths has to  be estim ated .
W hen considering the  th ird  topic, the physicality of the num erical stress 
sim ulation  in general, there are two points to  be discussed:
1. Is there  a physical load m odel th a t can be related to th e  m easured values
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of th e  dielectric stress?
2. T he influence of the gate m etal on the stress fields and  the  physicality  of 
num erical sim ulations when the  influence of the  in trinsic  dielectric  stress 
has to be estim ated .
It is suggested throughout this study  th a t the  force load m odel be used 
instead  of th e  uniform  displacem ent load m odel because th e  form er d irectly  
takes in to  account bo th  the  dielectric stress and the  dielectric thickness as two 
m ajo r param eters  th a t influence the  stress im parted  to  th e  GaAs substra te . 
T he force m odel, in conjunction w ith  the  derivation of analy tical expressions 
for the  stress fields, is presented in [88], then  used in [78] to  explain th e  pho­
toe lastic  waveguiding effect, and finally used by Asbeck et al. [18] to  derive the 
piezoelectric charge in M ESFETs. To derive analytical expressions of stress 
fields it is necessary to  use a sim ple geom etrical structu re . T hus, ne ither the 
influence of the  gate  m etal nor the  dielectric layer have been included. How­
ever, when th e  force m odel is used in the  FEM  stress analysis, b o th  of these 
layers are properly  taken into account. T he m ain objection to  th e  force m odel, 
nam ely th a t the  m odel is not valid in a region of radius equal to  tw ice the 
d ielectric  thicknesses around the  gate edges, does not apply w hen th e  m odel is 
used in the  FEM  stress analysis. However, the  application of th e  force m odel 
does resu lt in very high stress and piezoelectric charge peaks around  th e  edges 
of the  dielectric opening, which is not entirely  physical as p lastic  deform ation 
would actually  sm ooth the  stress peaks.
To assess th e  influence of the charge peaks a num ber of sim ulations have 
been perform ed for the  0.7 /im  gate-length E PI-P  and IO N -P M ESFETs. For 
each M E SFE T  th ree  additional sim ulations have been perform ed w ith the 
peaks of the  piezoelectric charge lim ited  by the  following rules:
1- pPz <  1016 cm -3 to assess the  influence of the positive charge peaks;
2. ppz >  —1016 cm -3 to  assess the  influence of the  negative charge peaks;
3. \ppz\ <■ 1016 cm -3 to assess the  influence of b o th  polarities of th e  charge 
peaks.
T he lim iting  value of 1016 cm -3 is chosen because this value is approxim ately  20 
tim es lower th an  th e  donor concentration in the  active channel (N o  =  2 .3 -1017 
cm -3), which m eans th a t w hat is left of the  peak is screened by donors in the
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channel and consequently, does not significantly affect electrical characteristics 
of the  M ESFETs. If the  charge stored in the  peaks does influence electrical 
characteristics, th en  th e  values of th e  characteristics obta ined  from  th e  sim ­
ulations w ith  restrained  piezoelectric charge have to  differ from  th e  values 
ob ta ined  w ith charge peaks fully taken in to  account.
T he influence of th e  charge peaks has been checked a t V Gs  =  0 V and at 
th e  threshold  voltage. In all th ree cases for th e  E P I-P  M E S F E T  th e  drain 
cu rren t a t Vgs — 0 V has changed less than  0.3% com pared w ith  th e  value 
ob ta ined  w ith th e  charge peaks taken in to  account, and the  threshold  voltage 
has changed less th a n  0.8 m V , i.e. less th an  2% of the  threshold  voltage shift 
ob ta ined  w ith  the  charge peaks taken into account3. In the  case of th e  ION- 
P M E SFE T , th e  drain  current a t V g s  =  0 V changed less th a n  0.2% and 
th e  threshold  voltage changed less th a n  0.48 m V, i.e. less th a n  1.6% of the 
threshold  voltage shift obtained w ith th e  charge peaks taken  in to  account.
T hus, it has been shown th a t the  influence of the  charge peaks is alm ost 
negligible and  a t th e  sam e tim e it has been confirm ed th a t it is the  piezoelectric 
charge in th e  sub stra te  a t the  su b stra te /ac tiv e  channel interface th a t has the 
largest im pact on electrical characteristics.
A lthough it is clear th a t the  dielectric stress can be properly  m odelled 
by th e  force load m odel, the  question of the feasibility of accurate  num erical 
sim ulation  from  the  physical point of view still rem ains open.
A ctually, th e  fact th a t the  results of the  externally  applied load in [21], the  
resu lts of th e  num erical sim ulations in [24] and the  results presented  in this 
study  (see Fig. 4.17) all show th a t the  m eta l layer has a dom inant influence on 
th e  th resho ld  voltage shift is not inconsistent from  the  m echanical engineering 
p o in t of view.
T he real source of the  problem  is obviously the  difference in th e  relaxation  
of th e  in itia l stress of th e  m etal and dielectric layer when a M E S F E T  is cooled 
down to room  tem pera tu re . The fact th a t the residual threshold  voltage shift 
is alm ost negligible after the  dielectric is com pletely etched away and  th e  fact
3To calculate the threshold voltage, the gate-to-source voltage has been varied in steps 
of 0.1 V. A fter a suitable 0.1 V wide range of V g s  has been found, the sim ulation  has 
been repeated  by dividing this range into steps of 10 mV, and finally a th ird  sim ulation  has 
been perform ed for steps of 1 mV. The m axim um  difference between the th reshold  voltages 
determ ined  by the 0.1 V range and 10 mV range was approxim ately 30 m V , while the 
m axim um  difference in the threshold voltage between the second and th ird  sim ulation  was 
less th a n  0.3 mV. If the difference in Vth by reducing the step from  10 mV to 1 mV is less 
th a n  0.3 m V , we m ay suppose th a t the accuracy of the threshold voltage ob tained  for the 
Vg s  step  of 1 m V  is b e tte r than  0.1 mV.
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Gate length, /im
Figure 5.24: D ependence of the  threshold voltage on th e  gate leng th  for 
th e  E P I-P  sim ulations for th e  m eta l/d ie lec tric /G aA s (diam onds) and  dielec- 
tr ic /G aA s (squares) structu re . The threshold  voltages above th e  reference case 
(full line) have been obta ined  for predom inantly  positive piezoelectric charge 
(dashed line) and the  threshold voltages below th e  reference line have been 
ob ta ined  for predom inan tly  negative piezoelectric charge (d o tted  line) under 
th e  gate.
th a t th e  etching process (being a low -tem perature trea tm e n t) is no t likely 
to  change th e  stress d istribu tion  m ean th a t physically sound resu lts m ay be 
expected  from  th e  num erical sim ulations when only the  d ielectric layer on top 
of th e  GaAs su b stra te  is considered. Such sim ulations have been perform ed for 
th e  E P I-P  M ESFETs. T he resulting threshold  voltages are shown in Fig. 5.24 
and th e  corresponding threshold voltage shifts are shown in Fig. 5.25 along 
w ith  th e  results for th e  m eta l/d ie lec tric /G aA s structu re . T he th resho ld  voltage 
shifts for th e  d ie lectric/G aA s s truc tu re  are lower th a n  the  threshold  voltage 
shifts for the  m eta l/d ie lec tric /G aA s struc tu re , bu t the difference decreases for 
shorter gate lengths, w ith a tendency of the threshold voltage shift for the  
d ie lectric /G aA s s tru c tu re  to becom e even larger th an  th e  threshold  voltage 
shift for the  m eta l/d ie lec tric /G aA s stru c tu re  for th e  gate lengths below 0.5 
lira.
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Figure 5.25: D ependence of the threshold voltage shift on the gate  length 
for th e  E P I-P  sim ulations for the m etal/d ielectric/C laA s (diam onds) and  di- 
e lec tric /G aA s (squares) s truc tu re . T he negative threshold voltage shifts have 
been obtained  for predom inantly  positive piezoelectric charge (dashed line) and 
th e  positive threshold voltages have been obtained for predom inan tly  negative 
piezoelectric charge (do tted  line) under the  gate.
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Figure 5.26: Piezoelectric charge ppz down th e  m iddle of th e  gate  calculated 
by th e  FEM  m ethod  (dielectric/G aA s structu re ) for th e  0.5, 0.7, 1.0 and  2.0 
/im  gate-length  E P I-P  M ESFETs.
T he piezoelectric charge down the  m iddle of th e  gate is shown in Fig. 5.26 
and th e  piezoelectric charge d istribu tion  for th e  0.7 /.im gate-length  E PI-P  
M E S F E T  is shown in Fig. 5.27. W hen the  piezoelectric charge d istribu tion  
down th e  m iddle of th e  gate obtained for th e  d ie lectric/G aA s s tru c tu re  is com­
pared  w ith  the  charge d istribu tion  for th e  m e ta l/d ie lec tric /G aA s s tru c tu re  (see 
Fig. 4.18), it can be seen th a t in the  form er case the  charge is closer to  the  
surface of th e  GaAs substra te . A lthough the  m axim um  piezoelectric charge 
down th e  m iddle of the  gate is sim ilar, the  charge concentration  a t th e  active 
ch an n e l/su b s tra te  interface is lower and the  penetra tion  of th e  piezoelectric 
charge in to  the  sub stra te  is shallower in the  case of th e  d ie lectric /G aA s struc­
tu re , and  th is is the  m ain  source of difference in the  threshold  voltage shift 
betw een th e  d ie lectric/G aA s and m eta l/d ie lec tric /G aA s structu res.
It has been seen th a t the transfer characteristics and transconductance 
suffered proportionally  th e  same change as the  threshold  voltage shift, thus 
th e  graphs for these characteristics obtained for th e  d ie lectric /G aA s s tru c tu re  
are not shown as they essentially bring no m ore inform ation and the  sam e is
th e  case of th e  results for the ION-P M ESFETs.
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F igure 5.27: P iezoelectric charge ppz calculated by the  FEM  m ethod  for the  
0.7 fim  E P I-P  M E SFE T  for the  d ielectric/G aA s structu re . O nly one half of 
th e  sim ulated  region is shown (the source side, from  x  =  0 to  x  =  1.45 /¿m) 
because th e  charge d istribu tion  is sym m etric around th e  gate centre. T he gate 
m eta l is deposited  on th e  x-y  surface at 2 = 1 . 6  fim  betw een th e  points a ;= l . l  
/xm and £= 1 .8  p m  (the  x  axis is denoted as ‘Length along device’, th e  z  axis 
is denoted  as ‘D ep th  in to  device’, and the y axis is not shown on the  graph).
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A lthough th e  idea of tak ing  into account only th e  d ielectric layer and ne­
glecting the  m eta l gate m ay at first glance seem to be reasonable, this is 
actually  not th e  case for the  following reason. Even if th e  in trinsic  stress in 
th e  m e ta l layer is com pletely relaxed in th e  cooling stage, th e  stress d is tribu ­
tion  in  GaAs a t room  tem p era tu re  is affected by th e  presence of th e  m etal 
layer. Thus, as there  is a  difference in the  threshold  voltage shifts betw een 
th e  m e ta l/d ie lec tric /G aA s and d ielectric/G aA s struc tu res, i t  is necessary to 
assum e th a t th e  resu lts obtained  for th e  m eta l/d ie lec tric /G aA s s tru c tu re  are 
m ore reliable. Furtherm ore , the  difference in the  threshold  voltage shifts ac­
tua lly  indicates th e  re la tive  influence of th e  m etal and  dielectric layers on th e  
stress d is tribu tion  in GaAs and not the source of stress as it has been suggested 
in [21].
A t this stage the  experim ent w ith externally  applied load and  th e  uniform  
displacem ent m odel have to  be revisited. T he application  of b o th  m ethods 
resu lts  in com pletely incorrect results when the  dielectric thickness is =  0 
because none of these m ethods m odels the stress source correctly, i.e. even if 
Td =  0 b o th  m ethods resu lt in  substan tial threshold voltage shift, qualita tively  
s im ilar to  the  threshold  voltage shift obtained for th e  m e ta l/G aA s s tru c tu re  
discussed in th is study  (see Fig. 4.17), due to the  presence of two m ateria ls  
w ith  different m echanical param eters E  and v.
T hus, the  results ob ta ined  by experim ents w ith  ex ternally  applied load 
are m isleading because th e  source of stress can not be m odelled by ex ternally  
applied  load and th e  sam e conclusion applies to  th e  num erical stress sim ulation 
w ith  th e  uniform  displacem ent load model.
To close th e  discussion on the  feasibility of physically correct num erical 
sim ulation  of th e  influence of the  intrinsic dielectric stress on th e  threshold  
voltage shift, we propose th a t th e  stress be m odelled by th e  force load m odel 
applied  to  the  m eta l/d ie lec tric /G aA s structu re . T he fact th a t chem istry  and 
physics of the  re laxation  of th e  in itial dielectric stress are not exactly  known 
presents no problem , because the  dielectric stress can be m easured a t room  
te m p era tu re  as well as th e  dielectric thickness, so th a t all d a ta  needed for th e  
force m odel are available.
5.3.3 S i0 2 as dielectric
T here  is an  aspect of th e  piezoelectrically induced threshold  voltage shift th a t 
has no t been trea ted  by num erical sim ulation. T he experim ental evidence in
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E (N /m 2) V
GaAs
WSi*
Si3 N 4
S i0 2
8.53 • 10iO 
6 . 2 1  • 1 0 1 1
3.10 • 101 1
7.10 ■ IO1 0
0.31
0.30
0.30
0.17
Table 5.1: M echanical param eters Young’s m odulus E  and Poisson’s ra tio  u 
for GaAs [9], W Si^ used as m etal, Si3N 4  and  S i0 2 used as dielectrics [83].
m e ta l/d ie lec tric /G aA s
AVth (mV) SÌ3 N 4 S i0 2
‘positive’ 36 43
reference 0 0
‘negative’ -40 -48
dielectric/G aA s
AVth (mV) Si3 N 4 S i0 2
‘positive’ 18 40
reference 0 0
‘negative’ -17 -44
Table 5.2: Influence of th e  dielectric m ateria l on th e  threshold  voltage shift 
for th e  0.7 fxm gate-length  E PI-P  M ESFET for the  m e ta l/d ie lec tric /G aA s and 
d ie lectric /G aA s structu res: ‘positive’ denotes p redom inan tly  positive charge 
below th e  gate and ‘negative’ denotes predom inantly  negative charge below 
th e  gate.
[19] shows th a t the  m agnitudes of threshold voltage shifts are g reater when a 
Si0 2  dielectric layer is used instead  of a Si3 N4  layer. In  th e  sam e paper the 
SiC>2 stress is estim ated  to  be approxim ately 5 • 1 0 8  N /m 2 and  approxim ately  
10s N /m 2 for Si3 N 4  and this is the  reason why the  threshold  voltage shifts are 
h igher when Si0 2  is used as dielectric. However, it is certain ly  in teresting  to 
know how the  threshold  voltage changes if the  sam e dielectric stress is applied 
to  th e  s tru c tu re  w ith  different dielectric m aterials used. Table 5.1 presents the 
m echanical param eters  for GaAs, W Six (WSi^ being th e  gate  m eta l used in 
th e  experim ents), Si3 N4 and S i0 2.
Table 5.2 shows the  threshold voltage shifts for th e  0.7 /im  gate-length  EPI- 
P  M E SFE T  for th e  m eta l/d ie lec tric /G aA s and d ie lectric /G aA s structu res. It 
is in teresting  to  note th a t  Si0 2  produces higher threshold  voltage shifts for 
bo th  sim ulation  structu res, bu t the difference betw een Si0 2  and  SiaN 4  is m uch 
larger in the  case of th e  d ielectric/G aA s structu re .
Thus, we conclude th a t the  threshold voltage shifts are higher when the 
Si0 2  dielectric is used no t only because th e  intrinsic stress of the  Si0 2  layer is
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Lg (pm ) 0.5 0.7 1.0 2.0
E P I -4.9 -3.6 -2.5 -1.5
ION -5.0 -3.5 -2.3 -1.8
Table 5.3: E stim ated  threshold  voltage (in Volts) for th e  E P I and  IO N  MES- 
F E T s as a  function of th e  gate length.
bigger, b u t also because th e  difference in  the m echanical param eters  between 
S i0 2  an d  Si3 N4 pronounces this difference.
5.3.4 EPI and ION M ESFETs
To conclude th e  discussion on the threshold voltage, th e  e s tim ated  values of 
th e  th resho ld  voltages for th e  E P I and  ION sim ulations, i.e. the  sim ulations 
w ith  th e  low sub stra te  doping N a  =  5 • 1013 cm -3 , are p resen ted  in  Table 5.3. 
T he  th resho ld  voltages are estim ated  by ex trapo lating  the  cu rren t by th e  line 
th a t  passes th rough  th e  po in t I d =  0.5 m A  and has th e  sam e inclination  as 
th e  calcu la ted  curren t a t this point on the  logarithm ic plot of the  curren t.
T he  es tim ated  threshold  voltage shifts w ith the  piezoelectric charge in­
cluded for th e  0.7 /¿m gate-length  M ESFETs are -180 m V  and 160 m V  for 
th e  E P I M E S F E T  and -260 mV and +350 m V  for th e  IO N  M E SFE T  w ith 
p redom inan tly  positive and  predom inantly  negative piezoelectric charge under 
th e  gate, respectively for each M ESFET. The piezoelectric charge has been 
calcu la ted  for the  m eta l/d ie lec tric /G aA s structu re . The values of th e  th resh ­
old voltage shifts are approxim ately  4 to  5 tim es higher th a n  th e  corresponding 
values for the  E P I-P  and  IO N -P M ESFETs (see Fig. 5.21).
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5.4 Subthreshold  current slope
Subthreshold  current slope (S T S )  is a good indicator of th e  effectiveness of the  
switch-off m echanism  of M ESFETs. Higher values of S T S  ind icate  th a t the  
slope of curren t w ith respect to  applied voltage V g s  decreases and  consequently, 
th a t a larger V g s  change is necessary to  achieve th e  sam e change of th e  drain 
cu rren t, i.e. th e  switch-off m echanism  becomes less effective.
E xcept for the  results w ith  externally  applied load and  num erical sim ula­
tions presented  in [24], there  is no experim ental evidence of th e  influence of 
piezoelectric charge on S T  S . However, by sim ple physical reasoning it can be 
concluded th a t the  sam e m echanism s th a t im prove th e  confinem ent of elec­
trons will also reduce the  S T S  value. Thus, the  S T S  values for th e  E P I-P  and 
IO N -P  sim ulations will inevitably be sm aller th a n  th e  values for th e  E P I and 
IO N  sim ulations, respectively. A confirm ation of th is s ta tem en t can be found 
in Figs. 3.19 and 3.16.
Following th e  sam e idea, it can be supposed th a t m ostly  negative piezo­
electric charge under the  gate also reduces the  S T S  value. Fig. 5.28 confirms 
th is line of reasoning in  the  case of the  E PI-P  sim ulations. N ote also th a t the  
S T S  value increases w ith reducing gate length, ind icating  decreased control of 
th e  gate  electrode over electrons in the  channel and substra te . T he variation 
of S T S  w ith  the  piezoelectric charge taken in to  account is relatively  sm all.
O n th e  o ther hand, the S T S  values for the  IO N -P sim ulations show an 
unusual character (see Fig. 5.29). For the  reference case (no piezoelectric 
charge taken  into account), when the  gate length decreases from  2 /¿m to 1 //m , 
th e  S T S  value decreases as well, indicating im proved switch-off m echanism  for 
th e  1 fim  gate-length  M ESFET. This is in contrast to  the  variation of S T S  
w ith  th e  gate length found in the  E PI-P  M ESFETs. A t th e  sam e tim e, the 
varia tion  of th e  threshold  voltage w ith the gate leng th  for th e  IO N -P M ESFETs 
is consistent w ith th e  physical picture, i.e. a m ore negative threshold  voltage 
(th e  case of the  1 /nm M E SFET) suggests th a t the  electron confinem ent is worse 
and  as a resu lt th e  S T S  value should increase. This effect also occurs when the 
piezoelectric charge is taken into account. The m ostly negative piezoelectric 
charge under the  gate, although it should norm ally produce b e tte r  confinem ent 
and  lower th e  value of S T S ,  actually  results in higher values of S T S .  It goes 
w ithou t saying th a t in the  full picture, the com plex in teraction  of regions of 
positive and  negative piezoelectric charge w ith the  ion-im planted donors m ay 
and  will produce unexpected  effects.
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Figure 5.28: D ependence of the  subthreshold current slope on the gate  length 
for the  E PI-P  sim ulations w ith and w ithout the piezoelectric charge included: 
reference case (full line), predom inantly  positive piezoelectric charge (dashed 
line) and predom inantly  negative piezoelectric charge (do tted  line) under the  
gate.
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Figure 5.29: Dependence of the subthreshold  current slope on the  gate  length 
for th e  IO N -P sim ulations w ith and w ithout the piezoelectric charge included: 
reference case (full line), predom inantly  positive piezoelectric charge (dashed 
line) and predom inantly  negative piezoelectric charge (do tted  line) under the 
gate.
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Tg=0.2 /an, Td=0.2 pm
Gate-to-source voltage, V
Figure 5.30: Transfer characteristics for the 0.7 fim  gate-length  E P I-P  MES- 
F E T  a t V d s  =  1 V: reference case (full line), predom inantly  positive piezo­
electric charge obta ined  with crd > 0 (dashed line) and predom inan tly  negative 
p iezoelectric charge obtained w ith crj <  0 (do tted  line) under th e  gate.
To expand on this topic, another aspect of the  sam e problem  is presented  
in  Fig. 5.30. If th e  0.7 fim  gate-length E P I-P  M E SFE T , one th a t behaves 
in  accordance w ith the  physical expectations, is subjected  to  5 and 10 tim es 
h igher d ielectric stress than  th e  stress used to  ob ta in  th e  S T S  values from  Fig. 
5.28, th e  following in teresting  features becom e visible when predom inantly  
negative piezoelectric charge is induced under the  gate:
1. H igher stress results in higher piezoelectric charge densities and  higher 
th resho ld  voltage shifts (consistent w ith the  theory);
2. H igher stress (—20 • 108 N /m 2) results in S T S  =  88.0 m V / decade, while a 
stress of —10 • 10s N /m 2 results in S T S  =  71.6 m V /decade  (inconsistent 
w ith  expectations a t a first glance).
W hen  the  transfer characteristics are inspected, it becom es apparen t th a t 
th e  m agn itude  of the  piezoelectric charge in the case of th e  higher stress is 
such th a t th e  piezoelectric charge not only slightly m odulates th e  curren t, bu t 
it actually  screens the donor charge in the  active channel and  changes the
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drain  curren t by increasing the effective resistance of the  electron pa th . Fur­
therm ore , although negative charge below the  gate would norm ally  increase 
electron confinem ent, when it is on th e  order of m agnitude of th e  donor con­
cen tra tion , by reducing th e  donor concentration  in th e  channel th e  shape of 
th e  active channel doping profile is sm oothed and  the  confinem ent of electrons 
is consequently  deteriorated .
B ecause of this sm oothing effect, the  kink th a t is still apparen t in the  
transfer characteristic  for the  predom inantly  negative charge under th e  gate 
o b ta ined  w ith =  —10-108 N /m 2 disappears from  the  characteristic  obtained  
w ith  <jd =  —20 • 10s N /m 2 (see Fig. 5.31). The net doping N d — N a for 
<Td =  —20 ■ 108 N /m 2 is shown in Fig. 5.32 and Fig. 5.33 displays Njy — N a for 
ad =  —2 ■ 108 N /m 2. T he charge peaks above |2 • 1016| cm -3 are cut out from 
the  plot to m ake th e  change of the  donor concentration in th e  channel m ore 
visible4.
T he transfer characteristics for m ostly positive charge under th e  gate  also 
show in teresting  features. The characteristic  obtained  w ith  ad =  10 • 10s 
N /m 2 is nicely sm oothed w ithout an apparen t kink, in accordance w ith the  
resu lts presented  in Fig. 5.6 where it can be seen th a t higher positive piezo­
electric charge under the  gate sm ooths the  kink m ore effectively. However, 
a p iezoelectric charge density of m agnitude twice as great is ob ta ined  w ith 
ad — 20 • 108 N /m 2 and produces another kink in the  transfer characteristic  
around  V q s  — —0.4 V (see Fig. 5.34).
4T o  estim ate  the influence of the piezoelectric charge peaks for crd =  —20 • 108 N /m 2,
which is a load 10 tim es higher th an  the load norm ally used th roughout this chapter, a 
sim ulation  has been perform ed w ith the piezoelectric charge peaks lim ited  by \ppz \ < 2 • 1016 
cm - 3 . T he difference in the threshold voltage shift w ith the piezoelectric charge peaks fully 
taken  in to  account and the lim ited piezoelectric charge is 35 mV, i.e. Vth w ith  the lim ited 
piezoelectric charge is 11% lower than  the threshold voltage shift ob tained w ith the charge 
peaks taken  in to  account.
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Figure 5.31: Transfer characteristics for the 0.7 (.tin gate-length  E P I-P  MES- 
F E T  a t Vd s  =  1 V: reference case (full line), p redom inantly  positive piezo­
electric charge obtained  with > 0 (dashed line) and predom inan tly  negative 
p iezoelectric charge obtained with cth < 0 (do tted  line) under th e  gate.
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Figure 5.32: N et doping N d  — N a  for the  0.7 /im  gate-length  E P I-P  M E SFE T  
for crd =  - 2 0 - 108 N /m 2 (contacts are deposited on th e  x — y surface a t z =  1.6 
/im  w ith  th e  source m eta l going from x = 0  fim  to  x= 0 .5  /im , th e  gate  m etal 
going from  x = l . l  /im  to  x=1.8 /xm and th e  drain  m etal going from  x= 2 .4  /im 
to x= 2 .9  /¿m).
EPI —P, Lg=0.7 urn, sig_d = —20 *10~8 N/nrT2
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Figure 5.33: N et doping N d — N A for th e  0.7 /¿m gate-length E P I-P  M E SFE T  
for <rd =  —2 • 108 N /m 2 (contacts are deposited on the x  — y surface a t z  =  1.6 
w ith  th e  source m eta l going from x= 0  [im  to  x= 0 .5  /an , the  gate m eta l 
going from  x = l . l  fim  to x=1.8  n m  and the drain  m eta l going from  x= 2 .4  fim  
to  x= 2 .9  pm ).
EPI-P , Lg=0.7 um, s ig _ d = -2 *1  CT8 N /r rT 2
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Figure 5.34: Transfer characteristics for the 0.7 fim  gate-length  E P I-P  MES- 
F E T  a t Vq s  =  1 V: reference case (full line), p redom inantly  positive piezo­
electric charge obtained  with > 0 (dashed line) and  predom inantly  negative 
piezoelectric charge obtained  w ith crj <  0 (do tted  line) under the  gate.
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5.5 O utput resistance
(5.3)
A V ps =  50 mV at V q s  =  0 V and V d s  =  1 V
T he last characteristic  th a t is going to be discussed is th e  o u tp u t resistance 
r Q. I t is defined as
1 _  & Id
r 0 A  V d s
Fig. 5.35 shows the  o u tp u t resistance for the  ep itax ia l and  ion-im planted  
M ESFETs. T he o u tp u t resistance increases w ith  increasing gate length  in 
accordance w ith  experim ental evidence, e.g. [3, 89]. For gate  bias V q s  =  0 the 
d ra in  cu rren t sa tu ra tes  around Vd s  =  0.3 V (see Fig. 5.8) because electrons 
th a t  determ ine th e  drain  current have acquired th e  sa tu ra tio n  velocity. Any 
fu rth e r sm all increase of the  drain current w ith increasing V d s  is due to  the  
increased sub stra te  current (see Figs. 5.36 and  5.37). N ote a substan tia l 
im provem ent of th e  o u tp u t resistance for the  E P I-P  and IO N -P M ESFETs 
which is due to b e tte r  electron confinement. It is also in teresting  to  no te  th a t 
th e  o u tp u t resistance is higher for the  ion-im planted M E SFE T s as opposed 
to  th e  epitax ial M E SFE T s, which is unexpected  because th e  ta il of th e  ion- 
im plan ted  profile suggests th a t the electron confinem ent and  consequently the  
o u tp u t resistance should be worse when com pared to the  ep itax ia l M ESFETs.
W hen the  currents in  Figs. 5.36 and 5.37 are com pared, it can be seen th a t 
for a change of drain-to-source voltage A Vd s  =  1 V  the  m axim um  curren t at 
z  =  1.51 p m  (i.e. 0.09 /xm from  the  surface - inside th e  channel) increases 16%, 
th e  curren t a t z  =  1.5 /¿m (0.1 /im  from  the surface =  th e  ch an n e l/su b stra te  
interface) increases 73%, and  the current at 2  =  1.49 /m i (0.11 fim  from  
th e  surface - inside th e  substra te) increases 300%, clearly ind icating  th a t the 
su b stra te  curren t is responsible for the  increase of th e  drain  curren t in the  
sa tu ra tio n  region.
Im provem ent of th e  o u tp u t resistance can be observed as a lower slope of 
th e  drain  currents in th e  sa tu ra tion  region (see Figs. 5.38 and  5.39). It is in ter­
esting to no te  th a t higher substra te  doping of Na  =  5 ■ 1015 cm -3 has decreased 
th e  drain  curren t less in the  case of the ion-im planted M ESFETs. This ob­
servation is in accord w ith  th e  aforem entioned higher o u tp u t resistance of the  
ion-im planted  M ESFETs. A lthough unexpected, it appears th a t th e  ta il of the  
ion-im planted profile m akes the  ion-im planted M ESFETs less susceptible to 
variations of V d s  in th e  sa tu ra tion  region. The sam e figures also dem onstra te  
the  influence of the piezoelectric charge. It is expected th a t p redom inan tly  
positive piezoelectric charge, by m eans of a reduction of electron confinem ent
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F igure 5.35: O u tpu t resistance of the epitaxial (full line) and ion-im planted 
(dashed  line) M ESFETs.
and  an increase of drain  current also reduces the  o u tp u t resistance. T he ou t­
p u t resistance of the IO N-P M ESFETs conforms to th is theory  (see Fig. 5.41), 
b u t th e  E P I-P  M ESFETs show the  opposite character(see Fig. 5.40).
It has been already seen throughout this study  th a t sim ple physical p ictures 
abou t th e  processes governing the  operation of GaAs M E SFE T s do no t nec­
essarily  offer correct explanations for the  com plex in teractions of th e  physical 
m echanism s involved. For the  tim e being the problem  of unexpected  influence 
of th e  piezoelectric charge on the ou tp u t resistance of ep itax ia l M E SFE T s still 
rem ains unanswered.
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depth =  0.09, 0.10 and 0.11 microns
EPI-P, Lg=0.7 urn, Vgs=0 V, Vds=1 V
Figure 5.36: E lectron curren t density d istribu tion  (in  A /c m 2) for Vqs =  0 V 
and Vd s  =  1 V at dep th  2  =  1.51, 1.50 and  1.49 /im , i.e. 0.09 pim (full line), 
0.1 pim  (dashed line) and 0.11 pim  (do tted  line) from  th e  surface. T he channel 
thickness is 0.1 pan. T he horizontal axis in the  graph is th e  x  axis (the  source 
m e ta l is going from  x  =  0 fim  to x =  0.5 fim , th e  gate m e ta l is going from  
x — 1.1 pim to x  =  1.8 pan and  the  drain  m etal is going from  x  =  2.4 pan to 
x  =  2.9 pim).
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depth =  0.09, 0.10 and 0.11 microns
EPI — P, Lg=0.7  um, Vgs=0 V, Vds=2 V
Figure 5.37: E lectron curren t density d istribu tion  (in A /c m 2) for Vgs =  0 V 
and  V os =  2 V a t dep th  z  =  1.51, 1.50 and 1.49 pm , i.e. 0.09 (full line), 
0.1 (dashed line) and  0.11 pm  (do tted  line) from the  surface. T he channel 
thickness is 0.1 pm . C om pare w ith Fig. 5.36. T he horizontal axis in the  graph 
is th e  x  axis (the  source m etal is going from x — 0 /¿m to  x  =  0.5 pm , th e  gate 
m e ta l is going from  x  =  1.1 pm  to x  =  1.8 pm  and th e  drain  m e ta l is going 
from  x =  2.4 p m  to x =  2.9 pm ).
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0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Drain-to-source voltage, V
Figure  5.38: O u tp u t characteristics for th e  0.7 p m  gate-length  E P I and  E PI-P  
M E S F E T s a t V g s  — 0.25 V: reference case(full line), p redom inan tly  positive 
(dashed line) and predom inantly  negative (do tted  line) p iezoelectric charge 
under th e  gate.
Drain-to-source voltage, V
Figure 5.39: O u tpu t characteristics for th e  0.7 pm  gate-length  IO N  and IO N -P 
M E SFE T s a t Vg s  =  0.25 V: reference case(full line), p redom inan tly  positive 
(dashed line) and predom inantly  negative (dotted  line) p iezoelectric charge 
under th e  gate.
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Figure 5.40: O u tpu t resistance of the  EPI-P  M ESFETs w ith piezoelectric 
charge taken  in to  account: reference sim ulation (full line), p redom inan tly  pos­
itive  p iezoelectric charge (dashed line) and predom inantly  negative piezoelec­
tr ic  charge (do tted  line).
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Figure 5.41: O u tp u t resistance of the E PI-P  M ESFETs w ith piezoelectric 
charge taken into account: reference sim ulation (full line), p redom inan tly  pos­
itive piezoelectric charge (dashed line) and predom inantly  negative piezoelec­
tric  charge (do tted  line).
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Si3 N 4
orien tation Td (pm ) vth (V) A  Vth (V)
[Oil] 1 . 0 0 . 1 0 0 . 2 1
[011] 0.5 -0.06 0.05
0 -0.11 0.00
[Oil] 0.5 -0.16 -0.05
[Oil] 1 . 0 -0.48 -0.37
SiO 2
orientation Td (pm ) Vth (V) A Vth (V)
[0 1 1 ] 1 . 2 0 . 2 0.3
[Oil] 0 . 6 0 . 1 0 . 2
0 -0 . 1 0 . 0
[0 1 1 ] 0 . 6 -0.7 - 0 . 6
[0 1 1 ] 1 . 2 -1.4 -1.3
Table 5.4: D ependence of the  threshold voltage and the  threshold  voltage shift 
on th e  d ielectric thickness and dielectric m a teria l (SisN 4  and  S i0 2) for th e  0.7 
pm  gate-length  ion-im planted M E SFE T  [19].
5.6 E xp erim en ts versus sim ulations
It has been already m entioned th a t a com prehensive com parison betw een the  
sim ulations perform ed in this study and the  published experim ental d a ta  [14]—
[2 0 ] is no t possible because of the  lack of geom etrical and doping characteris­
tics of th e  M ESFETs used in experim ents and because only th e  influence of 
th e  piezoelectric charge on the threshold  voltage has been reported , i.e. the 
transfer characteristics, ou tpu t characteristics, transconductance, sub th resh ­
old curren t slope and o u tp u t resistance are not reported.
Two papers published by the sam e group of authors shall be discussed 
[19, 2 0 ], first of all to  com pare the  respective experim ents and secondly, to 
d em onstra te  the  severity of piezoelectric effects in real M E SFE T  devices.
Table 5.4 shows th e  threshold voltages for the  0.7 pm  gate-leng th  ion- 
im plan ted  M E S F E T  discussed in [19]. T he dielectric m ateria l and th e  dielectric 
thickness are varied. Table 5.5 shows the  threshold voltages for th e  0.7 pm  
gate-length  ion-im planted M ESFET w ith S i0 2  used as dielectric. Only the  
results for th e  [0 1 1 ] orien tation  are presented in [2 0 ].
T here  are a num ber of points w orth noting:
1. S 1 3 N 4  and S i0 2  introduce opposite threshold voltage shifts for the  sam e 
M E S F E T  orientation.
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Si02
orien tation Td (pm ) Vth (V) àVth (V)
[0 1 1 ] 1.2 0.15 0.60
[on] 0.6 0.0 0.45
[Oil] 0.3 -0.15 0.30
0 -0.45 0.00
Table 5.5: D ependence of the  threshold voltage and the  threshold  voltage shift 
on th e  dielectric thickness (SiC^) for the  0.7 pm  gate-length  ion-im planted 
M E S F E T  [20].
2. T hreshold  voltage shift is lower w hen SisN 4  is used as dielectric.
3. T he resu lts for Si02 in Table 5.4 show th a t sa tu ration  occurs for the 
positive threshold  voltage shifts.
4. W hen com paring the  results for S1 O 2 from  Tables 5.4 and 5.5 it can 
be seen th a t the  positive threshold voltage shifts for th e  sam e dielectric 
thicknesses presented in [20] are twice as high as th e  threshold  voltage 
shifts in [19], although the  sam e technological process has been used to 
evaporate the  Si0 2  dielectric in both  experim ents as well as the  sam e 
ion-im plan tation  process.
5. T he difference in the threshold voltage between the [Oil] and  [Oil] ori­
en tations is 1.6 V for S i0 2 w ith Td =  1.2 pm , and it is 0.5 V for Si3 N 4  
w ith  Td =  1 pm  (Table 5.4).
F irstly , we conclude th a t the influence of the  stress induced piezoelectric 
charge is very pronounced. Secondly, the  M ESFETs produced by th e  sam e 
technological processes show a rem arkable spread of the threshold  voltage shift, 
m aking  the  com parison between experim ents and sim ulations even m ore com­
plicated .
T he threshold  voltage shift ob tained  in this study  by the  sim ulations of 
th e  0.7 pm  gate-length  IO N -P M ESFET is + / — 30 m V  (see Fig. 5.21) and a 
rough approxim ation  for th e  0.7 pm  gate-length ION M E SFE T  presented  in 
Section 5.3.4 suggests th a t the  threshold voltage shift is + / — 300 m V  for the 
dielectric  stress Cd =  + /  — 2 • 108 N /m 2, dielectric thickness Td =  0.2 pm  and 
Si3N 4 used as dielectric.
As there  is no m ention of any procedure undertaken  to enhance th e  electron 
confinem ent in the  ion-im planted M ESFETs reported  in [19, 20], th e  approxi­
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m ation  of th e  threshold  voltage shift for th e  IO N  M E SFE T  shall be used for 
com parison.
T he resu lts for Si02 presented in Tables 5.4 and  5.5 are used for com parison 
because Table 5.2 presented in  this study  suggests th a t the  difference betw een 
th e  resu lts ob ta ined  w ith Si02 and Si3N4 is approxim ately  20%, which is m uch 
less th a n  th e  uncerta in ty  in th e  dielectric stress. T he work [19] suggests th a t 
th e  in trinsic  dielectric stress of S i0 2 is abou t m id  108 N /m 2. Furtherm ore , 
w hatever is th e  dielectric stress obtained  in [19], the  one ob ta ined  by th e  sam e 
group of au thors in [20] is 2 to  3 tim es larger.
T he difference in  th e  dielectric thickness is taken  into account by scaling 
downwards by a factor of 3 the  threshold voltage shift ob ta ined  for Td =  0.6 
p m  in  Table 5.4 and  by a factor of 1.5 the  Vth shift ob tained  for Td =  0.3 p m  in 
Table 5.5. These scalings give A Vth of +70 m V  and —200 m V  for th e  results 
in  Table 5.4 and +200 m V  for the  results in Table 5.5.
Considering th e  uncerta in ty  in the  es tim ated  dielectric stress for th e  case 
of th e  0.7 p m  gate-leng th  ION M E SFE T  presented in this study, th e  threshold  
voltage shifts of + /  — 300 m V  calculated here com pare very well w ith  the  
scaled threshold  voltage shifts of +70 (+200) m V  and —200 m V  obta ined  in 
th e  experim ents [19, 20].
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Chapter 6 
Conclusion
T he goals of this study  are to  contribu te to  the  m ethodology involved in  ap­
plying num erical electronic device sim ulation, and  specifically, the  application  
of th is m ethodology to  the  study of piezoelectric effects in  GaAs M ESFETs.
To fulfil these goals a 3D num erical sim ulation package E V E R E ST  has 
been enhanced  by th e  in troduction  of models for GaAs device physics. F irstly, 
th e  Schottky barrie r m odel or rectifying contact m odel has been added  to  the  
s im ulato r to  allow sim ulations of M ESFETs. T hen, GaAs specific m odels for 
th e  energy gap, the  effective electron and hole concentrations, th e  in trinsic 
concen tration  and  th e  in trinsic Fermi level have been defined as well as the  
electron  m obility  m odels. W hen considering the  fact th a t b o th  th e  Schottky 
barrie r m odel and  th e  field-dependent m obility  m odel are very dem anding from  
the  num erical po in t of view (the form er m odel because of huge gradien ts of 
p o ten tia l and  quasi-Ferm i level and the la tte r  because of negative differential 
m obility ), th e  E V E R E ST  sim ulator has proved to be very robust and  a  valuable 
tool for analysis of GaAs M ESFETs.
To verify th e  applicability  of the  num erical device sim ulation, an ion- 
im p lan ted  M E S F E T  has been sim ulated and the  results have been com pared 
w ith  experim ental data . T he disagreem ent obtained  has been a ttr ib u te d  to 
th e  dependence of th e  electric field on the  m agnitude of th e  electric field in­
stead  of on th e  p ro jec tion  of the  electric field on th e  direction of th e  current 
flow. W hen th e  p ro jec tion  of the electric field has been used as th e  driving 
force th a t defines th e  electron m obility, good agreem ent betw een sim ulation 
and  experim ents has been obtained. In the  itera tive  process of m atch ing  th e  
resu lts of s im ulation  and  experim ent the  low-field m obility  and critica l elec­
tric  field have been varied. I t has been seen th a t relatively high differences in 
th e  electron velocity characteristics result in relatively sm all differences in the
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drain  currents.
Furtherm ore , a discussion on th e  GaAs electron  velocity m odels has been 
presented  where it has been shown th a t various au thors, using com pletely dif­
ferent electron velocity m odels, have successfully m atched  the  sam e experim en­
ta l resu lts. Such a s itua tion  has triggerred the  conclusion th a t th e  sim ulation 
of GaAs M ESFETs m ay be regarded as an a rt as well as a science!
To conclude th e  chap ter on GaAs M ESFET sim ulation, ep itax ia l and  ion- 
im plan ted  M ESFETs w ith  differing gate lengths have been analysed. T he 
accuracy of sim ulations has been discussed from  th e  m ath em atica l and physical 
point of view.
W hen considering th e  second m ajo r goal, th e  s tudy  of piezoelectric effects 
in GaAs M ESFETs, the  work has been divided in to  two p arts . F irstly , the 
num erical stress sim ulation and derivation of th e  resu lting  piezoelectric charge 
d istribu tions have been described, and secondly, th e  influence of piezoelectric 
charge on electrical characteristics of GaAs M ESFETs has been discussed.
T he finite-elem ent m ethod  has been used as th e  backbone of th e  num erical 
stress sim ulation. Due to  the  existence of an analy tical solution for th e  stress 
fields inside the  GaAs sub stra te  for the s tru c tu re  consisting of th e  GaAs sub­
s tra te  only, th e  accuracy of the  m ethod has been estim ated . It has been found 
th a t th e  error in th e  calculation of the  stress fields is relatively sm all com­
pared  to  th e  error in troduced  in the  derivation of th e  p iezoelectric charge. By 
com paring th e  im pact of analytically  and num erically calcu la ted  piezoelectric 
charge on the  threshold  voltage of epitaxial M ESFETs, it has been estim ated  
th a t th e  num erical procedure underestim ates th e  piezoelectric charge by ap­
proxim ately  25%. T he source of error has been a ttr ib u te d  to  the finite m esh 
size and  the in terpo lation  procedure used to  derive th e  piezoelectric charge 
from  th e  calculated  values of stress fields. A lthough th e  error is relatively 
large, it has been found th a t it does not depend on th e  gate  length, thus m ak­
ing the  m ethod  reliable when the influence of th e  varying gate length  has to 
be estim ated .
Furtherm ore, the  force load m odel and the  uniform  displacem ent m odel 
have been discussed. I t has been concluded th a t the re  is no clear m ethod 
of re la ting  the  average dielectric stress to the  uniform  displacem ent m odel. 
However, it has been po in ted  out th a t the  uniform  displacem ent m odel is a 
good approxim ation  of th e  stress produced by an experim ental app lication  of 
an ex ternal load. T hus, a good agreem ent found betw een th e  experim ents
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w ith  ex ternally  applied load and the  results ob ta ined  by th e  application  of the  
uniform  displacem ent m odel, proves th a t the  coupled system  of electrical and 
m echanical quan tities m ay be solved in a decoupled form.
Before th e  influence of piezoelectric charge is discussed th e  im pact of the  
high acceptor sub stra te  doping is reviewed. A highly doped p-type layer below 
th e  channel substan tia lly  reduces variations of the  threshold  voltage shift w ith 
gate  length , im proves the  subthreshold current slope, decreases the  sa tu ra tio n  
cu rren t and  increases the  o u tp u t resistance. Except for a reduced current in 
th e  sa tu ra tio n  region, all o ther changes are desired. T he transconductance of 
th e  ion-im planted  M ESFETs has not been substan tially  affected. However, in 
th e  case of ep itax ia l M ESFETs a highly doped p-type layer also enhances the  
kink effect by im proving the  confinement of electrons w ith in  the  channel and 
by pronouncing the  effect of negative differential mobility.
W hen considering th e  piezoelectric charge, an em phasis has been p u t on 
depicting  a physically correct sim ulation m odel for th e  analysis of stress fields 
and  resu lting  piezoelectric charge d istributions in th e  GaAs substra te . The 
force load m odel applied on the  m eta l/d ie lec tric /G aA s s tru c tu re  is suggested 
as a good m athem atica l representation of the physical processes involved. 
T he use of this m odel is advocated because it can be easily re la ted  to  the 
m easurab le  quan tities th a t describe the  dielectric stress, and  fu rtherm ore th e  
m e ta l/d ie lec tric /G aA s s tru c tu re  should be preferred because all th ree  m a te ri­
als influence the stress d istribu tion  in the GaAs substra te .
T he im pact of th e  piezoelectric charge can be observed as a m odulation  of 
th e  doping profile in th e  sub stra te  ju s t below the  gate. P redom inan tly  negative 
piezoelectric charge under the  gate enhances electron confinem ent ju s t like an 
increased acceptor concentration in the substra te , and predom inantly  positive 
piezoelectric charge has th e  opposite effect. I t has been shown th a t higher 
p -type  doping in th e  su b stra te  reduces the  variations of electrical characteris­
tics caused by piezoelectric charge as well as the  variations caused by varying 
gate length, and the  in troduction  of a p-type layer below th e  channel is sug­
gested as an effective m ethod  for im provem ent of th e  uniform ity  of electrical 
characteristics as well as a m ethod for reduction of th e  im pact of piezoelectric 
charge.
C om parison betw een experim ental d a ta  and sim ulation results has shown 
firstly, th a t the  influence of piezoelectric charge on th e  threshold  voltage shift 
in real M E SFE T s is huge and secondly, th a t the stress produced by depositing
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th e  d ielectric layer is h ard  to  control even when th e  sam e processing technology 
is used.
T he conclusion is th a t, although predom inantly  negative piezoelectric char­
ge can be used to  im prove electrical characteristics of GaAs M ESFETs, to 
allow m ore flexibility in th e  design of GaAs ICs it is necessary to reduce the 
im pact of piezoelectric charge either by using highly doped p-type substra te  
(or burried  p-layer) or by depositing the  gate electrode in  th e  <  001 >  direc­
tions. Im provem ent of electrical characteristics by in ten tional in troduction  of 
p iezoelectric charge can not be recom m ended because th e  m agn itude of the 
d ielectric  stress is difficult to  control.
For fu tu re  work, there are two topics th a t seem  to be w orth investigating. 
F irstly , the  influence of piezoelectric charge on th e  gate-to-source and gate- 
to -d ra in  capacitance would be an in teresting area of research because these 
two quan tities would enable a design engineer to  m ake p relim inary  judgm ents 
abou t th e  u ltim a te  perform ance potential of GaAs M E SFE T s. Secondly, ex­
perim en ta l work is needed to  determ ine first of all th e  m agn itude and then  the  
possib ility  of uniform  control of the  stress produced by th e  dielectric layer.
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